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NEWS

Oh

I

HE

Deaths.

WEEK.

Mattebs.
The school poputhe State, according to the
tliis year’s reports from towns,
a gain of about 400.
There has
slight change in the number of
iu Maine for several years and at
1ccrease has been noted.Gov.
has renominated Judge Lueilius
> of Ellsworth as justice of the
Court.
.Judge Emery’s term of
i ires October 4th. and his nominate continued at the
meeting of
U October 5th.V contract
• dosed
with the Franklin ConCompany by the Farmington,
>n «v Kennebec K. K.
Company
be railroad from Farmington to
ion-The following patents
ii granted
to Maine people: (
Cariliuer, combined mop and
ager; II. 11. Ingersoll, liiddeford, !
"•
bating device for machines lor
i'i warp threads.The labor
-loner is mailing to tin. assessors
ity, town and plantation, WO in |
ink which asks the following ;
1st, How many and what kinds
:es. mills or shops for mauufac- ;
have been enlarged, com- j
are in Tlie process of erection
Tv 'id, estimated cost, to
the;
:
ivie number of hands
.The Maine Steam- I
: i’ortlaini
has made a 1
Delaware Fiver Steam
Works of ( .:ester, Pa., !
tiiei steamer for the line. The I
"lo
-in.Jar in construction 1
’oilie John Knglis of the same
v aa> laioirl.ed in October last
will be ready for service in
".i’he 77th year of Colby
-pened sept, ibd with the
irises ar
'‘clock.
President
'•-Tied and after a few words of
resented President Charles F.
i
"haw University, P ileigli,
_:a«.!uate of Colby in the class of
rsident Meserve spoke foi JO
""ome Present Tendencies in
location."
The entering class
r men and Is women.The
>t which descended
upon eastern
i-t week caused a loss of many
to the farmers and corn
canning
The crop was late this year
the frost held off 10 days longer
would all have been harvested in
t
condition for years.
As it is,
will have to be suspended, and
of the corn left in the fields will
-css except to feed to the cattle_
1 ticker of the Maine and New
! re Granite Co.
lias presented a
ie stone for the new
Congregaat
apel
Gorham, made of Quincy

iig-

■

_

1

■*

■

I ne stone bears the

inscription,
national Chapel, 1807.”....Daniel
-inson.
once
a
manager of the
Soldiers’ home at Togus, and
tii who criticized (feu.
Stephenson
management of Togus, in strong
is locked up in the Kennebec
IK- is charged with robbing an old
Robinson called himself “The
Friend” in his printed attack on

tephenson.After being out

■

near-

urs, the jury at Rockland in the
Herbert A. Oliver against the
Rios., returned a verdict of $500
>
plaintiff. Oliver sued for $5,000
out of damages received while
ng in the lime quarry, owned by
Bros.
The case goes to the law
.The death of the six years old
ter of Louis
Latulippe of Water■i
malignant diphtheria, has caused
*f an epidemic, as it is said that the
attended the Brook street primary
i after she had been taken sick.
fireman's muster at South WeyMass., Sept. 23d, the Gen. Bates of
Fa 11s won the first prize of $50.
iy<»ut was 150 feet 5 1-4 inches.
ashman and wife were badly injured
maway accident in Auburn, Monday
but their condition at last
"'U,

improved.The diphtheria
in Waterville is increasing.
There
other case in the family of Lewis
ppe and two more are reported on
was

-nic street.
•

xposed,

At least 50 children have
and an unknown number of

cos.

Tlie steamer City of Peking,
IliilEF.
li arrived at San Francisco, Tuesday,
gs advices that tlie American annexareaty was ratified by the Hawaian
oe without a dissenting vote.
The
annexationists are fighting the treaty
rously.The long-looked-for and

"eg-worked-for
•rk of the
"u has
at

100,000

membership

of American Wheellast
been attained,
and
organization has entered upon the leg
he 200,000 mark.Everett P. Willis,
made such a daring attempt to rescue
brother Herbert from the Charlestown,
''hiss., State prison, August 10th, was
ed on trial in the Superior court in
boston Sept. 22nd and found guilty of atempted murder on two counts. He was
Kentenced to imprisonment for a term not
eeding 20 years nor less than 15 years;
lie first day to be passed in solitary con■

League

linement and tlie residue at hard labor_
The next annual meeting of the American Poultry Association will be held in
Boston on June 18, 1SH8.A special to
the Boston Herald from Washington says:
President McKinley will, when he returns
from his trip to Massachusetts, issue an
order to the secretary of the treasury for
the foreclosure of the government mortgage on the Union Pacific Railroad.
The lumbermen of the upper St. John,
according to the St. John papers, say
the cut of logs this winter will be very
light as compared with last year’s.
I)r. Nansen, the Arctic explorer, is to
visit America and will arrive in New
York, October 23.The bankers of Loutlon have drawn up a protest against the
policy of tlie government of the Bank of
England in announcing its willingness to
maintain one-fifth of its bullion reserve in
silver, which was presented to the bank
Sept. 23d.The post office department
finds the mail system in Alaska defective
and measures will be taken at once to put
it on an improved footing.
The impetus
given to the postal business by the growth
of gold mining recently, calls for a proper
equipment and thorough organization of
the mail system in the gold regions.
Work has begun on the excavation of the
soil for the Nashua reservoir which, when
completed, will be one of the largest in
the world, and is being built by the Metropolitan water commission to supply
the city of Boston and adjoining cities
anil towns with water.The Birmingham Post says that tlie goverument of
Canada early in 1898 will make large purchases of heavy field batteries and a number of defence guns, the latter being for a
new scheme for the defence of Montreal
and the river below that city.The announcement that Mrs. Lilly Langtry will
marry Prince Esterhazy is confirmed by
Attorney Henry C. MePike of San Francisco.The medical press of Great
Britian is warning tlie public against danger of an epidemic of influenza.Desperate fighting is reported to be in progress in Guatemala.
Barrios is said to
have executed one of his leading opponents.
Vast American interests are endangered.So many crimes are reported
in London that it is declared that nothing
like it has been known since the days of
Jack the Ripper.
Fish ami Gamk.
J. M. Blaekington,
President of the Knox Country Fish and
Game Association, received Sept. 22nd
50,000 salmon, which he immediately took
to Alfords lake, where they were let free.
The fish came from the United States
fishery department and were bred at Green
lake.Sumner L. Crosby, the Bangor
taxidermist, is mounting for Thomas
Barbour of Framingham, Mass., the largest trout ever caught with a lly at Upper
dam, in the Kaugeley region. Jt weighed
0 1-4 pounds, and with the exception of
the catch made by Senator Frye, is the
largest ever caught in this state, lie is
also mounting an s 1-2 pound trout for H.
S. Tucker of Indianapolis.Fish Warden Abner Johnson of Ashdale made a
big haul of short lobsters Sept. 22nd in
Gaseo Bay at Chebeague Island, capturing
live cars containing 1,0U0 short lobsters.
1 he cars were not marked in any way so
the '\vnoi couid not be ascertained. They
were located by small
buoys which could
not be seen it low water.
The lobsters
were
taken uitside anil liberated.A
Caribou sportsman suggests an amendment to the game laws to the effect that
open time for partridges and large game
commence at the same time, viz: October
1st, and says that Aroostook hunters are
earnestly in favor of such an amendment.
.Cobbosseecuutee lake lias been screened at the outlet by Gommissi-uier Carleton's orders, the wire netting being put
down with railroad iron ballast at the
county bridge. 'Phis will prevent the escape of a large number of trout over the
outlet dam.
About J0,00U landlocked
salmon fry have been liberated in the
waters within a week, and as many more,
with twice the number of trout, will be
put into these waters before they freeze
over.

Meeting

of the School Committee.

The regular monthly meeting of the Belfast Selim-l Committee was held last Monday
evening, and the usual amount of routine
business was disposed of. The rules reported from the committee on rules were adopted as a whole and ordered printed. Following is the chapter relating to the janitor’s
duties:
Art. 1. Janitors shall be required to keep
the school-houses, out-houses, sidewalks and
yards in good order, to attend faithfully to
the beating, running the Tires with due regard to economy, to make any minor repairs
necessary, the city to furnish material when

required;

and

no

extra

compensation

shall

be allowed for work done that comes within
their iine of duty.
Art. 2.
Janitors shall report to the principals of each school daily, so as to receive
any communication relative to their duties
which the latter may wish to make.
It was voted to receive applications for the
position of janitor in the city, for the High,
Grammar and North and South primary
schools.

The

Barrel

Boat’s

Fate.

Bah Harbor, Sept. 24. Captain Beckman
of Bucksport, the inventor of a barrel boat,
which has been exhibited here this summer,
started early Sunday morning from Southwest Harbor with his 10-year-old son for
Rockland, in order to prove the practicability of the invention. Nothing definite has
been heard from him since, although the
lighthouse men at. Baker island ascert that
Beckman and the boy were rescued five
miles off the shore by the steamer Pentagoet
bound from Eastport for New York.
Fishermen returning from Mt. Desert rock, sixty
miles out to sea, state that what was probably the barrel boat was sighted not far off,
being driven southerly by tremendous seas
at

a

rapid

rate.

The Pentagoet arrived at New York with
Beckman and his son onboard. The steamer
attempted to tow the barrel boat but the
weather was too rough. Beckman went to
Brooklyn where he. said he had friends that
he expected to interest in his invention.
The Races at Bluehill.
In the facing at the Bluehill fair Sept. 22d
the 2.:;0 class, purse $100, was won by Duster, b. in., F. G. White, Belfast, iu three

straight heats; Rodigo, second; Murry,
third. Best time, 2 28. Sept. 23d, the 2 19
class was won iu straight heats by Donum,
b. s
by Nelson, F. H. Osgood, Ellsworth,
Becker, b. g., G. A. Bailey, Belfast, second;
Camille, b. m., W. A. Deering, Orland,
In the 2 20 class,
third. Best time, 2.22 3-4
Duster, b. in., F. G. White, Belfast, won in
straight heats; Rodigo, b. g., L. H. Ryder,
Kingman, second; Phillip, b. g., E. H.
Greeley, Ellsworth, third. Best time, 2.20.
The track record was beaten in every heat.
The record is now 2.22 3-4.

Operations at the Bangor lumber boom in
1897 will be the largest for many years, if
not the largest on record. The crews are
now engaged in rafting out the ninth drive
of the season, and on Monday next will go
after the tenth drive. The nine drives already aggregate about 55,000,000 feet, and it
is expected that there will be three more
drives, bringing the total for the season up
to 72,000,000 feet, which will be much in excess of the amount rafted in 1896, and probably the greatest in the history of the
boom. The logs rafted at this boom are for
the supply of the saw mills on tide-water,
that is, the mills at and below Bangor.

A Maine
If

was

the Real

Earthquake.

Waldo Co. Sunday School Convention.

of the State had

Quite

a

The annual session of the Waldo County
School Association was held in the

Shaking,

Last Saturday Maine had the unusual experience of an unmistakable earthquake
shock, that was felt in Waldo,

Hancock, Kennebec,

Sunday

Methodist church iu Searsmont, Sept. 24th.
Penobscot, Although the attendance was not large, on
Washington, Knox account of stormy weather, unusual interThe shock was
very est was shown by those present. Iu the

and Somerset counties.
noticeable in this city and was noted in
some detail by several
persons. It occurred

absence of the President and Vice President
the convention was called to order
the

by team,
First

secretary.

Rev. W. C. Baker of Searsmont
was chosen president pro tern.
After a
short prayer and praise service a most
hearty and cordial welcome was extended byMr. H. E. Miller of Searsmont, which was
responded to by the State Field Worker,
Rev. T. F. Miilett.
The reports from the Sunday schools,
with but one or two
exceptions, showed in-

passing rapidly over a rough road. This
lasted perhaps four seconds. Then came
a
pause of two or three seconds, followed
by a
second jar, which began light,
gradually increased and suddenly stopped. The second
shock lasted from live to eight seconds.
In all parts of the city, except where there
was a constant jar from
machinery, passing
teams or other causes, the
earthquake was
noticed to the extent of feeling the
jar ami
a
hearing
rumbling sound, and rattling of
dishes, chandeliers, etc. It was noticed
most strongly on Wilson hill
near Grove
Cemetery, where it rattled the stove covers

interest in the work throughout the
county. Additions of library hooks in many
schools aud a larger attendance than usual

reported.
The following committees were appointed :
On credentials, Mr. H. E Miller; on nominations, Dr. A. O. Stoddard, Rev. R. G Harbutt, O. (1. Hussey and Rev. W. C. Baker.
The convention then adjourned to the Meth-

quake.

One of the ideas concerning the
shock was that some trouble at. the water
works had given a jar
through the pipes. In
East Belfast the shock was noticeably manifest in the houses, hut was not felt by men
the clay in the brickyard. Our
county correspondents report as followsX'orthport.
Saturday afternoon aho-it
2 o’clock (local time?) was felta
very distinct
shock of an earthquake. Dishes, stoves an 1
other articles were considerably disturbed,
on

committee

to

by
remembered the aged lady who made an
Centre Moxtville.
A slight sh
k of ! offering and the little ones said : “Don’t you
an earthquake was felt at this
place Satur- j
day, Sept. 25th, between the hours of 1 and I like to hear her pray?” “Yes, she tells God
2 o’clock p. m.
Persons in the houses noticed about us.” Write original thoughts on all
a decided jar of the
buildings, while stoves review lessons. Board work may be outand crockery
rattied considerably.
A j
lined on paper before coming to school and
rumbling noise aeeoiupanied this manifestation of internal disturbance.
pinucd to the wall for he class to question
and talk about.
He would have lively
REPORTS FROM OTHER SE Hons.
Old Town, Sept. 25.
Old Town and neigh- ; music often and not too many aches and
boring towns felt a slight sh h of earth- pains in the religlou
the Sunday school.
quake shortly after 1 o’clock to-day. It J Recitations and
select^readings are found
lasted fully 1 alt a minute.
Pittsfield, Sept. 25. A distinct earth- ; profitable.
quake shook of several se 'onds duration was ! Rev. R. G. Harbutt of Senrsport spoke on
i»-It at this place soon after one o’clock to- I
He said that, ideally,
a “PI, n of Grading.”
day. Bottles in die drug stores rattled, and ;
the Sunday school of to-day should be
in one store a clock fell from the building.
Solon, Sept. 25. From ail sections about ; graded ou some plan following that of our
here reports are coming in t hat there was an
public schools. That is, larger classes in
earthquake this noon. The jar was pain-|
luliy felt in t.he most substantia! buildings in reguiai grades—primary, intermediate, and
the. place. The shock lasted some four se
su on, w.tli efficient teachers.
But as this is
onds.
net at present, everywhere at least, practiUorKLAND, Sept. 25. An earthquake shock \
was distinctly felt here a few minutes after ! cable, it would be a good thing to dissolve
1 o’clock this afternoon
Tin sleek was felt ! all present ’ass divisions and re-grade, putin all towns in this section, and buildings ;
ting together scholars of about the same
were shaken, but no apparent damage was
j mental attainment, with teachers, as far as
done.
|
Farmington, Sept. 25. At l.du to-day a available, best suited to the requirements of
very perceptible earthquake shock was felt each class.
Generally lie would have the
in this section.
The motion was northeast
teacher and e;ass “grow up together,” formto southwest and lasted five seconds. The
time
new
classes from time to
motion was a peculiar one and came in rapid ing
intervals.
No damage was done here.
rather thin disturb existing relations in the
WatervilLE, Sept. 25. At 1 o’clock tins j classes
already formed. Of course emergenafternoon there was felt in all parts of the
city a heavy earthquake shock which lasted cies, such as the breaking up of a class,
nearly half a minute. The motion seemed would have to be met by the Superintendent
to he from north to south, and it caused the j
and his grading committee, if he has one,
rocking of houses and shaking up of dishes
to some extent, though strange to say there and he thinks it would be wed for a large
was no damage.
school to nave one. I: need scarcely be said
Bingham, Sept. 25. At about 1 o’clock that iu a "ery small school it is next to imthis place was visited by an earthquake
which the Postal Telegraph operator re- possible to have a “plan of grading.”
Ou “Collections,” Rev. W. C. Baker of
ports as uearly knocking him from his chair,
and lasting for uearly a minute. The tele- Searsmont said:
graph cilice is at. the Somerset railroad sta1. Are collections a legitimate part of
tion and the sensation was as if some very
school exercises?
heavy team bail hacked up against the build- Sunday because
Yes;
ing and brought up with a jump.
1.
All religious services should have an
An earthquake
Ellsworth, Sept. 25.
was required to take
shock was felt here at 1.01 this afternoon, Offertory. The Jew
an offering when he went- to the temple to
Houses
with rumbling from the southward.
has not abrogated
and the
shook, windows and dishes rattled, the vi- worship, of that gospel
requirement.
bration lasted for 10 seconds. The sky was the spirit
2.
The Sunday school requires money to
72
above
was
clear and the thermometer
and it. should he self-supzero.
The shock was also noticed in other carry on its work,
porting. The equipment of lesson helps,
towns in this county and in Steuben and
maps, record ami library books cost money.
Washington county.
We should train the young in habits of
3.
Bangor and Brewer
Bangor, Sept. 25.
If this he a school for religious
experienced a very decided shock nf earth- giving.
must teach this important
we
quake about 1 o’clock this afternoon. The training,
branch by precept and practice.
rumbling lasted, according to reliable witand by whom should the
II.
how,
When,
nesses, from three-fourths to a minute in
be taken?
time. It shook granite and brick buildings collection
methods
do not make it promiPrevailing
very noticeably and rattled dishes in the nent
enough. Would suggest that the
cupboards of private houses. The quake teachers collect in the. class as now,the treasevidently pursued a direction from the urer gather it all up and place it on the
south to the north. Special despatches to
tabie at. the altar while the school
au
windows,

women

stoves and
and children.

dishes,

and

frightened j

Commercial note the occurrence of the
shock in Bucksport. Ellsworth, Stockton
Springs to the south ami Orono, Old Town
and Olamon and other places to the north.
the

Secret

Societies.

The regular meeting of Plnenix Lodge, F.
and A. M., will be held next Monday evening, Oct. 4tb.
On July 1, 1397, the Pythian membership
in Maine was 11,78J. During the six months
ending June 30th, 1897, the Pythian lodges
in Maine made a net gain in membership of
310. Of the 111 lodges in Maine on July 1,
1897, sixty-six made a gain in membership,
twenty-seven made a loss in membership
neither gained or lost. The
and

eighteen

fact that the Older of Knights of Pythias
has no paid organizer, or organizers in
memMaine, makes the gaiu in lodges and
more rebership during this year all the
markable.
News

in

a

Nutshell.

Gen. Neal Dow was reported at the point
of death yesterday at his residence in Portland. He was conscious and realized that
its close....
his long and active life was near
The Republican convention, Tuesday, nominated Gen. B. F. Tracy for Mayor of Greater
sound platform.
New York, and adopted
There was a
'There was much enthusiasm.
red hot time at the Massachusetts Demoa

■.

cratic convention in Worcester Tuesday.
was nominated for
George Fred Williams
Governor after a stormy session.

California’s prune crop this year is estimated at 820,(KK),000.

sings

able. “Penny collection” idea is ail wrong.
The old standard of giving was a “tenth of
ail thine increase.” The new is, “as the Lord
hath prospered thee,” and must be adhered
to if we would teach the true principles of
Christian giving to the children.
On account of the had

weather it was
the printed
program and have Rev. T. F. Millett’s address in the afternoon and dispense with the

thought

best

to

depart

from

evening session; consequently discussions
on the topics named were limited.
The public school closed at intermission
that the children might come into the convention.
Deacon A. T. Adams of Castine,
using the blackboard, gave them a chalk
talk illustrating the Suuday school lesson
for Sept. 19th in the International series.
He used colored crayoDS and the children enjoyed the pictures very much.
The time left for Rev. T. F. Millett was so
short that he was obliged to forego any
formal address. He amused as well as instructed the children a few minutes, then
gave some instructions to the teachers,
favored town and district associations, and
closed with
ment.

an

appeal

for

suggestions

in

a

Boston Mon-

went to

Miss Della Pendleton left yesterday for
Boston.
H. Colley, Esq., of Portland
few days the past week.

Frank
town

a

in

was

Miss Sophia Staples is visiting her aunt.
Mrs. Thomas Rich, in Sears port.
Mrs. John S. Ingraham of Brooklyn, N.
ks visiting Mrs. Kate Conant.

Y.,

Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Brick went to Boston
last Thursday for a two days’ visit.

ton

Miss Holmes of Ellsworth was a guest of
Mrs. T. B. Dinsmore last Thursday.

Seattle, Wash., from

to

a

Everett E. Nason aud family have moved
VY ilton, where Mr. N. has employment.

Roscoe Holmes of Ellsworth was a guest
of T. B. Dinsmore a short time last week.

were

Caj>t. Charles Baker
day.

busi-

Washington County.

Miss Carrie White and Miss Pauline Web
ster visited friends in Castine last week.

Mr. and Mrs. George F. Kent returned
last week from a visit to friends in Madison.
Miss Nelle C. Hale of Minneapolis left for
home Saturday after visiting Miss Elizabeth

Kelley.
YV. C. Thompson left last Friday for
York after spending the summer in
Belfast.
Mrs,

Mrs. E. L. White returned to Bosa visit in Belfast.

Mr. and

Monday from

Ben Hazeltine left Monday to return to
a visit in Belfast.

Mrs. Charles Haskell returned home to
Rockland last Thursday from a visit n Belfast.

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Dyer of Winterport
visited Mrs. Henry Patterson the rirst < f the
week.
Mr. and Mrs. A. I. Brown leave to-day
from Augusta for a trip to the Whit.* Mountains.
Mi*»s Arlene Simmons left yesterda\ for a
in Portland, Boston and

two weeks' visit

vicinity.
Mrs. Geo. L. Pendleton and son have rturned to Providence from a short \ sit m
Belfast.
Ansel Wadsworth spent Sunday in Rockhis sister, Mrs. Warren
Pottle.

New

port the guest of

Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Harriman went to
Bath yesterday to visit their son, Charles A.
Harriman.

Mrs. Frank Ames of Waterviile returned
home Tuesday after spending the summer
in Belfast.

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Clifford returned
last Friday from a visit to Mrs. C.’s relatives
in Wolfville, N. S.

wick, Me., to spend
Abby Pratt,

Mrs. H. F. Hall left Tuesday for Brunsthe winter with Mrs.

Mrs. Melvina Toothaker returned home to
a visit of several weeks
in Belfast.

visiting Mr.

G. F. Atherton of Boston, who has been
and Mrs. John H. Gott, returned home last Friday.

Lynn Monday from

Rockland.
The meeting then adjourned and the comrades took teams for the Battery where a

day from

Mrs. Adelbert Knight returned last Satura visit of four weeks in
Hartford,
Worcester and Boston.

Hon. W. C. Marshall went to Portland
to attend a meeting of the State
Assessors.

clam bake was held.
The afternoon was spent in visiting, viewing the city, and in other ways, as best
suited the comrades.
At 5.30 o’clock T. H. Marshall Relief
Corps served an excellent supper for the
comrades at Memorial Hall.

from

Edmund P. Brown was at home Sunday
Milo Junction, where he is in the employ of the B. & A. Railroad Co.

Mrs. Adaline Folsom arrived from Boston
to visit her nephew, W
O. Folsom.

Mr. and Mrs W. E. Grinuell spent Sun-

Mrs. W. G. Kneelaml of Medford, Mass.,
arrived yesterday to visit her mother, Mrs.
C. O. Maeomber,

day with Dr. and Mrs. G. P. Lombard at
Bireliwood, North Shore, Northport.
Mrs. Benj. Havelaud of New Haven returned home Saturday from visiting her
mother, Mrs. Greer of Belmont, and friends
in

able record for Maine soldiers as a whole,
but that the First Cavalry stands at the
head of the list in some respects.
Of the ‘J.017 regiments in the Union Army
in the war of the Rebellion the three hundred who bore a loss m k iled ur mortally
wounded equalling »r ex. ceding 130, have
been designated as the "Three Hundred

Fighting Regiments
ing regiments to the

The ratio of th
whole

went to buy
millinery.

regi-

one

regiment

m

any

.me

action

Mrs. A'./.o M. Carter ami child went to
1-y Tnursday's boat to meet Capt.
Carter, then due at Quincy Point from
Phiheh Iphia iu sell. Joel F. Sheppard.
Hattc: A. Trussell is spending her
aeation with her parent*, Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph H Trussed! Miss Trussell is a compositor on the B«-ut and Shoe Recorder of
Boston.
Miss

Peter Ames of Searsiiunit, J C Ames of
Dover. N. It., tlieii sister, Mrs. .].
H iniing of Camden, ami Mrs. James Staples ■;
Northwest Harbor, were guests «d Mrs, M. c.
Batchelder, Rockland, last Thursday.

during

the war. The First Maine Cavalry sustained the heaviest loss, killed inaction, of any
cavalry regiment in the entire army. In
the battle order, so-called, designating the
number of battles each regiment was entitled to bear on its standards, the number
accorded to that regiment exceeded by three

and Mrs. Foster Carter <f N. w
rt,
U. I., and Mrs Thomas Carter
i M
arrived
Mass.,
Sunday to attend the weddiug of Walter P. Carter and M iss Wea
Weieh.
Mr.

any other regiment in the whole, army of
the United States.
The following list shows the minib -r of
men killed or mortally wounded at each of
the

battles in which the regiment

Daisy M. Goodwin, for the past y.-ar
compositor in the Waterviile Sentinel
otlice, has resigned her position, to accept
the position jf assistant
stm:stress nr
Miss

a

■

Burnham, Miss Goodwin’s home.

was en-

gaged:

Wiggin visited 1; lends n Bangor a few days, coming down river on the
City of Baugor Thursday. Mr. Wiggin i< -m*d
her in Belfast and they left by the same
steamer for a visit in Boston returning Sunday.
Mrs. F. R.

8
Middletown, Va., May 21.
1
Manassas, Va., Aug. 28,1862..
South Mountain, Md., Sept. 14, 1862. 1
Louisa, 0. H., Va., May 2, 1868.... 2
Brandy Station, Va., June 9,1868. 1
Aldie, Va., June 17, 1868... 8
Middleburg, Va June 19, 1868... 11
Gettysburg, Pa., July 8, 1868..... 1
Shepherdstown, Va., Ju'y hi, 1868. .<
Manassas, Va., Ot t. 15, 1868.. 1
Dahlgren Raid Va., March, 1864... 10
Todd’s Tavern, Va., May 8, 1864. 1
South Anna, Va., May 10, 18(54. 2

Ashland, Va., May

1 i, 18(54.

Meadow Bridge, Va., May 12, 18(54.
Hawes’ Shop, Va., May 28, 1864.
Cold Harbor, Va., June 2, 18(54.
Skirmish, Va., June 19, 1864.
White House, Va., June 21, 1864.
St. Mary’s Church, Va., June 24, 1864....
Gurley Farm, Va., June 25, 1864.
Picket, Va., Aug. 9, 1864.
Deep Bottom, Va., Aug. 9, 1864....
Malvern Hill, Va., Aug. 16, 18(54.
Charles City Road, Va., Aug. 18, 18(54_
Reams’ Station, Va., Aug. 25, 18(54.
Yellow Tavern, Va., Sept. 29, 18(54.
Boydton Road, Va., Oct. 27, i864..
Belletield, Va., Dee. 10, 18(54.
Dinwiddie C. H., Va., March 81, 18(55.
Deatonsville, Va., April 6, 1845.
Sailor’s Creek, Va., April (5, 18(55.
Farmville, Va., April 7, 1865
Appomattox, Va., April 9, 18(55.
Picket Duty...
Place Unknown.

Mr. and Mrs. Chester W. Cottr -II have returned t their home in New Hawn, Conn.,
after an absence of two nn mbs, of wbh-h
part was spent at Swan Lake and the remainder at the home of Mr. CottreilN parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Cottrell.

9
1
1
2
1
L
17
1
1
1
4
8
8
1
16
i

B. P. Hazeltine, Jr., went to Boston Monday to attend the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. His parents went to Boston
by the same train for a short visit. Charles
E. Paul, who is also attending the Institute,
left Tuesday for Boston,

The freshman class at Dartmouth,College
consists of 186 men, of whom 78 are classical students, 68 Chandler scientific men, 86
Latin scientific and four special students.
There are 8 students from Maine, and one
from Belfast—Harold T. Sibley.

27
7
4
2
7
2
11

Maud E. Ellis weut to Boston MonShe
will return in about two weeks with a large
line of millinery and the latest novelties in
fancy goods. Miss Palmer will be with the
Misses Ellis, as milliner this season.
Miss

day

Total..174
An incident is worth relating as an example of the coolness of the men of the First
Maine Cavalry. Col. Cilley is a little uear
sighted. After forming the regiment on the
Boyd ton plank road, Get. _'7, 1S(54, the men
opened fire with their Spencer and Henry
rilies.

and winter stock of

Boston

Artillery sustained the greatest loss in battle. Mot only was the number killed the largest, but the per cent, of killed was exceeded
in only one instance. Again, its loss at
Petersburg, June ]s, was toe greatest of
any

her fall

Mrs Henrietta Walker. Mrs S. G. Bo-knell, Mrs. C « Cot* iell uid Mrs. Oscar
ILlis are oi Bath attending the State Convention of the W. ('. T. IT.

ments, 3b regiments. Twelve of these are
included in the three hundred fighting regiments making the ratio so far as Maine
troops are concerned 33 per cent. The military record of the Main* troops is still
further pre-eminent, in the fa. r that of all
the 2,147 regiments the Firs Maine Heavy

A moment

later, seeing

and

to

buy fall and winter millinery.

and Mrs. B. A. Roundy left Monday,
the f inner for Lewiston and the latter to
Hail* well to visit her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
O. W. Sims. Mr. lloundy has been engaged
by the managers of the Maine Music Festivals to play in the orchestra and will be
absent a month.
Mr.

no

enemy,
their am-

thinking they were wasting
munition, the colonel rushed along the line,
directing the men to cep.se firing. Coming
up to Corporal S. J. Gurney, of Co. B, lie
shouted; “You are actiug like a fool with

Mrs. Chas. E. Crawford of New York, who
has been visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Dunbar, left last Thursday on her
! return. At Boston she was joined by her
“The rehs
your ammunition, corporal.”
husband and they went to Plymouth to visit
are right out there,” the corporal replied.
her brother, E. H. Dunbar, after which they
“That may be so, but wait till you can see
go to New York.
them.
“Kneel down here, colonel; now
Miss A. F. South worth and niece, Miss
look through there.” The colonel said no
Edith M. South worth, weut to Boston last
more of wastiug ammunition, but remained
week. They will make a short visit in
on his knees and commenced tiring with his
revolver. Gurney looked on a moment and Charlestown, and Miss A. F. South worth
will procure her fall and winter millinery
then, with marked slowness of speech, and
and employ a first-class milliner. They will
usual drawl said; “How about
am-

wasting

munition now,

return

Colonel?”

the Home Depart-

The convention closed with the benediction by Rev. T. F. Millett.
The Belfast delegates who attended speak
Steel tracks for wagons can be built for
in the highest terms of the hospitality of the
$8,500 a mile. Duriug the next year Alaska
people of Searsmont, especially the ladies. will be the best field for experimenting with
I
The visitors fouud, on arrival at the church, I them.

to-day

or

daughter of Lawrence, Mass., arrived here
Saturday. Tuesday morning, in company

j

|

Mrs. John Billings of CasPue visit-e*i her
husband’s sister, Mrs. H. E. McDonald, the
first of the week.

with Mr. and Mrs. Frank B. Knowlton of
this city and Miss Thedora Winslow of New’
York, they left for a two week’s outing at
Mt. Kiueo. Mr. Winslow will go deer hunt-

ing meanwhile-

and

and Mrs. Asa A. Howes
and Mrs. Joshua P. S

Belfast

f

■

Mr

uf

o.- n

West lioekport spent Sunday
with Mrs. Odver Andrews.

P

a

-ekporc

Mrs. Sanbf.ru, matron >f the (- 11
left for Bangor yesterday t
.1 \- t•
month.
Miss Lucy By an is -:ng

fiunng

matron

as

absence.

her

Miss Ada. Joins arrived home
York hist Thursday md lea .a-s

X•

■

w

for Bellast, wia-r.- she
to do u.i.
coming winter. \ Fairlb id Jo.«rn-.
M

J*

isS

is

nes

Cl

Soil

11

.}.

••

Ml

■1

:c

Mrs
Eoiitir J. lb. vers and s >i. Do
left Tuesday for New York, win-y
visit to
a
Holy Gross Academy,
Mrs. 11.

was

gratia.iie

;i

»

a

•:

n

of

Atlanta, G,y where :i.e\
main for the winter.
for
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of this city. Tii" pan or was wry
-at I \
decorated with dowers, vim-s, feri.s. -t
The

traveling
of

performed by

cereiuuuv was

Tilton.

F.

The bride
if

suit

grey ami

Tile presents
ami
handsoum,

uahle

silver, china,
pictures, etc.
the

on

l.L'v

t

an

wen

The

train
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i.
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a

\.

1

an-.i•,
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tinmen

ami

handsome

.I<• I

Her

uiaii

was

roses.

.:•
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••!!

m-w

:n

n
den, where they will tie at
4 Garfield Terrace, after Oct. lbth
Mr
Mrs. Garter have many friends
He
who wish them a prosperous ami
u
future.

la

Smith-WKi.ru. A
Anna M. \V» leh

were

stm

L. Sm/A

it arrm

d
m-

I M

a;

the bride’s parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Welch on I’nion street, Sept 1

of

t-

presence of a few intimate In. mis
G. G. Winslow. The hi A- ,v .s at!

gray suit with white vnk
passementeries. The next day
was held and many friends
a

steel

i

<

a

••..,

r*
\

i;

i

CDiigratulatious. Tlu happy .\. re
the recipients of a large mmim-:
!
-•■! i,
and valuable presents, lm-i idmg
-i..fire,
crockery, table cutlery, en They w.
forthe present with Mr. and Mrs. We! !..
School

Superintendents' Meeting

meeting of

tbe. Sclnac Super;m •ml.-ntu
Waldo county was held in the v. ■•’iitimmi
Council room, Memorial building,
'day.
State Superintendent Ste’sou and f nqeen
A

of

1

of

twenty-live superin;.ndents
were
present, ’i.-eluding
superintendents of Wintcrpo:t at) i
the

the

n

t<ly

county
port.

The

Sears-

program included ra.k

the

aws
following subjects Talks « n sen
Methods of conducting teachers’ « xam
tions ; llow an su peri litem lent* ass>; •.• -iters

in their work V How

help pupils
meat

in

the

r w->:

a;

k .’

sup■

ings.
good points

were

brought

r.:t• nd■

and the

of school grounds and
The discussion was g. ti.
-ut.

-.i

•.

|,|.

sc
ia:

As;.

ut.s

u
.:

anv
tunc

close of both the forenoon and aftersessions was devoted to answering
queries. The questions related elm My to the
interpretation of school law, and low to g.q
better work in the schools, and were satis-

at the
noon

factorily answered by Mr. Stetson.
Superintendent Stetson reports an increasing interest in the welfare of the schools,
not only among school otticers and teachers,
but among parents and the general public.
The, improvement is general throughout the
State, and Waldo county is moving with the
others.
100

Mile

to-morrow.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward N. Winslow and

Nebraska's beet-sugar factories are at work
on the crop of 181*7.
They have obtained a
good start in a field of immense future importance.

Tuesday evening

Mr.

P'"f. Dudley a. Sargent (J Harvard College was in Belfast a few flays last week.
His mother, Mrs. Howard, returned home
with him Saturday.

right-

number of

Tuesday

Belfast.

Mr. and Mrs. K P. Chase left last Thursday for Boston and New York. Mrs. Chase

ments is 11 per cent.
Maine sent into the
service, counting the batteries and unassigned companies as equivalent to two regi-

!

trip

Ossiau Farwell Taylor of Hampden is
member of the freshman class at Colby.

The following record of the work of Maine
Regiments shows not only a highly honor

may

offering song, repeats appropriate scripture,
or the superintendent talks on our obligation to give a portion of our increase. Thus
we may
teach giving. A regular report
should be given by the treasurer.
III. Who should give, and how much?
Each member of the school, as they are

and

last

Amos Clement will arrive home to-day
from his season’s work at Seal Harbor.

Wood, Newburyport, Mass.; G. M. Harris,
Portsmouth. N. H.; E. L. French, Belfast;
Alfred Pierce, New \ork; Leonard Rowe,
Leeds ; D. N. Gage, Cambridge, Mass.; Chas.
Moulton. Foxcroft; Geo. F. Jewett, Boston.
They reported the following list of officers,
who were unanimously elected ;
President, Isaiah Richardson, Bucksport.
Vice Presidents, Edward Jordan, Bangor;
Augustus Devereaux, Ellsworth.
Recording Secretary and Treasurer, O. S.
Haskell, Pittsfield.
Corresponding Secretary, J. P. Gilley,

Frankfort.
Liberty. At about 1 o0 p. m. last Saturj
day the people of this village were very J
much shaken by a slight earthquake, which
shook every buihP..g and lasted for about
on impressing each member with personal
half a minute.
Palermo. An earthquake shock was felt duty. He would not advise too formal a
last Saturday afternoon.
It lasted about
way of opening or closing a school.
Prayer
one minute, shook the buildings, rattled the
;
he offered
different ones. He well
in

Elbe Clifford returned home
a visit in Bangor.

Charles II. Field left Monday for
ness

made to
meet in Boston and Rumford Falls. The
association voted in favor of Bucksport.
The following committee was appointed to
nominate officers for the ensuing year: E.
P Tobey, Pawtucket, R. 1.; O. S. Haskell,
Pittsfield; J. B. Loiiiig, Rockland; B. S.

I County Sunday

urday afternoon was quite heavy, and was
distinctly felt in all parts of the town, and

Kiltery,

few days

Thursday from

Cavalry Reunion.

S. Emery, Waterville. Invitations
received from Bucksport, Pittsfield

were

and

a

Albert L. Mudgett went to Hallowell Monto work in the stone sheds.

gor: N.

represent the Waldo
School Association in the
State S. S. convention to be held in Bangor
next October was chosen as follows: Rev. R.
G. Harhutt, Mrs. L. J. Palmer, Friend O. G.
Hussey, Mrs. R. N, Colson, Mr. H. E. Miller.
The topics were then opened for discussion.
0. G. Hussey of Waldo presented the following ideas on “General Exercises •” In the
work of the Sunday school much depends
A

Maine

for

day

than 20 miles.

receive invitations to hold the next reunion:
B. Cook, Friendship; V. A. Foss, Ban-

delegates present. The different denominations represented
were
Congregational,
Methodist, Baptist, Free Baptist and Friend.
a long, low rumbling sound was heard for
The towns represented in the convention
some time, and the oscillations lasted
nearl.v were Belfast, Pirooks, Burnham, Montville,
three quarters of a minute, as timed by Mr
Monroe, Searsport and Waldo.
Harvard Elwell at the post office.
Sandy point.
An earthquake was felt
here Saturday about 1 >0 p. ui.
Swanville. Last Saturday afternoon we
had what we suppose was'an earthquake
shock.
Wintekport. The earthquake shock Sat-

M. L. Mitchell was in Boston
last week on business.

M.

odist parsonage, where the next half hour
was agreeably
spent in social intercourse,
while tlie picnic baskets were being emptied.
The ladies of Searsmont were in attendance
with plenty of delicious hot coffee.
The afternoon session was opened with a
brief praise service and prayer by Friend
Omar G. Hussey. The committee on nominations reported on election of officers as
follows: President, W. R. Howard; secretary and treasurer, Dr. A. O Stoddard ; executiv.; committee, O. G. Hussey, Mrs. J. F.
Tilton, Chas. F. Ginn, Mrs. Jas. G. Pendleton and Clarence H. Smith.
Place of meeting next year. North Belfast.
The committee on credentials reported 29

rumbling of a passing team, moving
furniture over head or some commotion next
door. Then many started to rush out-doors,
feariug that the buildings were coming
down; hut the excitement was soon over,
and it was then recognized as an earth-

more

Richard Gurney left Saturday

Mrs.

previous meeting the Treasurer, O. S. Haskell of Pittsfield, presented his
report, which
showed receipts for the year, §27.12; expenditures, §22 00; on hand, §5.12.
The following committee wras appointed to

were

the

distance of

PERSONAL.

Boston.

The annual reunion of the First Maine
Cavalry Association was held in Belfast
Wednesday, Sept. 29th. The weather was
fine and the attendance iarge,
many comrades coming from other States.
The meeting was called to order at 11
o’clock by the President, Samuel J.
Gurney
of Waldo.
After reading the records of the

creased

and caused chandeliers to swing
noticeably.
At the first shock people
thought it was

a

PERSONAL.

Miss

by

p. m., standard time, and its duration
was estimated not to exceed fifteen
seconds;
some say not over ten.
At first there was a
rumble and jar as though a heavy team was
at 1 05

at work

fires and every needed convenience to make
them comfortable after a long ride in the
rain. The same thoughtful attention was
continued throughout the day, and entertainment was offered to all who could find it
convenient to remain.
Two ladies, Mrs. Belle J. Palmer and Mrs.
R. N. Colson of Monroe, drove to Searsmont

thing, and the Eastern section

Bicycle Record Broken,

Portland,

Me., Sept. 26.
To-dav the
State record for 100 miles was broken
by
He rode between Portland and Biddeford Pool,
doing
the, first fi.ty miles in 2 hours and 55 minutes. A delay of 25 minutes was caused
by
the breaking of the tandem of Ins
pacemakers on the half of the century, but lie
nevertheless bettered the record by an hour
and a half, his time for the 100 miles
being 7
hours and 25 minutes.
George K. Stevens of this city.

Editorial

the demand for iron is

Notes.

into the
The calamity sliriekers are not taking
tlieir vacation among the farmers this
The farm weather is altogether to
year.

production

farm, for the railroads,

nominated

and

October of last year the weekly production
Republican party is responsible of pig-iron in the United States averaged
for the piospeiitv which we have with us.
112,000 tons. The average weekly out1 make the assertion from the standpoint
put for September of this year will averof a business man."
[Mark Hanna.
That is the difage about 100,000 tons.

Ohio farmers who take the time from
their busy ami profitable duties to listen
would like

Bryan's $1,500 speech

to Sir.

|

have him explain how it is that Ohio

to

wool, which sold at IT cents a year ago,
now brings 20cents, while silver has fallen

which sold

Argentine Republic,
about eight million dollars’ worth of
wool and hides last year, is considering a
proposition to shut out the out million
The

us

dollars' worth of lumber, kerosene, and
ta rin i mplemi ms w inch we sell her annual-

ly hi

of

ruse

tariff

our

wool and

on

liam

•’

st;

tin

-bi.
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].1 en* iu d
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anarchy and arrayed
year ago.'* [Sena-

n, Ohio.

>
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I
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>ay
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ration.’'

v am] l:or is
l-V-ii! us;■, and

refus-

j
asperity is
t have it without their

it.

n, Ohio,

never

My
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From Senator Hannahs

speech.
mostly produced
some

in Japan,
parts <»f China and

a

mav

determine the control of

the Senate for the next two years, while
she may, with the other States above

rival here, and that those from other
are also the subject of attention
On the
when they put in an appearance.

his

at

Mates

States above named may depend the control of the Senate din ing all of President

McKinley’s
There

term.

are

now

.senator

45

Republicans

in the

George and the absence of

a

Sen-

from Oregon leaves the total number
but >s.
With a Republican seated from

tins

question.”
[From Senator
Hanna's speech on the opening of the

<>!

in it.

|

to

by

Kev. J. E.

that

who iu any way contributed to the
cess and enjoyment of the occasion.

Agents, Belfast.

a plain statement of
pulpit of to-day. The
work of the ministry, he said, is to be
leaders of men.
Something more than

was

the needs of the

conversion is needed in

The
Rev. S. N. Adams offered prayer.
treasurer, Rev. J. E. Adams, 1). D., presented his report, which showed that
about 81,700 had been received and about
the same amount disbursed to eighteen

family

or

treasurer
that had

individual beneficiaries.

spoke of the
been coming

The

Christmas present
from an unknown

must

minister.

a

lie

not

Thursday's meetings were opened

in the Senate

are

to be

and March 4, 1809.
now tilled by Repub-

41 votes iu the Senate in the last half of

McKinley’s term,

and the silver Demo-

crats 25.

meeting

at

s.30

led

was

by

fcb

Rev.

paign, September

11.

a

the treasurer’s hands

are

certain I’. O. box in Portland.

sent to
That is

ail that is known

recipients

of tiie

by the society or the
giver. Ilis record is in

another world.
The

following

officers were elected for

tiie coming year; President, Rev. E. 13.
Mason, I). D.; vice-president, Rev. E. M.

Cousins; secretary,

Prof. F. 13. Deuio, D.
D.; treasurer, Rev. J. E. Adams, D. I).;
auditor, W. P. Hubbard; trustees, Revs.
E

M.

Cousins, George

Lewis, J. E.
Adams, Ebenezer Lean, R. T. Hack, W.
P. Hubbard, Esq., Hon. E. W. Woodbury.
A collection of $49 for the benefit of the
society was taken in the evening.
THE

The

ing

WOMAN’S BOARD OK MISSIONS.

twenty-fourth

The business meeting

are

The committee

opened

at 1*

at

11

a.

m.

on

less been very valuable in preventing disIt has saved the effusion of a
tuibances.

great deal of blood

congregation

by preventing the
assemblage

of those whose

would have worked them into

a

condition

l-’>-

represented by

delegates.

ber of persons from out of town, in attendance on the meetings, to more than
double that number.

Cojnmittee
following
Resolved, That

The

and the

on

Resolutions

were

almost certain to result in violence.

“Prior to the passage of the Dingley
tariff act we had scenes like those which

days of 1879. The offerers of the patent remedy stood by and
jeered. They mocked at us when our
But when the due legislation
fear came.
preceded the

first

had been had and there

was no

change to

be looked forward to; when business had
reached its sound basis and there was a

future,
phenomena

reasonable chance to calculate the

repetition of the
[Speaker Reed in the

there came
of 1879.

a

New i'ork

World.
Another proof of the
ed business conditions

is found in the

increase in the output of pigWlten business generally is good

enormous

iron.

generally improv-

resumed after the

ment of the Charitable

Society,

remainder of the afternoon

was

adjournand the
devoted

by Kev. M. D. Kneeland, Secretary of the New England Sabbath Protective League, on the work, objects and
Major H. S. Burrage of Portland has
just received the sword which was captur- aims of his society, and by Rev. Lawrence
ed with him at Petersburg, Va., Nov. 1,
Phelps, Field Secretary of the Boston
1804.
The sword has passed through
Seaman’s Friend Society. His subject
Lieut. Teague,
many hands since then.
who took Major Burrage prisoner, carried was “The Sea Breeze,” and he gave an init all through the rest of the war.
Later teresting account of the work
among sailTeague fell in debt and it next came into
with a statement of their
ors,
together
possession of Capt. N. A. Poole of Co. K,
North Carolina troops, who, in turn, gave needs, etc.
it to a Masonic lodge of Belton, Mo. Major
At Wednesday evening’s meeting the
Burrage traced it to this place and then audience room was crowded, and two
wrote asking for the sword, which he rediscourses were given.
ceived by express.
Major Burrage was very interesting
service was led by
The
while
the
Confedpraise
opening
captured
approaching
erate lines for the exchange of papers.
The
Kev. T. P. Williams of Winslow.
The officers, however, believed he had address of Rev. A. E.
D. D.,
Dunning,
other designs and took him prisoner. He
editor of The Congregationalist,
was subsequently released in exchange for of Boston,
on “Present Demands on the Ministry
Roger A. Pryor.
to

addresses

Lowest rates of tuition.

FILLS

I'ksl quipped looms iUHv

the General Conference
of Churches of Maine protest against the
running of Sunday excursion trains and
boats throughout the State of Maine, in
the interest of public morals and good
citizenship. The conference would specially urge upon Sister denominations holding camp and grove meetings extending
over Sunday that they decline the assistance of railroad and steamboat companies upon that day.
Resolved, that this convention endorses
the Civic League of Maine and recommends the appointment of a paid agent to
lay the work of the League before the
churches.
A resolution

reported by

iUpensfustTuesdAv^eri
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They
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Mitchell,115

Ab-

with, Bangor.
Delegate to the Congregational Union of
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, Kev. C.
D. Crane, Macliias.
Delegate to East Maine M. E. Con-

Rev.

important
IT GIVES all important

H. H.

Jackson;

ko, Alfred.

Cornish.

iT GiVES all

make pastors del-

Norman McKinnon, Dover; E.
bott, Fryeburg; F. 'S. Dolliff,
H. E.

on

in

EVERY

EVERY

EVERY Slate

meetings

Falls; G. W.
E. C. Brown, Freeport, T. P. Williams, Winslow; W. II.
McBride, Bristol; P. J. Robinson, Orouo;
Noyes,
Reynolds, Gorham;
Revs. H.

lninily

EVERY

the committee

port is Conference Collector for Waldo Warren, Cumberland Mills. Alternates,
Prof. J. S. Sewell, Bangor; Dea. A. W.
County Conference.
THE UENERAL CONFERENCE.
Butler, Rockland.
Committee to visit Bangor Seminary,
The meetings of the Maine General Conwere

htyk.Si cjrade iuMvucium.

was adopted that the committee of aropened in the ves- rangements for the next conference be inWednesday. Following strueted to arrange the program without

the officers for the current year, elect-

ference

i

credentials reported

was

West

land.
Advices from Ohio indicate that the
voters there understand pretty clearly the
heavy responsibility which rests upon
them.
A failure to elect a Republican
from that Stale passes the control of the
Senate into the hands of those opposed to
President McKinley, at least until March
4, 1899, perhaps to the end of his term.
It is a big responsibility, and it is well
that the Ohio Republicans recognize it.

IlVER

o' dock

It is estimated that the visitors present
holding credentials increased the num-

of the Maine Branch of tiie Woman’s

Board of Missions

try

semi-annual meet-

There is reason to believe that the Re- ed at the annual
meeting in June: Presipublicans may be successful in sending
dent, Mrs. Wm. it. Fenn, Portland; Cormembers of tlieir own party from Maryresponding Secretaries, Miss Sophie Spot-

land,

ACTS
AT ONCF

CARTERS
fflTTLI

N.

Adams <>f Westbrook.

Virginia, Indiana, Wisconsin, ford, Rockland, Mrs. J. W. D. Carter,
egates ex-officio, also making retired pasNorth Dakota, California, New York and
Portland; Home Secretary, Miss Ella H. tors members, and giving Bowdoin College,
New
to
succeed Democrats now
Jersey
■This talk of these gentlemen about
Hayes, Portland; Treasurer, Mrs. C. C. Bangor Seminary and each local conferpritis ajc. accidents and this recrimina- bolding seats from these States. Should Chapman, Portland; Auditor, Mr. Edward ence a
delegate, was presented and adoptthis happen it would give the
tii i: ale it dead and buried speeches show
party an P. Oxnard, Poitlaud. Mrs. Edward Sib- ed
the necessary two-thirds vote.
by
Should they
then, tii in' still groping about among tile easy control of the Senate.
ley of Belfast is Vice President for Waldo
The committee on nominations reporton y
win in one-half these States
i.r liei I iisli. while sensible men are standthey county.
ed a list of officers, and the convention
ing on the mountain top and beholding would.be able to control the Senate with WOMAN’S MAINE MISSIONARY AUXILIARY. elected as follows:
1he earth to the very horizon's edge. The the vote of the Vice-President.
The seventeenth annual meeting of the I
Moderator, Key. Kolliu T. Hack. PortIt will be seen, then, that there is
view may not be of the whole round
good Woman’s Aid to the Maine Missionary land.
earth, but it is better than the view from reason for the intense interest with which Society was held in the vestry at 2.30 !
Recording Secretary, for three years,
the jungle."
[From Speaker Reed’s the Ohio election of this fall is being o’clock. The Treasurer's report showed! Rev. Charles D. Crane, Machias.
watched. Upon it alone may depend the a gain over last year’s collections and disanswer to Wm. Jennings Bryan.
Corresponding Secretary, for three
control of the Senate between this time bursements, and the report of the Secreyears, Rev. Edgar M. Cousins, Gray.
•‘After a great smash like that of ISOii and- March 4, 1899, while upon
Ohio, tary was encouraging. The contributions
Treasurer, for three years, Dea. Wilor that of 1K71 there is nothing to do but
Maryland, and a few other close States for tiie year ending Sept 15, 1897, were liam P. Hubbard, Bangor.
wait and let the business of the world will depend the control after March 4, $1,949.89, against $1,814.14 the previous
Auditor, Everett F. Rich, Esq., Bangor.
settle itself, carefully keeping meanwhile 1899. to the end of President McKinley’s year.
The address of the President was
Secretary of Sunday Schools, Dea. W.
the medicine men of iinauce with their term.
interesting and full of hope. The officers A. Robinson, Auburn.
feathers and rattles out of the way of the
Therefore all eyes are on Ohio as to her were re-elected as follows:
Committee of arrangements. Revs. P.
President,
sick man.
When public confidence is pro- possible control of the Senate
during the Mrs. K. B. Lewis, South Berwick; Secre- 11. Moore, Saco; G. S. Mills, Belfast; 1,.
foundly shaken it must re-establish itself. next 18 months, and on Ohio, Maryland, tary, Mrs. Gertrude H. Deuio, Bangor; D. Evans, Camden; T. A. Frey, BiddeIt lias been shaken by causes, and those and a few other close States as to the con- Treasurer, Mrs. Rose M. Crosby, Bangor. ford;R. T. Hack, Portland.
causes must be removed.” [.Speaker Reed
trol of that body during the remainder of Miss Carrie Cutter of Belfast is Vice
Committee on nominations, Revs. H.
on the- Rusiness Situation.
President for Waldo county.
President McKinley's term.
W. Kimball, Skowhegau; A. F. Duunells,
Happily, the reports from all of these WOMAN’S AID TO THE AMERICAN MISSION- Bath; Geo. Lewis, D. D., South Berwick;
How are our silver friends explaining States are very encouraging to the RepubARY ASSOCIATION.
S. N. Adams, Westbrook; C. L. Parker,
the ir,crease in value of our cotton crop licans.
In Ohio there now remains no
The seventeenth annual meeting of the Ashland; T. P. Williams, Winslow.
this year in the face of the fall of silver? doubt of success, provided the members Maine Woman’s Aid to the American
Committee on Sunday schools, Revs. T.
Silver has fallen 20 per cent, in the past of the party in that State do not allow Missionary Association was held in the E. Brastow, Rockport; J. C. Gregory,
The reports showed Bingham; II. L. McCann, Iloulton; D. L.
year, while co\ton has so much advanced their good prospects to lead to a neglect vestry at 3.30 p. m.
tHat this year's crop, although very light of duty.
They have some very shrewd good work done during the past year. Yale, Ellsworth; H. J. Wells, Viualhaven;
in quantity, will bring $21,000,000 more men to deal with, and some
unscrupulous The State committee was re-elected, as Mr. S. M. Crane, Alfred.
follows: Chairman and Treasurer, Mrs.
to the farmers of tire South than that of ones, too, and between these two they
Committee on publication, Revs. E. M.
will need to get out every vote.
But if Ida V.
two years ago. Tire “explanation” which
Woodbury,
Cousins,
Woodfords;
Secretary,
Gray; C. I). Crane, Machias; D,
they do so, it is conceded that they will Mrs. L. J.
the.silverites apply in the case of wheat win.
Thomas, Auburn; Mrs. H. M. 1’. Hatch, Bangor.
In Maryland the Republicans are
will not do for cotton.
very hopeful. They are all standing now- Quinby, Bangor. The following missionCommittee to visit Bowdoin College,
well in line, and when the good round aries are
supported by the Board: Miss Revs. O. W. Folsom, Bath; C. S. Patton,
which
carried
the
State
majority
by
they
Now that the soft-coal stiike has been
M. P.
Roberts, Talladaga, Ala.; Miss Auburn; E. R. Smith, Farmington; G. M.
last year is remembered, it is apparent
practically settled without bloodshed, it that they have good chances of success. Alice Johnson, Bowling Rock, X. C.; Wardwell, Bridgton; William Forsyth,
is proper to call attention of those who Vet they have as shrewd and unscrupu- Miss M. E. AVilcox, Andersonville, Ga.; Bucksport; W. G. Mann, Cumberland
lous a man to fight as have the Ohioans,
ate scolding about the interference of the
Miss C. II. Goldthwaite, Memphis, Tenu.; Mills.
for Arthur P. Gorman is a man who can
L. llall, Fort Berthold, Xorth
courts in matters of this sort to the fact
Delegates to National Conference, Rev.
only be beaten by the most heroic work Mrs. C.
that the use ot the iujunetiou has doubt- on the part of the Republicans of Mary- Dakota.
Mrs. J. G. Pendleton of Sears- J. P. Merrill, D. D., Portland; Dea. J. E.
Ohio can

Rev. A. F. Dunnels, Lincoln; Rev. (». Lewis. York; Rev. C. I). Crane, Washington.
The closing service of the conference
was the communion, at which the following ministers and deacons officiated:
Revs. Blodgett of Bucksport and Hack of
Portland; Deacons, Pattee of Belfast, Haskell of Westbrook, Stevenson of Portland
and Ellis of Bangor.
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The purely vegetable ingredients that give
True's Pin Worm Elixir its wonderful
power of expelling worms, make it also the
best medicine known for curing all diseases
of the mucous membrane of the stomach and
bowels—one of the most frequent causes of
illness in children and adults. An unrivalled
tonic and regulator of the bowels and stomach. True’s Elixir has been a household
remedy for 46 years. It acts at once upon
the blood, expelling impurities ami giving
health and new life t" the whole system.
Price .‘J5o. Ask your Druggist for it.
Dr. .1. F. TUf’k & CO., Auburn. Me.
Write for Book—Free.

BLOOD
WILL
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lowing county delegates: Rev. G. B.
Ilescock, Aroostook; Rev. J. P. Cushman, Hancock; Rev. E. P. Smith, Franklin: Rev. E. II. Abbott, Union Conference; |

sunrise prayer meeting led by Rev. IE
The devotional
N. Piugree of Eastport.

operate with the Republicans, thus leaving that party in control of the Senate
with the aid of the Vice-President's vote.
seats

suc-

a

not

Thirty-one

\

THEN.K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,

Ministers and Churches in Matters ol
Biblical Criticism,” was a scholarly discourse and was well received.

increased till 8500 was received last year.
The letters of acknowledgement passing

tilled between

Everything
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George, it is considered probable that
at least one of the Populists would co-
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The state of religion iu Maine was reported in 8-minute speeches by the fol-

1*4 churches
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A rising vote of thanks was unanimously passed to the pastor, church and entertainment committee of Belfast, and to all

Years ago tlie treasurer received a check
for 8100.
Year by year tiie amount lias

were

pastorate.

one

conference iu Saco.
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It was voted to hold the next annual
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real
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Fairbank’s

Nomination for corporate member of A.
B. C. F. M., Rev. J. G. Merrill, D. D.,

and

G.

J.

Hyde,

gained its
a day or a

year.

is hard to get.

only be a Christian, but he must
He
have talent, ability and education.
S. bewail, D. D.: secretary, Kev. I,. IX
that the ministry is being lowered
stated
F.
Prof.
E.
Woodruff;
Towne; treasurer,
in its personnel and its claim to be a
auditor, Alfred Mitchell, M. I); directlearned profession endangered by the adex-offiand
the
secretary,
ors,
president
The conference collection amounted to
mission of incompetent men, by shortcio, John L. Crosby and K. N. Beatty.
cut methods of irregular schools, which
After the reading of the necrology, as
Tin: MAIM. < HAKITABI.E SOCIETY.
and even the degree of published last week, attention was called
diplomas
give
of
The sixty-seventh annual meeting
to the death timing the year of Rev. Neto men notoriously unlit mentally
the Maine Congregational Charitable So- 1). lb,
hemiah Lincoln, for many years pastoi at
the
and in education for
high calling. North Bridgton, and Rev. Homer T. Black,
ciety was "opened at 3.30 o'clock, Ilev. E.
The address of Rev. E. C. Moore, 1). lb. for a short time pastor at Searsport. where
M. Cousins presiding in the absence of
of Providence, R. I., on “The Attitude of he was ordained.
the president, Rev. E. JJ. Mason, 1>. D.

<

mines and the price of silver.
< mpare the few mine-owners with the
million of fanners and wheat-growers
"lo in
intrusted on the other side

come

or a

Asso-

Member of Interdenominational Com-

with President Williamson in the chair.

Fhilippiues. Secretary Wilson, the Eleven of these are
head oi thi; Department of Agriculture, licans, tifteen by silver Democrats, two by
pio] ses to give the citizens of the Gulf Populists, two by silver Republicans, and
one by a sound-money Democrat.
It is
states an opportunity to experiment in
this line.
He is preparing to distribute conceded that the Republicans will elect
earn] hoi-tret* slips to that section, and is Senators from Maine, Vermont, Massathus likely t< add another important in- chusetts, Rhode Island,
Connecticut,
dustry to those <>? the agricultural ele- Pennsylvania, Iowa, Michigan, and Minnesota: the Democrats in Virginia, Floriment.
da, South Carolina, Texas, and probably
■\\ hat (iocs tV. J. Bryan say now ? He ! Missouri aud Tennessee;ami the silverites
tiics '(i explain that silver and wheat are in Nevada,
Montana, and Utah. With
u
I'iveqving lines because of a famine the Oiiio Republicans successful this fall,
abroad.
Only a few States are interested the Republican party is practically sure of
silver

month
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mission, for 3 years, Pres. IV. De Witt

donor year after year to be added to tiie
regular amounts given these needy ones.
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for the ensuing year: President, Kev. J.
G. Merrill, I). 1>.; vice-president, Prof. J.
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jects of special interest here, those this port of the treasurer, Prof. F. E. \Y oodruft
fall, especially in Ohio and Maryland, are of Brunswick was presented. This showparticularly so, because the control of ed that the students in Bowdoin College
the Senate from March 4, 1899, to 1901 had been assisted during the year in adOn the dition to the students at Bangor Theologmay he determined by them.
Ohio election will depend the complexion ical Seminary.
The following were re-elected officers
of the Senate between this and 1899, pro-

and one elected in Ohio, that
ini]*■ <>\01 <»f men, I Oregon,
that 1 w as tlie first party would, with the co-operation of one
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protection business and
Mr. Bryan informs the palpitating pub- free-trade
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face of the fall of silver, but says nothing
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lTrHEREAS MELVILLE A KIDDER of I
»>
\ille, in the County of Waldo, hy Itgage deed dated the 7th day of April, A
and recorded in the Waldo Registry ot
Book. 235. l’age 204, conveyed to me. the
signed, a certain lot i.f land with the Inn
thereon, situate in said town ot Lincolnv il!'
hounded as follows, to wit Beginning on tl<side ot the nod leading from the Beach t"
den at F. E. Duncan’s northeast corner.
westerly, on said Duncan's line r<- the JimH.Freiich; thence northerly, on said li
line to line of R W. Ferry: thence easto
said Ferry's line to the road first ment'
th.mce southerly, on said road to bounds tit-!
tioned, containing one acre, more or less.
And whereas the conditions of said nn
have been broken, now therefore, by reason
breach ot the condition thereof, 1 claim
closure of said mortgage.
Lincolnville, Sept. l>, 1807.
GRANVILLE A. FR<
3w37
>
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any other
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Smell. Full size 50c.; Trial Size 10c., at Druggists
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ELY BROTHERS,56 Warren Street, New York
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A GREAT
IS IN
gargoyles, or little
wati r-spouts, sticking straight out and for those who will go to-day and get a
package of Regimental and Company Reunions of Maine Hoi
■!■respondence of The Journal.] in
GRAIN-O. It
the place of
dters.
coffee at about
rainy weather pouring streams of water 1-4 the cost. It takes
is a food drink, full „f
1
*■!Costa Kka, Aug. Jrd.
health and
upon the heads of pedestrians who are not can be
given to the children as well as the
THE 7TH MAINE BATTERY.
tween the oceans, in a green
adult
wise enough to walk iu the middle of the with great benefit. It is made
of pure grains and 1
At the annual reunion of the 7th Maine
lie mountains that environ it,
road.
looks
and
The lighting of the city shows its
tastes like the finest
grades of Mocha Battery held at Long Island, Portlaud, Sept.
del Interior, as Costa lvica's
or Java coffee.
It
Pith, the following officers were chosen;
various stages of improvement.
everyone
A
Up to Grain-O is better forsatisfies
the system titan a ton™1
ailed, to distinguish it from
be! I President, Maj. A. B. Twitched, Newark, N.
1840 it was not lighted at all. When lan- cause ns benefit is permanent. What coffee
breaks J.; vice president, Frederick C. Fuller,
down Grain-O builds up. Ask
»ther >an Joses scattered all
your grocer
grocer for
terns were put up, each provided with a
tor Somerville, Mass.; secretary, A. S. TwitchGrain-O. 15c. and 25c.
ed, Gorham, N. H.; treasurer, W. O Carney,
...sh-America.
The screeching tallow
whose
feeble
illumination
candle,
Portland ; executive committee, the presia ought us here discharged its
lasted but a few short hours. Sixteen
dent, secretary and J. S. Lowed of Boston,
Klondike News.
C. G. Kenney of Portland, and H. E. Hale
in a neat railway station, which
years ago kerosene lamps were substitutof Norridgewock.
>ivc car-shops on one side of it,
Harper’s Weekly is now receiving its
ed, to the number of about 200, iu the
COMPANY I, FIRST MAINE CAVALRY.
Hue running off cityward on
At the fourth annual reunion of the veterprincipal streets; and 11 years later these regular weekly budget of Klondike news
aud a row of one-horse cabs were
superceded by the electric light, from its special correspondent, Tappau ans of Co. I, First Maine Cavalry, held in
Biddeferd, Sept loth, the following officers
front.
Our compagnqns de adopted
by special contract, the service Adney. The instalment published in the were elected: President, D. W. Davis,
.n the first-class compartments
universal throughout the city.
As yet issue of September ISth is dated S. S. Aiuesbury, Mass.; vice president, Danville
Newbegiu, Shapleigh, Me.; secretary and
:i in dark jackets and trousers,
there is no system of sewerage, but a sort of Islander, Aug. 1'.*, IS!"7, the writer being on
treasurer, Bradbury P. Doe of Cambridge,
Mass. A banquet was tendered the veterans
iglit sashes in lieu of waist* portable
his way fromJVictoria to Juneau.
The
apparatus collects and removes
aft'erno,,n by the ladies of Sheridan
vide Panama hats, and bonnetthe refuse matter, also by contract with following extracts are interesting: “It is Belief
Corps of Biddeferd, and in the evening
with black shawls over their
a camp-tire was
a good-natured, sober crowd aboard.
held. The next meeting will
Sevforeigners. Water for drinkiug and genbe held in West Newtield in
Mime of them smoking cigarSept. 1898.
eral use is brought to Sun Jose from a con- eral have remarked how undemoustrative
THE 12TH MAINE REGIMENT.
Of our passengers one-half are
chattering excitedly- -hied siderable distance; but never was a town it is.
The
annual reunion of the 12th Maine
t
'nee to the carriages, while j
Americans. They are of every degree and Begimeutal Association at Oid
nioie plentifully supplied with the
Orchard, Sept.
purest
second class, mozos and
ICfh, was attended by a large number of
of
all
sorts
but
dudes.
There
is
a
houseand sweetest. It is deposited in live great
builder from Brooklyn, a contractor from members. The next, reunion of the associaill bate-footed and bare-head- ;
tion will be held at
reservoirs; built on up-to-date lines, with Boston, the business
subject to the
without .jackets and the women
manager of a Xew I call of the executive Bridgton,
committee. The followmaterials and liIters sent from the United York paper, and boys that seem not over !
ing were elected officers : President, Dr.E. W.
I'.sts to their
gowns—took the .■States: and thence distributed
They have all formed parties lhompson, Dover; vice presidents Samuel
by iron nineteen.
ami only our party, “those
or partnerships, some to share
every vicis- lvnight, Bridgton; J. W. Thompson, Banpipes, permitting every modern conven- situde or
hie
Americans.•" as we are
fortune, others only to last until gor, and Kendall Pollard,Swampscott,Mass.;
ience.
Each of the several plazas has its the
gold diggings are reached. Only a few Secretary, Daniel W. Crockett, Bridgton:
prized in this part of the
treasurer, Lieut. Geo. E. Andrews, Portland ;
handsome fountain, as also the court-yards are dressed iu the loose,
rough clothes of 1 executive committee, Nathan
W. Kendall,
-erred to walk up town.
Several that I know who are A m. P.
of the public buildings and the patios of the miner.
lL.dgdon, Daniel McCann, Win. H.
i\
it dues startle the stranger,
in have kept on their city suits, and Jewett, M. 1. Miiliken.
going
houses.
The
many private
principal
e women
strolling about the business street, called the Calle del Com- it has been amusing to sec men unaccusthe r.lST
MAINE REGIMENT.
of Costa

a

furnished

are

SURPRISE

with

STORE !

Just Received Itom Mew York,;

■

on,,
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THREE LINES OF SAMPLES FOR

..f

Lazarus. CUSTOM SUITS for FALL and WINTER.5

Inherited blood diseases

are
much
difficult to cure than those which
are acquired.
One of the most common
hereditary diseases is Scrofula, which
the medical profession admit is most
obstinate and deepseated, and their efforts to cure it meet with little success.
A child afflicted with Scrofula is always
puny aqd sickly, and can never grow
into healthy manhood until the disease
is eliminated. Scrofula leads into consumption nine times out of ten, so that
it is important for this reason that immediate attention be given to all children who inherit the slightest taint.
Mrs. S. S. Mabry, 360 Elm St., Macon,

more

's

We Guarantee the Fit and

Workmanship.

TH E

Ga., writes:

“My boy, Charlie, inherited a scrofulous blood taint, and from infancy was
covered with terrible sores, his sufferings
being such that it was impossible to
dress him for three years.

<

•

1

si

•nly in dark skirts and sleeve-

is lined with

shops, wholesale and
chemises bareretail—the former long, narrow halls, the
,ire-shouldered, bare-headed,
latter small and square, like slightly en‘ted.
Equally odd is the
larged
dry-goods boxes. They contain
.1
otherwise neativ
man,
and varied supplies,
with great dignity of manner, surprisingly large
among which American sewing-machines,
';ag the city without shoes or
English ready-made garments,
French
-both foot and head covering
furniture and German drugs are promiiiipopular in Costa Idea. Hat- j
nent.
'speaking of this to our obliging
cm
are the rule—the
exception
lie added the following articles to
casionai wearing of a man's consul,
eked

eieu),

wldte

1

u

the

if

as

an.

.oband's

woman

in her

my not yet voluminous stock of information concerning ban Jose.
The city contains all kinds of commercial establish-

had borrow-

hurry, though

this land of “sweet

ones in

though they
at mid-day.
They dress
however, if not richly, in Paris
■me years gone by, and
always
mci\ high-heeled slippers or
•■rally several sizes too small.
■Jimpse of Sin Jose as you step

first- class

“emporiums”

here sil ks and diamonds are

w

upwards of

displayed,

to

hundred

grocery and
liquor stores, beside numberless smaller
shops for the retailing of arguardiente and

sometimes

man,

from

ments,

1'ben ’he most aristocratic
ba:« -headed on all their rides or
c>bade

j1

one

tomed to rough garments emerge one
by one from their staterooms with their
miner’s rig of heavy boots and corduroys.
One most picturesque figure is a
swarthy
man of spare but wiry build who turned
out iu a full buckskin suit, at which some
smiled: but after a talk with him it was
impossible not to admit that while the
buckskin might “draw” sour what in wet
weather, nevertheless lie was as well fixed
as any man on hoard.
He is a packer and
hunter, and hails from the Black Hills,
and has a partner seven feet tail.
“(hie noticeable thing is the total absence of oaths or the sort of
language one
will hear continually from morn till
night
The conversation is
among lumbermen.
pitched in a low key; men have serious
things to talk about—those they have left
behind, the pass ahead of them, their outfits, and those of their neighbors. Some
arc pretty well equipped;
indeed, save for
a general lack of water- proof sacks,
they
are well prepared for the
rainy country,
the
clouds
and
inwhich, by
lowering
creasing banks of fog, we seem to be en-

The

members of the 31st Maim- regiat Grand Army hall in
Augusta,
ITrh.
and perfected an organization, to
Sept
be known as the hist Maine
regimental association.
This regiment was composed
of
recruits from the Kounebec valmostly
ley, and in an engagement consolidated with
the 82d, tlu* ranks of the latter
regiment
having been depleted by sickness and death.
A tracing committee was chosen from each
«d' the companies
represented, as follows:
Co.
Wio. H. Ware: Co. G, Edson M. Sawyer: Co. i 1. W. II. H. Emmons; Co. I, F. L.
Merrill. These officers were elected: Geo.
H
Harrington of Gardiner, pres.; Cyrus
Goi't of Itedington Mills, Me., 1st vice pres.:
W in. H. Ware of Augusta, 2d vice
pres.; F.
L. Merrill "f Hallowed, sec. and historian;
Evander Gilpatrick of Water vide, treas,;
ment. met

!

Staples & Cottrell,
CHARLIE MABRY

Lev. E. Gould of Hallowed, chaplain; Thos.
F. Ingraham of Boston, J. R. Peacock of
Gardiner, Charles II. Webber of Augusta,
E. M. Lougee of Augusta, W. H. II. Emmons of Bradley, Me., executive committee.

It

was

voted to hold annual reunions.
COMPANY

B., 20'1'H

The annual

MAINE

20th

meeting
B,
tobacco.
This seems to be a remarkably
Maine Volunteers' Association, was held at
thirsty country, foi besides three big
Garland Pond, Sept. 11th. Altogether there
tering.
w.*re 07 members there, but only 18 of these
breweries, working night and day and
“C)t tlie passengers aboard it may safewere
comoriginal members of the
turning out beer at the rate of about 7,- ly be said that each.man has half a ton of pany. The following officers were electLa000 barrels a year, there is the National
President, C. C. Durgin of
freight stored away in the hold. Some, ed:
J. S. Bearce of Foxunion is charming.
Imraedirepresenting companies, have more than grange; vice president,
Liquor Factory, which has no rival in that.
and
croft;
Win.
T.
secretary
treasurer,
There is a large consignment of
is m extensive public park,
Livermore of Milo. The retiring president,
Central America.
ihe latter is an im- sleds
aboard, and several boats, all of Thomas Daggett,
'■ward: beyond it the white
of
made
a
Foxcroft,
Esq.,
mense
establishment, provided with the which are in lengths too long to pack over very bright and witty
speech. Other speechroofed, many-towered city, best
the
We
learned
that
boats
taken
pass.
up es were made by Hon. Bela L Fowles -of
distillery apparatus, and the product
‘Id churches and handsome
One New York Boyd Lake, Judge Durgin of Milo, Mr. Page,
is said by connoisseurs to be unusually are being left behind.
have
canvas
canoes.
formerly of Milo, now of Massachusetts, and
party
folding
oiig.s clustered iu the middle
line.
Besides the arguardiente, or pure
others made informal speeches. Sev“During the daytime we lounge about many
:
valley of >an Jose, whose
eral
members were voted inbrandy, made from sugar cane, and alco- on the bales of hay on deck, some of us Mrs honorary
P. M. Jeffards, whose husband was
coffee groves stretch to the
others
the
mounsleeping,
admiring
grand
rum
and
other
hol,
liquors, it product's a tain
captain of the company, Mr. and Mrs. W. T.
clamber up their sides the
scenery through which we pass. Stubbs, Mr. and Mrs. N. J. Dumpily, S. (’.
great deal of the celebrated auisado— a
who have rifles to test, keep a I Shaw of Foxcroft, A. E. Leonard of Milo
dliers,
d
mi
hand
every
by lofty kind of white
brandy scented with sharp lookout for duck.". Doing through and Mrs. Bela L Fowles of Boyd Lake.
:.
many vulcanic peaks,
anise
SKt OND MAINE CAVALRY.
seed.
Ihe
iiquoi monopoly the narrows between Vancouver Island
-si important
of
the
Peand the mainland we came across mimercity
Tin
reunion of the 2nd Maine Cavalry
to
the
an
government
annual
yields
ou>
small
which
us
in
coveys,
Watcrvilic, Sept, loth was most sucgave
long held
> lcspe-ct, brine not "illy the
At
of

the

Co.

<

profit
same

flu-

capital
l ut

-b

the

drin
uated

>

ib

ter;

i•

than

ill

tin

;

altitude

that uf

of

confined to

spring
ii

■'

u

iioi

d^iiars

than

perennial

vigilance

common

a

Liquors,

not-

of the authori-

cigarettes

and

The government also

year.

never
a

s.i

w

with

the National
the

very
gars; but it adds t<> the National
pool
Tieasnrv something over half a million
on is

tft

the

distillation

Another government monopoly is
ihe manufacture of tobacco, at present

c

berm- meter

clandestine

ties.

sea, betNveen
1 !>r
1 ones and

v'•

the

withstanding

of her wcalth-

••

at

•'

!' »n :

a

-f view, tile centre of
pod; d and social

■a

^l.oOO.UOO.

averaging

time

of liquors is general, and their consnmp’iou in estimated as being even greater

the nei.st }•>q*u-

he most In ‘uiishing in

I

p Jut

1

the rich

of

.i

ver-

cartiidge

factory,

*ii >upplies the army with this neces-

article;

>.n\

u anii
>
and delight
i•-1.d aiid favorable for

Keiningtou

con-

'va\

in

ff

utdif

on

>u

pieasant and e<,uaI

essn ‘ii

a

fteeled

as

imported cartridges

are

the moisture.
The San Jose
t mudn and national work
shop would do
d he v\ m11it•
is that Costa i
horn «r to any country and have contributed
"mv t ho Me« ca of north- j
much to the progress of mechanical arts
'•'ft i
'i
Florida.
The
_M

by

in Costa Kica.

In them all kinds of founir<m and cabinet work is performed,
and machines, implements and
farming

j dry.

aioriotis scenery
d novel experi- I

tools made.

In the

car-shops
young
of the \
Costa Kican has lately built a complete
ititle more, the lessen
locomotive for the railroad's use, and an
ng i.* :e offsets that item, j
d ome in summer, rather English mechanic has made a small steam:
the utter season it boat.

■'Hough the expense

a

which the excellence of the new !
smokeless1" as long-range guns
stood forth unmistakably.
•'Buckskin;
loo," as we dubbed our mountain man j
from the Black Hills, has a gun which,
like himself, is unique.
It is a :l
mi boxmagazine Winchester placed side by side
on tin* same stuck as a Winchester repeating shot-gun, and there is a telescopicsight between them. It is an odd weapon,
fortunately so put together that it can be
taken down and each gun fitted to a separate stock, j
“Freight is in utmost confusion, three
parcels of my own that, came aboard as
'my personal baggage went into the hold;
the result, some valuable photographic
chemicals are crushed, although in heavy
boxes. No one knows where his oats and
hay are. Everybody is borrowing from
his neighbor. We have three bales of hay
and a thousand pounds of oats, and, ex1
cept for one bale of hay, not a pound of
our horse-feed have we been able to
get
; at to use on the voyage."1

shots,

—

Full
Vessels ot

Fares

comprising

IT.

About

Fleet

The

four

Provincetown\s Grand

bank fleet have arrived home within the

150

were

present.

At

the

morning meeting tile principal business was
the paper by Lieut. S. G. Small of Boston,
who is preparing a history of the affairs and
membe's of the regiment who fell during
the wa
After diuuei tiie meeting was
again

illed

elected

as

to order .and the officers were
follows: President, H. 1). Moore,
Philadelphia; 1st vice president, W. J. Deb-spy, lb ston 1 1 vice president, C. S. Crowell, Lewiston; dd vice president, J. L.
Burns, Washington; secretary and treasIn the evenurer, Geo. U. Smith, Augusta.
ing a huge, campfire was held in Thayer's
followed
a
at
which .".<!()
Hall,
by
banquet
plates were laid. Hon. William 'J'. Haines
delivered an address of welcome, which was
responded to by President Moore.. Kemarks
were made by IBui. S. S. Brown, Hon. C. F.
Johnson. 1):-. Nathaniel Butler and members of the regiment. Amoug the more prominent members of the regiment who wer
present, were 11. 1>. Moore, Philadelphia; S.
G. Small, Boston: D. S. Simpson, Everett;
J. L. Mayers, Cambridgeport; E. B. Billings, Lynn: G. F. Hussey, Braintree, and
the veteran, Capt. Moses French ot Solon,
who is 7-s years of age and the oldest surviving officer of the regiment. It, was decided to hold the next reunion in Bangor.
JTH

Home.

I’KOVI.WKTUWN, Sept.
vessels

cessful.

of Codfish.

ProvlnceiownN (irand Bank
Arrive

a

dr.ring

in

'•'.0-10

MAINE

BATTHKY

head and body were a mass
Of sores, and his nose was swollen to
several times its natural size; to add to
his misery he had catarrh, which made
him almost deaf, and his eyesight also
No treatment was
became affected.
spared that we thought would relieve
worse
until his condihim, but he grew
tion was indeed pitiable. A dozen blood
remedies were given him by the wholesale, but they did not the slightest good,
t had almost despaired of his ever being
cured, when by the advice of a friend we
gave him S.S.S. (Swift’s Specific), and
at first the inflammation seemed to increase, but as this is the way the remedy
gets rid of the poison, by forcing it out
of the system, we were encouraged and
continued the medicine. A decided improvement was the result, and after he
had taken a dozen bottles, no one who
knew of his former dreadful condition
All the
would have recognized him.
sores on his body have healed, his skin
is perfectly clear and smooth, and he
has been restored to perfect health.”
Mr. A. T. Morgan, one of the prominent druggists of Macon, and a member
of the board of aldermen of that city,
“I am familiar with the terrible
says:
condition of little Charlie Mabry, and
the cure which S.S.S. effected in his
case was remarkable, and proves it to
be a wonderful blood remedy.”
S.S.S. is the only cure for deepseated
blood diseases, such as Scrofula, Rheumatism, Cancer, Eczema, Catarrh, etc.
It is the only blood remedy guaranteed
His

1

Now is the Time to
First
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SEAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE,

and contains no potash, no mercury or
other mineral, which means so much to
all who know the disastrous effects of
t
these drugs.
Valuable books mailed free to any ad;
; dress by the Swift Specific Company,
Atlanta, Ga.
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Buy Your Winter's Coal.

Chestnut Coal,

Purely Vegetable

ASSOCIATION.

The 5th Maine Battery Association held
its annual reunion in Gardiner Sept. 15th.
This battery was organized at Augusta,
December 4, 18(>1, left March 10, 18(52, for
Portland, and from here, April 1, for Washington, D. C., where it encamped on Capitol
In regard to its work, the war departHiU.
ment credits it with tiie following battles:
Wild e r ness,
S po ttsy 1 van ia,
Get tvs burg,
Chaucellorsville, Cold Harbor, Petersburg,
Opequan, Fisher’s Hill and Cedar Creek. In
service its total loss was two officers and 10
17 men died. Only four
men killed and
more batteries in the Union Army lost more
men than the 5th, and twice Col. Fox makes
mention of the maximum loss of this same
battery in single engagements. The meeting opened at 11 o’clock with President
William I. Towns in the chair, and for the
ensuing year the following were elected:
President, W. H. Nason; vice president,
Mrs. B. S. Smith, Gardiner; secretary and
treasurer, F. B. Menally, Lewiston, it was
voted to hold its next meeting at Augusta,
September 15, ’98. After the business meeting, the assembly sat down to a substantial
lunch, after this carriages took them to the
New Mill bridge, where a sail in the steamer
Glenn to Pleasant pond was enjoyed. At
the return, a banquet was served and an
informal camp-fire passed away the evening.

GOAL!
GOAL!:

LOANS

NKOOITATKI).

RKAL KSTATK

BOIOHT
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3VL .A. UNTIES

STENOGRAPHY,"

“

Oar system of teaching gives am ial
or
personally.
daily experience in every branch of business, including
I Banking. Merchandising, Commission, Insurance Transporta\W
tion. etc. Preparatory Pepartrm m for back war snub-nts
train for Practical work ami always se« uv. sit iiitu ns [
woati.y
graduates >>f our Business ami >hurlb.»ml Courses Si intents

fur

in and around S in Jose are seven wood past few days, bringing full fares of salted
j
a
dozen brick-yards, several codfish, and one of the four, the Lottie
continuing factories,
the
first
to
in
three
or
is
the
four manufactories of Byrnes,
stream
arrive,
d violence until early morn- | tanneries,
.no
r.xpen>e-;
any uay
to at'-md
\V!$1>
I going to temporary schools when it will cost you i.
all ready for a second trip.
; saddles, harness and other leather goods,
S
number of students who have !• ft n.compel* tit teach*
OF EVERY DESCRIP=
is
other
sl'u
tell
us
that
months
here
to
a
in
The
will
in
six
be
the
first
done
the
best
manufactories
of
Grand
bankTION
equal
any
year
candles
Brynes
|
soap, starch,
uas ail the main features of
possible
and matches, a cotton mill which turns er to sail for a second cargo from Prov•‘h American cities, so often I
out excellent cloth, and a factory for the incetown since 1880, small prices and a
REWARD
these letters—the same prodTelegraph
of silk rebozas—long shawls worn marked scarcity of cod on the banks duriiflies and plazas: low. adobe weaving
■'.•:!•
IP f- r tpr .ti.-tm nt pafoi>
competent assistants without ch:.*•..*•much of the interval having combined
There is a flouring ing
MADE INTO
The next best thimr to allot.dim' t*• MP>>T t’KLKiiK ATKI> IU’>! SL^'around central patios; nar- by the women.
to discourage owners and sliaresmen to
If you are unea p'o.v- e
is tc take our iNSTKl'* TIP'S BY MAIL.
mill, too, the only one in Costa Kica,
:•
if. -d ••r,h..
reduce the fleet to a handful and make one
semi ten two cent stamps for live ease
paved streets, laid out at prim
STYLISH
Address (mention this paper) CLEMENT C CAiNES Present Poughkeepsie New York
with gutters in the middle operated by some gentlemen from Minne- voyage per year, all that the outfitters
COLLARETTES.
An Italiau runs a prosperous oil- could afford, results being disastrous inUi sides: ox-carts dividing! sota.
variably.
Goods sent on approval and orders by
the omnipresent donkey; factory, using palm nuts, castor beans
Fish were quite plentiful in the vicinity
mail promptly attended to.
and
other
seeds
of
the
oleaginous
country,
of the Virgin rocks this season, ami the
women
peddling fruit from
Mm MM
PRICES LOW.
an industry, by the way, to which there
price offered at present is so much larger
balanced on their heads or
had
than
been
offered
in
recent years that
Within the last few*
TIME-TA BEE.
a
the ground in the market might be no limit.
LYFORD & WOODWARD,
owners are quite cheered by the
prospect,
have started several other
On and after June*20, IS#7. trains connecting at \
ollv naked children playing years foreigners
Fall
which would seem to insure good returns
9TH MAINE REGIMENT.
Arrraiip>ynout.
such as the making of ice, on the 1807 venture and the
FURRIERS,
Burnham and Waterville with through train, foi j
and parrots—the same familiar industries,
sending of a
The annual reunion of the 9th Maine Regand from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Bos
chocolate and gaseous waters. bigger hand-line fleet next year.
iment was held in Bath, at Post Sedgwick
MAINE.
Steamers < ity of ISaiigor ami Penobscot
BANGOR,
very town from the northern perfumery,
ton wili run as ;<>llows:
To one who visited this port a dozen hall, Sept. 21st. Forty members were presTheir machinery, (mostly from the United
iu c ominissiori.
Mexico to Panama and, with few
when 00 two and three-masters ent, including several ladies. Capt. S. C. F.
ago,
FROM BELFAST.
years
States,) is allowed to come in free of duty, with nearly 1200 brawny men were engaged Smith of Deering was chosen president pro
from Panama to Cape Horn,
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Maine Central R. R.
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because the government wishes to
Since the
courage these enterprises.

this notable difference in

s

Interior;
mere

it is

infant

only about 100
compared to

Carta go, (lb miles
Costa Idea’s seat of govern-

of

have

ueiglibors.
•as
:

the

Spanish dominion,

and

railway building

|

has

visited Costa

now

rather

an

enera

many foreigners
Kica that its capital
so

embarrassment of rich-

in the way of hotels.
There are at
least half a dozen of the so-called firstes

grown up since the independ- !
class inns in San Jose, and goodness
e
One misses somecountry.
knows how many of other classes, all
sombre quaintness which
very scantily patronized at present. Chief
s the
aged capitals of Central
among them are the Hotel de Koma, the
America,but is reconciled to its Cafe de
Paris, the Grand Hotel and the
tire tlie peculiar odor of death
Hotel Victor
all equipped with barwhich hangs about the moldy
rooms and salons de billiards, not to menmissing, together with much tion abominable New York
pianos, eter“■I-breeding tilth.
nally banged upon, in the ladies’ parlor.
has grown wonderfully since
Fannie Brigham Ward.
<cion of the railroad from the
>

—

■

port and

now

boasts of

go,000

iu-

Many of its wide, clean streets
‘■ntly been macadamized, and all
walks of brick, stone or tile,

After serious illness Hood’s Sarsaparilla
has wonderful building up power. It purities the blood and restores perfect health.

1

ill curbs and bordered with gutgoodly number of two-storied

■

1
■

■

sprinkled among the
story style of architecture,
s

are

use

is whitewashed from

geuand

eaves

to

producing an appearance of
ss unite
foreign to this latitude.
ars brick has been largely adoptcoilding purposes, in place of
o'
'"ijareque; but I cannotsay that

s'
■

•"iy better material than the time'1 sun-dried
mud, which, when

plastered,
■'

"K"’

houses

will last for centuries.

are set

flush with the side-

and their roofs of dark-red

tiles,

Not long ago Secretary McKeen warned
the farmers agaiust a company known as
the Boston Co-operative Association, who
advertised to sell goods at wholesale
prices to all members of the association,
the membership fee being $5.
Word has
been received that the association has failed and thus the warning of Mr. McKeen
has probably saved many an honest man
more or less money.
9
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Liver Cure is a sure
corrective
of
many
troublesome disorders,

Biliousness, constipation, headache, etc., always

cured. Organic liver trouble quickly driven out.
Munyon s Remedies, a separate
cure for each disease, for sale
by all druggists. When in doubt
write to Prof. Munyon, 1505
Aren btreet, Philadelphia, Pa., for free medical
advice.

LIVER
CURE

in this pursuit, the scene of past bustle as
viewed to-day is inexpressibly saddening.
The fall months were, formerly, the
busiest in the year. They are the quietest
and dullest now.
The fresh fishing fleet
comes and goes, but almost solely for the
purpose of seeking bait, and creates no
stir through its arrival or departure, its
catch and its supply of provisions, ice,
etc., being disposed of and taken on board
in Boston.
Very little of the earnings of this latter
fleet as compared with the output of the
old Grand bank fleet earnings is spent here
and that is not the worst feature, this
business is slowly diminishing.
Bluefish, which were not to be found in
this vicinity last year, have been quite
plentiful the past month. Many thousands of these fish, but of very small size,
are now disporting in Buzzard’s bay waters.
The school which has made headquarters in Wellfleetbay, where Province- 1
towu seiners have operated of late, was
remarkable for the large size of its members.
The largest catch made during a day’s
fishing was that of the Vigilant, 1200 fish,
averaging eight pounds per fish.
Some few tinker mackerel are being
taken, one weir having secured 10 barrels
in the last 24 hours.
Large mackerel are
not to be found anywhere within the bay
and codfish are very scarce.
One of the most disappointing of Provincetown’s several fishing pursuits of 1807
is that of whaling.
Four of the fleet of
six vessels have arrived home with an
aggregate catch of 820 barrels of sperm,
or a trifle less than one-half of the quantity necessary to fill their casks.
Itch on human, mange on horses, dogs and
all stock, cured in 30 minutes by Woolford’s
Sanitary Lotion. This never fails. Sold by
A. A. Howes and Co..Druggists, Belfast, Me.
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tem.; J. N. Coffin of Eastport, secretary pro
tem., anil A. D. Russell of Augusta, treasurBetters were read from Secreer pro tem.
tary J. E. Shepherd of Lawrence, Mass., and
President E. Q Frost of Palmyra, who
were unable to be present.
Speeches were
made by Capt. Marston, Comrades Hopkins,
The
executive
and
others.
Coombs, Ham

committee reported the following list of officers for the ensuing year, and they were
unanimously elected: President, S. C. F.
Smith, Deering; vice president, Josiali N.
Coffin, Eastport; secretary, ,J. E. Shepherd
Lawrence, Mass.; treasurer, A. D. Russell
Augusta: executive committee,T. D. Farrar,
Dexter, D. W. MeCrillis, Newport and VolVoted that the next
ney A. Gray, Dover.
reunion be held in Dexter.

DR. MOTT’S

Waldo..
Brooks
Knox
Thorndike.

“Tain’ alius de energy you puts inter what
does dat counts,” said Uncle Eben.
“Some folks iloesn’ ’mind me ob nutria but
a skyrocket p’inted upside down.”
[Wash-

ington

Star.

She Knew Him: “Mary, you don’t sympathize with me when I have to push the
lawn-mower.” “No; if it was a snow shovel
[Deyou would be making the same fuss
troit Free Press.

Constipation

Unity..

Hood’s

taste, coated
tongue, sick headache, insomnia, etc. Hood’s Tills
cure constipation and all its
results, easily and Miororglily. 25c. All druggists.
Prepared by C. I. TIoo I & Co.. Lowell. Mass.
The only Pills to take v; th Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

Burnham, arrive.
Clinton
Benton

They overcome Weakness, Irregularity and omissions, increase vigor and banish
pains
of mens: ruation.'’
They are

....

1* M

1 2<
:1 25
n 35
1 45
H 58

7 15

Water;

girls at womanhood, aiding
development of organs and
DOuy. .No known remedy for women equals*
them. Cannot do harm iffe becomes a pleasure.
$1 per box by mail. £<"“ Sold by (Irmrulsts.

M1
r,
BoSt,,n-

7 30

5 35
0 20
0 30

1 40 |
r> r>s

AM

I' M
7 ‘Ml

—

11 00
A M

Bangor
Benton...
Clinton

Used by mechanics and house-keepers to remove Burnham, depart..
all kinds of stains from the hands without injury I Unity.
Thorndike.
to the skin.
Knox.
Brooks.
PRICE lOc.PER TUMBLER.
Waldo.....

..

POOR & SON, Druggists.

A FULL LINE OF

Hot

Water

bad

Bottles,

SYRINGES, Etc.,
FOR SALE BV

A. A. HOWES & CO.

*; oo
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W. D.
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Portland.

Indian Paste.
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TO BELFAST.

CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

FOR SALK BV H. H. MOODY.
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Bangor.

“Life Savers"

Causes fully half the sickness in the world. It
retains the digested food too long in the bowels
and produces biliousness, torpid liver indi-

gestion,

M

>•(.

<5

...»

DR. MOTT’S CHEMICAL
you

A

7
Belfast, depart.
Citypoiut. *7

City point.
Belfast, arrive.
Flag station.
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From Boston. .Monday.-. Tuesday «.
-day
and Fridays at o.uo p.
y>
From Koekland, via Camden. T ieWednesdays, Fridays and Saturday- a : t. don t.
ti.00 A. M.
From Bangor, touching at way landing-. Mondays. Wednesdays, Thursdays and So: inlay s^ar
LI.on a. m.
CHAS. K. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN ACSTIN, Oen'l Supi.. Bo>:<>n.
WILLIAM H. HILL,Gen l Manager, Boston

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at$5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest via all routes, for sale by F. K. Crowley.
GEORGE F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
General Manager.
F. E. Boothby, Gen’l Pass, ami Ticket Agent.
Portland, June 16, 1897.

GEO. F. EAMES, 10.,BIS.,

TO LET.

No. y'4S> Newbury Street,

The store oil High street, now
pied by the American Express
pany. Apply to

occu-

Com-

JOSEPH WILLIAMSON.
Belfast, Sept. 8,189-»—gflft

The Nose and Throat.
(Near Corner

BOSTON.

of

Fairfield

St.)
MASS.

Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours by appointment
only.
October, 1896.—ly 45

Belfast

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
BELFAST. THLRSDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1897.
!•: BI.ISHKI) 1\ FRY TUI R«PAY MORNING BY THE

Journal Pub. Co.

Republican
CTIATiI.ES A.

.Kll|tor and
lTLSBl'RY. I!• Business
Manager.

l'l:o opponents of Tammany are sure of
'-lie point in the
game.
They have Low.
The Hath
in

meeting,

Enterprise talking right out
kind of enterprise that is to
is

a

he commended.

A

To the Editok

from New Orleans

speaks of

arrangements for establishing a “camp of
detention" in rear of the city, and of pro-

viding

tents, etc.

A

yellow

fever patient
in a tent has certain death before
him, unless he was “born to be hanged.’*
It is said the old-fashioned
rag carpet is
again coming into favor. A South W'aidoboro woman lias had to put in a new
f!y
sliuttle loom to supply the increase in

oiders.

[Kennebec

of

oi

The Journal:

At

the time you wrote the above commentary
you were probably not aware that arrangements

were-well advanced for the location

Journal.

these

a
creamery, which will not
well for the farmers tributary
and all other interests of Bel-

fast which will be promoted by having a
creamery here, as would have been had the
proposed butter factory been located

here, which
1

talked of last season, but
much better.
I have felt desirous
was

hope
having

a creamery in Belfast in the inof the farmers near here, and have
kept the matter under consideration during the summer. I am pleased now to
terest

times

made
arrangements have been
whit h now promise the opening by him of

Boston.
onstautine Buckley Kilgore,
tied in Indian Territory, earned
oii.ju.-t ot Buck l.y iiis indiserimi.""tion to legislation by unani1
assent.
Boston Herald.

-t

]

"
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ts

us

t

way of;, esteemed Boston conrni v.
lie was known as Buck Kila iiis la tive rl uxas
long before lie

emi

V-

a

ashington.

:uj y

>

and the

abbreviation

an

nickname

of

Iiis

is

middle

name.

The

selling
distributing part

business is well established.
hired the store
K&owlton.
and will

it about
of

He has

recently occupied by

near

shortly

his
now

F. A.

the foot of Main Street,
have it arranged for the

reception, treatment, storage and shipment

of cream and its

v

the New

England

home at

Sarsaparilla
,,

S

PlIlS

NORTH PORT

eui:lined to New England.
It
established ir. every part of the
>, ano wherevei established there
d ti->m it good
thoughts and
:i; cr

and

men

women,

politico; fabric
among ail men.”

is

stii

.!

;

V,,

deeds,
supporting our
and advancing

informed last week, after The
been issued, that
arrangehad been made for
a

were

mil had

u

nicies

establishing

Mr. Sibley’s letter in ancolliery here.
"'iier column gives details of the enterpiise and we are glad togiie them circu-

ci

iatn

where

n

"hose

they

will reach those upon
success of the
We understand that

co-operation the

depends.

lc;niery

opeiations

are to
begin without delay,
ind mist that the fanners in this
vicinity
" id take
market
advantage of the

ready

Inis opened to them.

)

Ti.e

fever prevailing in this
city to a
extent may be yehow
fever, but it
>u ex. eedinglv mild and
benignant type
Tiipareei to that whicii many of us went
in; ugh in ls>o and IsTS and
the mortal0
is much less than that which has
re'ii
>'. tiom visitations
of the grippe when
m l" ,-y was
frightened or even dreamed
el
getting scared and skeedaddling from
the city as though'grim Death was
swip,u- -,! dura wiili his
scythe. [New Or1> uns Mates.
■■

■

1 ho i. cal press
as of

isiing fever
1>'

C

1

(

;

tc

ih

1

;i]ie Ann
t'

u
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a

I

pleased at the prospect in
behalf of the farming community.
1
hope they will be disposed to sell their
am

much

NEWS.

Mr.

Adveitiser,

or cream

to Mr. Baker and

so

derive

Hu by
Sunday from
Mrs.

a

Drink water returned home
very enjoyable visit in Bos-

the wink of the United states
f i■iiiinission and
gives a most en>

„f its results,

The Ad-

vertisei says:
Jitl ]»i«»pagation of fish is
!
T^' greatest benefactions of the
t_;t. w-jju-li science lias
vouchsafed, addin- as it u<>es to a
large degree to the food
I rodvei,s of the country, at a
comparatives'4 -mall expense, in comparison with the
:uu returns.
The practical results of
li e work of the commission has been
-;e h as to commend
its work, the increase
m the amount of
small and partially
g. ovn fish along our coast
being directly
tia cable to the work of the
commission,
-and is its best recommendation.
'I'd

next

season.

Thursday

W. Chapman
from

a

gor.
Mrs. Samuel Lane is complaining bitterly
against the ravages of the deer among her
oats.

Roscoe Weymouth passed away very
at her home iu Morrill, Sept. 24th,
of heart failure. She had been in delicate
health for a number of years, but nothing
Mrs.

1

serious had ever been associated with her
sickness. Early Friday afternoon she was
taken

ill,

and

her

Philadelphia Wednesday.

Mrs. A. A. Packard and son of Brockton
and Mrs. Arthur Packard are the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Packard.

The last

summer boarder to leave the Cove
Wells Reed of Philadelphia, who
left last Thursday after a very enjoyable
stay of more than two months.

last good night.
Mrs. Weymouth was a
woman of excellent qualities—upright, devoted and true. She leaves to mourn their
loss a husband, two daughters, two brothers
and sister. The funeral was held Sunday at
Thibodeau officiating,
and the large attendance spoke the appreciation of neighbors and friends. The flowers
at 2 p. in., Rev. A. I).

was

Mr.

The grand refrain was Maine, first, last,
and always; Maine money for Maine enterprises: Maine men for Maine positions
of trust and responsibility; Maine, Maine,
That is right, too.
A State that
Maine.
has sent its energetic sons into almost
of
the
section
every
country, who to-day
are first and foremost in the professional
and business circles of their adopted
homes, ought certainly be able to furnish
brains and brawn for her ow n enterprises.
Give the Maine hoy a chance in preference
to outsiders, and to come down nearer
home, give the Gardiner boy the preference for Gardiner positions.

NEW

care an

IN THE

mysterious

BOSTON AND NEW YORK MARKETS.

$1.00 by all

We mean those especially
home trade in Belfast and

New York.

BOWNE,

special effort
goods

Hyde

Palmer

of

the late Charles
was
well known

sister of

was a

Belfast

and

to the

We

at most economical

also be

prices, and

quick

mean to m

the

as

seas>i:

up the best

pick

to

needs

give

to save you monex and

Vances we shall

[Bangor Whig.

adapted
vicinity.

and values. We WANT and believe that

st

DESEN

we

patronage. Some customers want go. Js at a L
PRICE. Some wants STANDARD MEASURE
only the BEST QUALITY produced, while some

here.

your

David B
teacher

at

land, tiled
Sept. 20th.

Tapley

West Brooksville, a
the State Reform School at Portvery

of

suddenly Sunday

al'tern- on,

He had not been ill anil no one
of death as he was alone at
the time.
He was .‘>1 years old. He is very
highly spoken >f by Sunt. Wentworth and
the other officers <»f the school.
knows the

the CHEAPEST and BEST.

cause

demands.
upon us
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of
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DRESS GOODS,

McNally

and Perkins vs.
ami 0 other, on trial

Freemont C. Pendleton
when The Journal went to press last week,
continued to Thursday afternoon.
The
plaintilis claimed that they were deprived
of employment with the Mr. Waldo Granite
Co. by the unlawful acts of the. defendants,
" ho were members of the Granite Cutters’
Cnion.
The defendants admitted that they

HOUSEKEEPING GOODS,

CORSETS,

were

DRESS TRIMMINGS,

Masonic

A. P. MANSFIELD,

Tempif

ANNOUNCE®

Searsport, to Sarah A. Sullivan, do.;
and buildings in Searsport. Alfred E.
Nickerson, Swanville, to E. K. Biake,

et als
land

and

buildings

in

Matilda D. Berry, Stockton
Springs, to Addie S. Ladd, do.: land and
buildings iu Stockton Springs. Frank B.
Pendleton, Kamboops, B. C., to Mai ion E.
Drinkwater, Lincolnville; land in Lincolnville. Itla M. Wight, Belfast, to Gilbert D.
Kellar. Waldo, land in Waldo. Charles A.

McKinney, Winterport, to Chas. H. Mitchell,
Monroe: land in Monroe. Sarah F. Perry,
Montville, to Alonzo F. Major, do.; land
and
James J
buildings iu Montville.

departure of the boat that Monday morning
for Belfast the happy couple were the recipients of a shower of rice with an accompaniment. of old shoes from their friends, who
had gathered on the wharf to see them off
ami to testify in the strongest manner possible their good will and friendship to them as
they started upon their voyage of new hopes
and new aspirations; and if rice and old
shoes are an absolute guarantee that prosper ty and happiness will ever attend them,
they are to be congratulated on the auspicious beginning of their new start in life.
They have the best wishes of the people of
Islesboro; and we, too, wish them an enjoyable visit and a happy return to their home,
which may be full of love and contentment
and peace, for none are more deserving of
the richest blessings of heaven, of all that is

the lodge Jan. 4, 1885*, and was its representative to the Grand Lodge at its annual
session m 185*0.
In October, 1892, be was
elected financier, and served in that ofii e
until compelled by sickness to resign last
March. He was also a member of the Workman’s Relief Association in connection with
the A. O. U. W. For several \ ears he was a
member of the Hook and Ladder Company
of the lire department.
He was also a
prominent member in the Granite Cutters’
Cnion. Mr. Trevette was 42 years of age
and leaves a widow and three children.
He i$ also survived by bis father and
mother, a brother and two sisters. The
funeral was held at his late residence at 2
The services were cunp. mM Sept. 7th.
ducted by Rev. Eliliu Snow of the First
Methodist church, with singing by Mrs.
Annie Dietrich Brown. There were many
friends present and large delegations from
Rumford lodge No. 4*5, I. O. O. F., Equity
lodge No. 4, A. O. C. \V.; the city tire department and the Granite (’utters union.
The hearers were David Young, Harris

■
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SCOTT &

Mrs.

suddenly

of

tention from the

druggists.

Obituary.

home last
very pleasant visit to Bancame

announcement

selected with closest personal

genuine.

survive her.

Mrs. O.

again make our semi-annual

GOODS,

Palmer. She will 1*.- remembered by many
friends in the city.
A son and daughter

ton.

Patrons;

and

non-nauseat-

For sale at 50 cts. and

the

Clement, Montville, to F. A. Cushman, do.;
land and buildings in Montville. Geo. S.
Lawrence, Pepperill, Mass., to Clara A. good, pure and lovely, than our cherished Goodwin, Will King and Charles French,
representing the four organizations. The
Martin, Liberty; land in Liberty. Jennie J. friends, Mr. and Mrs. LeForest Duncan.
flowers from friends and the various socieRoberts, Somerville, Mass., to Irwin Harris,
ties
were
The
numerous and beautiful
afternoon
PenWednesday
Capt. Henry
Stockton Springs; laud iu Stockton Springs.
burial service of the Odd Fellows was rendleton and family closed tlieir long years of
dered
B.
at
the
A.
N.
„W.
G.
to
J
B.
Bean,
Ivory
Allen, Brooks,
grave by
McTaggart, residence
here, to take up their abode in and Hon. Horace A. Brown, chaplain, and of
do.; land and buildings iu Brooks. J. B. I
Box bury, Mass.
Their presence will be the A. O..U. W. by Harris Goodwin, master
McTaggart to Bertha M. Allen, Brooks;
workman and A. H. Walker as past master
in this little hamlet, where
laud and buildings iu Brooks. Daniel Har- greatly missed
workman, by request of the deceased. H.
have
so
and
all
feel
A. Kendall superintended ami interment
they
long resided,
We are sorry to learn that
“everything riman, Prospect, to W. D. Harriman, do. ; genuine
was
made at Blossom Hill cemetery,
at
their
fConv. ;•> wide
departure. The town
regret
open” at the Saco Fair, "when land iu Prospect.
W. D. Harriman to
cord Monitor.
la;:.-, become institutions to
promote iu- Mary A. Harriman, Prospect; land in Pros- in general and the Cove in particular, can«i.*c«;iic>. then the State stipend had betnot well afford to lose a family so w^llpect. VY'rn. H. Read, Springfield, Mass., to
On the morning of Sept, lltli, at the home
ter be withheld.
[Maine Farmer.
Wm. M. Haynes, do.; laud iu Islesboro. known and so highly respected as this one. of R. B. Williams in Canaan, where she had
T ■i haps this is intended to
also
to
The
occasion
that
necessitated
their
apply
going goue for a short visit, Mary J., wife of
Clias. A. McKinney, Monroe, to A. H.
the late Rev. John Cook of Buruham. passthe talked of change of
was the desire of their two oldest sons, who
policy at Lewiston; Conant, do.; land in Monroe.
ed away after a short illness from heart
tout hinging from the
are occupying responsible as well as lucraexpressions we have
trouble, leaving a daughter, Mrs. Augustine
tive positions in Boston. It is the sincere Fletcher, in Reno, Nev ; a stepdaughter,
be a id from those who attended the
Yachts and Boats.
big
wish of all that in their new home, sur- Mrs. Geo Berry, in Buruham, and two sons,
;ai s
this season “running things wide
Webster hauled out the Alice B. last Fri- rounded by a most delightful family of chil- John, the eldest, in the West, and E. W.
<
is not likely to
}•( !)'
prove profitable in
Cook, a conductor on the Belfast freight
dren, Mr. and Mrs. Pendleton will feel con- train, living in Waterville, with other rela1 lie cud.
Most of those who visited the day.
tives
and friends to mourn, while a large
Webster picked up a skiff in the harbor tented ami happy and enjoy their new surfails aie already sufficiently disgusted; and
circle of friends sympathize with them in
better than they anticipated.
and has it at his lauding.
roundings
Monday
their bereavement.
a return
to the original
purpose and
Good bye, kind friends and neighbors. We
For many years she was the faithful wife
The steam launch Guinevere came up from
methods of our agricultural fairs would
in the twilight of these long winter of a preacher of the gospel, where her rare
hope
afternoon
to haul out.
North]»ort
Thursday
seem
to
be urgently demanded.
relinement and purity of character made
The
evenings your minds may be tilled with the her
The sloops Marjorie and Ethel have gone
deep piety more apparent in deeds than
Fanner is clearly in the right in insisting
sweetest memories of those happy years at
in words. As a mother her tender self-sacriout 49f commission and will soon go into
that the State should not give money to
Saturday Cove with old friends and neigh- ficing love for her children was unsurpassed ;
winter quarters.
ami
a warm and constant friend, a kind
so-tailed agricultural fairs which are
bors, who will always be glad to extend to
D. H. Libby is to make the new sails for
sympathetic neighbor, always ready to assist
an
all
a
most
welcome
whenever
of
you
hearty
simply
the needy, she was loved most by those who
aggregation
swindling de- the yacht Juue,
formerly the Swallow, and you come this way.
knew her best, and will be deeply lamented.
vices and shows of doubtful morality,
has bought her old sails.
During her illness she was perfectly resignNORTHPORT
CAMP
GROUND.
f ids is clearly a wanton mis-use of the
ed and made all
for the future
The sloop yacht F ilka, of and from MarBrown’s restaurant is still open for busi- with a mind at arrangementsin God. Durrest, trusting
people’s money.
blehead, arrived here last Thursday, bound ness.
ing her life of 78 years, Sister Cook was
called to pass through deep and trying afflicThe Gardiner .Reporter-Journal says of for Castine. She sailed Saturday.
Frank Prescott and family are in their
tions. Two days before her death, in speaktlie patriotic speeches at tlie recent meetS. B. Holt has traded his sloop Katherine cottage on Main street.
ing of a dear sou who was accidentally killshe said : “Oh ! the tears that I have shed,
ing of the State Board of Trade in Ells- with W. E. Page for the latter’s sloop Gale
Work on Mrs. Li. Emery’s new cottage is ed,
worth

the

Fiilii

FANCY GOODS

Littletield, Waldo; laud

a

ness

We

ing and infinitely preferable to the
plain oil. The genuine has our trademark on salmon-colored wrapper. Get

consequently
pressure.
The company intends to build and Jill the
reservoir this fall and to be ready for busi-

Oscar Hodgdon has moved on to the
near the residence of J. E. Wight.

place

palatable,

OUR

NOTIONS,

Swanville.

which is in

the reservoir and

It is

mixture.

soil with

no

Jo

Temple.

refused to
if the plaintiffs, who were
tastefully arranged and the clear au- non union work were
men,
employed, hut claim
tumnal sky seemed to re-echo all expres- that
they had a iegal right to do so. Verthe beuelit which usually accrues to a
sions of sorrow.
The interment was in Mer- dict for plaintiffs for $7o in each ease. < ii i11ii of Bangor and Dunton of Belfast for
dairying business.
rill cemetery.
of
Mrs. Lucy Rhodes and Mrs. Annie BatchRockland
and
plaintiffs.
Fogler
Yours very truly,
Thompson of Belfast for defendants.
elder left Monday for Bath to attend the
A. C. Sibley.
Mrs. Nancy Haley, who lived about a mile
In the cross actions of the Petit Manati
State convention of the W. C. T. I'., as rep- from Monroe
Pres. Belfast Board of Trade.
village, died Sept. 23d, aged 34 Land Co. vs. Frederick R. Page and Page
vs. Petit Manati Land Co., referred to
resentatives <-f the Union here.
Judge
years. She was sick but a few hours, death
Belfast, Sept. 2o, 1897.
Whitehouse and reported at a previous term,
The heavy frost of last week, in conjunc- resulting from au attack of indigestion and the
report was accepted.
Transfers in Real Estate.
tion with worms, has knocked the stuffing
In the cases of Boyd Ewing, (now deceasheart trouble. She was a most estimable
ed), vs. several Waldo county parties, the
out of the cranberry crop ; giving the bogs an
woman, a kind and indulgent mother, a
administrator, Henry O. Ewing,was granted
The following transfers in real estate were appearance of a huge mess of cranberry friend to the friendless and those in trouble. leave to
prosecute. They are cases brought
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds sauce.
She lived with her son Henry and family, on judgments obtained in a Tennessee court, OUR LINES ARE COMPLETE,
oil account
of the Cardiff
land scheme.
for the week ending Sept. 29, 1897:
and
the
was
held
at
funeral
their
home
Cora C.
SunJ. B. Nealey and A. F. Elwell returned
Woodman and Thompson for plaintiff. RogOUR STYLES THE RIGHT ONES,
Sawyer, Belfast, to Arnos F. Bowen, do.: Friday afternoon from a week's tislyugdowu day. The house was filled with sympathiz- ers for defendants.
and the numerous and beautifu
land in Belfast. Amanda M. Stimpson, Bel- the
ing
N. Anderson vs. The Standard
friends,
August
had
and
success
AND AS USUAL OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT
bay. They
splendid
fast, to Fannie M. Merchant, do.; land in brought home about 1,500 pounds of fish, floral tributes testified to the esteem in which Granite Co., action on account for granite
furnished. The defense is that nothing is
the deceased was held. Rev. J. P. Simontou
Belfast. Sanford H. Colson, Unity, to Maudue on the account.
mostly cod. Mr. Nealey disposed of about
Opened to the jury
ley Colson, Winterport; land iu Winterport. S30 worth of bis part of the catch on his ar- officiated and D. A. Nye hail charge of the and withdrawn. Law on report. Brown
for
Dunton
for
defendant.
Mrs.
Albert A. Wentworth, Lincolnville, to Wilplaintiff.
Haley’s husband died
rival, making a very satisfactory week’s arrangements.
A. A. Hewey vs. T. Kidder Johnson and
liam J. Farrar, do.; land and buildings in
a few years ago.
She leaves to mourn their
will
work. He
others, petition for partition. J udgment for
go down again this week
loss a sou, grandson, brothers and sisters.
Lincolnville. William J. Farrar to Albert and Rufus Patterson will
partition as prayed for, and a commission
accompany him.
The late Captain Edwin Littlefield was a appointed, with M. S. Stiles as chairman, to
A. Wentworth; land and buildings iu Liumake the partition.
eoluville. James S. Knowlton, Camden, to
Sept. 20th we received a very pleasant brother.
W. P. Harvey vs. Win. York, action on
Claudius B. Knowlton et al., Michigan ; land visit from Mr. and Mrs. LeForest Duncan of
Herbert L. Trevette, formerly of Prospect, account against which the defendant filed a :
were
on
a
two
who
weeks’
wedIslesboro,
and buildings in Liberty. Amanda M. LarMe., died of consumption at 2.15*fr. m., Sept. hill in set off. Neither hill amounted to $10
rabee, Searsport, to Alfred E. Nickerson, ding visit to their friends and relatives in 4, 18517, at his home, 71 Washington street, and the jury in reckoning up the matter :
found a balance of 10 cents in favor of the
N. H., after a painful sickness of
Swanville; laml in Searsport. George Peirce Waldo and Knox counties. Mrs. Duncan, Concord,
eleven months. He was a member of defendant and rendered a verdict accordingMiss Lura E. Trim, the only nearly
et al., Frankfort, to Clara M.
formerly
Rumford Lodge, I. O. O. F., and Penacook ly. Thompson for plaintiff. Brown for deCummings;
land in Frankfort. Leroy T. Cummings, daughter of Capt. R. B. Trim, is a
Encampment. He was also a very active fendant.
haml^ member
of Equity Lodge, No. 4, A. O. U.
DIY URCES.
Prospect, to Clara Cummings, do.: land and some young lady, well known and highly re- W
having joined the order in September,
Tlit* following divorces have been decreed
buildings in Prospect. Charles F. Havener, spected by the people of Islesboro. On the 1885 He was installed master workman of
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know, mil!mends in the iiiyh-
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I'.OOtt deaths.
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ex-

The fever

lished here.

prevailing, was then
Searsport: laml and buildings in Searsport.
type," although, Harriet C. Knowlton,
Swanville, to Harriet
numbers, there, were >10,000 cases
E.

Timed as of
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refers to the

ntiid type.
spoken of as more
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always
a

The top of the hill has a shoal
a hard impervious clay subsoil. The reservoir will be dug into this
clay, saucer shaped, aud the sides paved to
prevent washing. The clay taken out in excavating will be used to build a wall around
the outside, thus increasing the height of

loamy

Mrs. Clara Hopkins arrived home last
week from a visit to friends in New York.
Brier

Scott's Emulsion is

the hotel.

cure Liver Ills; easy 1«>
take, easy to operate. 25c.

could to manufacture it into butter, possession shortly.
Mr. W. H. Folwell closed his cottage at
and it is for that reason that 1 say the i
prospect is better than it would have Isola Bella and left with his family for

■

-n

200,000 gallons capacity on the
hill directly in the rear of the Camp Ground,
and having an elevation of 150 feet above
mean low water.
This will give a working
pressure of 40 pouuds to the square inch at
reservoir of

suddenly
summoning
larger part of his cream will be
daughters she was assisted to her bed and a
sold direct by him as cream, to the retail
but
the
end bad come;
physician sent for,
A. W. Hasson has 'nought
the Frank
trade, he can undoubtedly pay the farmshe sank gradually away, and passed over
ers larger prices for cream or milk than
Dickey house on Pound hill, and will take the river of death as the sun was
saying its
As the

Adams. Mass.. Sept, igd, 1‘resident
K;:..* y saiii: ‘The Now
England home been had the butter factory been estab-

to

Leonard Metcalf, hydraulic
was at the Camp Ground
last week and made surveys for the proposed improvements. The water now comes
from a spring on the hill a mile and a half
back of the Camp Ground at an elevation of
about 500 feet above tide water, and is
brought to tlie Camp Grouud in pipes laid
on the surface, as the system is ouly in use
in warm weather.
This season the hotel
and 00 cottages have been supplied from
this source, but the company intend to do a
much larger business in the future.
The
company will begin at once to put in a

engineer of Bostou,

One True Blood Purifier. Si; six for $5.
Prepared only by ('. 1. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.

one

"i'.'.ikino

plant this fall.

Is the

Hasonic

That's the whole secret in a
word. We can cure no disease
unless we can keep up the patient's strength.
And there's
only one way to do that—feed
him. But if the system refuses
food? Then use SCOTT'S
EMULSION of Cod-liver Oil
with Hypophosphites. It goes
STRAIGHT TO THE BLOOD,
stops the wasting, rekindles
the vital fire, makes new flesh
and so renders a hopeful fight
possible against ANY disease.
Especially is this so in bronchial and lung troubles, in the
relief and cure of which Scott's
Emulsion has won its reputation. Book about it free.

The Northport Mountain Spring Water
Co. will greatly enlarge and improve its

Hood’s

Capt. W. E. Patterson will occupy the
residence recently vacated by Capt. H. P.
Pendleton.

products.

Gray.

Palpitation of the Heart.
The explanation is simple. It is found in
tiiat impure blood which is continually feeding the nerves upon refuse
instead of the elements of strength and
vigor, in such condition opiate and
nerve compounds simply deaden and
do not cure. Hood’s Sarsaparilla feeds
the nerves pure, rich, red blood; gives
natural sleep, perfect digestion, selfcontrol, vigorous health, tnd is Untrue remedy for all nervous troubles.

flOOd

Nourish
Him.

Mrs. Charles Gray and daughter Lillian of
Old Town will remain at their cottage
awhile longer. Mr. and Mrs. Brown and
son of Norfolk, Va., are stopping with Mrs.

People often wonder why their nerves are
so weak; why they get tired so easily;
why they start at every slight but
sudden sound; why they do not sleep
naturally; why they have frequent
headaches, indigestion and

announce, what many of the citizens of
Belfast already know, that after meeting
Mr. F. C. Baker in Boston a number of

farmers and

I

Nervous

of

old-fashioned carpets a
“Creamery" which will be such an inWorks of art, and we should he
glad stitution in fact as well as in name.
to set
their manufacture perpetuated.
Mi. Baker has been located on Foster’s
W ith reus, liable care
they last a life time, v hart, Boston, some
years, buying cream
vhi.h is auothei point in tlieii favor.
of Maine
'■sue

a four weeks’ cruise with the
Cobb brothers of Newton, Mass. They report a tine time.

Sept. 22d from

Creamery.

in Belfast of

Sun.

despatch

a

j

evening paper does not only do as
good advantage in the light of to Belfast,

Daily

the

Have

The new creamery at Ellsworth, John C.
Gordon proprietor, is doing a line business !
at butter making.
From a small beginning
it now has the patronage of over 700 cows.
The products is chiefly marketed in the
eastern part of the State. 1 Exchange.
It is much to be regret ed that the movement for a creamery in Belfast was unsec- |
cessful. It was shown that there were cows
enough available to make the enterprise a
success, and the market for good butter is
never overstocked.
Why not try it again?

Lewiston'S
show to

to

and has sold his catboat Inca to A.L.Robbins.
The catboat was hauled out Tuesday and is

said to
was

have been much less damaged than

supposed.

There is to he a series of three races, open
lishiug boats belonging in North Haven,
the first race to be sailed on Friday, Octobt r
1. The start is to be from Pulpit Harbor, and
the boats will sail over a triangular course
of 16 miles. The prize for the winning boat
will be a silver cup, offered by Mr. Charles
F. Brown.
to

but

progressing finely.
A.

P. Benner was in Boston ten days
on business.

re-

cently

F. Stevens and wife of Rockland
still at their cottage on South Shore.
B.

are

H. H. Andrews and wife will remain at
the White Rock some time longer.

there all tears will be forever
wiped from their eyes; what a heaven that
will be to me,” and spoke of the joyous welcome she expected on the other shore. When
asked if the night seemed long, she replied:
“It will be morning by and by, eternal
morning.” Her son, Emery W., was with
her during the last week of her life, and all
that affection could devise or medical aid
procure wras done for her comfort in her last
hours. Being the only one privileged to be
near her the
blow falls heavily on him
and much sympathy w'as expressed in the
community for his great sorrow.
Her remains were taken to Burnham the
12th, and funeral services held the lffth at
the church, Rev. L. S. Williams of Clinton
officiating, assisted by the choir who rendered a beautiful tribute of song. Her casket
w'as almost hidden in snowy flowers she
loved so well in life. One large pillow was
especially beautiful. She w'as laid to rest
beside her loved ones in the cemetery near
the church in the viliage at Burnham.

Dr.W.L.We

Rose M. Sellers of Frankfort from Fred H.
Sellers of Penobscot.
Lovina A. Richards of Vinalhaven from
Vina! II. Richanls of Northport.
Annie M. Larruhee of Knox from Frank i
Larrabee of Rockland; custody <>; minor
children to mot her.
Hannah M. Vea/.ie of Belfast from (.’has.
IT. Vea/.ie of Littleton, Mass.; custody of
j
youngest child to mother.
Hattie Watton, Searsmont, from Frank
Watton, Searsmont, custody of minor child
to mother.
Angie M.

Clark, Frankfort, from

Clark, Frankfort,

Fr**d

of

College.

ar\

ieiniiy rlmt !nthe

“f

i

<

lawn

ail tlpeUM-S

1>.

libellee changed
Angie M. Rolerson.
Addie Baker, Winterport, from Frank K.
Baker, Winterport, custody of minor child
to mother.
name
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CRIMINAL DOCKET.

The Grand Jury reported Thursday the
third day of the term, having found
eighteen indictments, as follows;

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

Henry W. Colson, arson and burning a
building (2 indictments); Anthony W. Perry, defrauding under false pretenses, Henry
A. Bolau, Win. A. Hallett, Wm. E. Grinnell, Sherman W. Freeman, Geo. W. Patterson, Clarence 0. Poor, Thomas FTaugh, Gustavus (J. Kilgore, and Everard A. Wilson,
Richard H. Moody, Asa A. Howes, Leonard
L. Gentner, Marcel!us R. Knowlton, Joseph
A. Gilmore, Frank E. Nash, common sellers ; !
Geo. W. Miller, single sale.
C. A. Milliken vs. D. \\
Downes et ah,
action for trespass in hauling wood across ;
plaintiff’s land in Thorndike without permission.
Verdict, for defendant; motion tor
new trial tiled.
Holway for plaintiff. Libby
and Thompson for defendant.
Charles Drake vs. F. G. Perkins & Co.,
action on a disputed survey of lumber; on

SI RPLl S,

$33,000
OKPOSI I S

deposit boxes

Safe

ami

UNEXCELLED

ami

burglut>

Those

privilege
au

in
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lor rent at
>s a > ear.

h.

Min: r >.

renting i.,.xe«*
«*t taking then

«

have t
to

m

a.

11

nil

when The Journal went to press.
Bowden for plaintiff. Fellows for defend-

trial

ant.

41* Westminster

Benner, search and seizure, appealed ease from Belfast Police Court; lined
and
85 costs, paid.
8100
E. A. Jones indicted as a common seller,
fined 8100 and 810 costs, paid.
Anthony YV. Perry pleaded guilty to an
indictment for defrauding under false pretences.
Sentence lias not yet been pro-
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Masonic Temple, Belfast, Me.

nounced.

The liquor cases under the new indictment.'. go to Law Court oil demurrer.
The

following attorneys

county

were

in

well, Bangor,

from outside the
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attendance: Norman WardColley, Portland.
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Hon. W. W. Stetson, State Lecturer, will
be present at the Waldo County Pomona
Grange in Searsmout next Tuesday. In the
evening he will deliver a lecture, to which
all are cordially invited.
The Hancock county Grange will hold its
annual meeting with Rainbow Grange,
North Brooksvilie, on Oct. 2d. After the
usual business the afternoon will be devoted
to speeches and the evening to an entertainment; dinner and supper are to be served,
and a good time is anticipated.

1

oeiMlpieil

ot

Granges.

Seaside Grange had a harvest feast at
their hall Saturday eveui ng, followed by an

entertaining
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RADIATORS

Indigestive poisons
HOT WATER on STEAM
dyspeptic’s life. When sick, see if your
—
caused by indigestive poisons. If
FOR ECONOMY-EFRCIENCY-DHRABIUTY
BEST
Cordial.
This
is
take
Shaker
Digestive
so,
Send for hand^me pamphlet. IIow Host to Ilent Our
the only certain way of being permanently
plete, has heen l»ut little usellonit’.."
CURNEY HEATER MFC. CO.
more.
c\ired, because it is the only way that gets
163 1 rankltn Street, corner Congress, Boston, MasB.
fast Coliseum Co. Call on
You know that fermentrid of the poisons.
Mrs. Emery, Mrs. Dusenberry and Mrs
ASA e
ltd
ed food is poisonous. You know that poison
Burnham are still in the Emery cottage on
Shaker Digestive Cordial
is unhealthy.
V l\ III"*
A Good Thing.
clears the stomach of fermenting food, and
Belfast, May t>, 1S’.»7. 1 Stt
Maple street.
purifies the blood and system of indigestive
Special attention is called to the advertiseA like spirit should pervade every comWarren Grant and wife, Nettie, Lou and
It cures indigestion and the dispoisons.
ment of that popular and solid institution,
Having purchased the original records of the
eases that come of it.
Headache, dizziness,
Ralph Clark of Monroe are at the Grant cotmunity. The amount of energy expended
estate of .1. c Cates, tor the convenience of all
The Hartford Life Insurance Company of
nausea, stomach-ache, weakness, flatulence,
in opposing needed improvements, and in
tage on Clinton avenue.
having claims pending, and ot those
pensioners
On Park street, between Cedar ;na
constipation, loss of appetite, irritability, who may wish to present claims for additional or
Hartford, Connecticut, which will he found
Charles Kennedy and wife, who have beeu
| etc. These are a few of the symptoms, caus- increase of pensions. 1 will heal C K. Cohhetr's on Friday evening. a LHNP, BUI k I
tearing down, if devoted to building up in another column of this issue. It will be
in
died
cured
Mrs.
E.
on
Shaker
ed
the
Maine
street,
Mary
shoe
127
Hyde
Chicago
indigestive
poisons,
by
by
post
opposite
shop,
here since the first of June, will leave for
BOi, The tinder will be rewarded
would accomplish wonders in the way of found of
special interest to successful life
office, Oct. 11 and 12, 185-7, hut only the morning same at the
September 14th at the age of 90 years. Mrs. Digestive Cordial.
home in Florida Oct. 4th
postoftioe.
At druggists, price 10 cents to $1.00 per of the 12th.
Hyde was a widow of the late Samuel
promoting general happiuess and pros- insurance men who are ambitious to improve their
3w38
L. C. MORSE.
Belfast, Sept. 2\\ 1SU7. -lwS'J
Hyde of Bangor, and sister of the late Geo. bottle.
Decrow with the yacht Glide returned
thfdr opportunities. Investigate.
perity.
Mabel Stevens and Mrs. Fred Clark are at
their cottage, and will remain a few days

are

■

For Sale.

sickness is

Attention Pensioners

LOST.
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THE KAKLY FALL.

very backward summer,
very forward fall;
bleak winds of sad autumn
-.-•dished not at all;
e\

1

catch

us
uze

us

all a-uapping,

shivering about,
the ready cash

our warm

togs out.

he Alliance will meet at
their rooms on
Main street Friday, Oct.
1st, at 3 P. M. A
full attendance is desired
to make arrangeluenta for the annual

meeting.

Fish, Flesh

and Fowl.
Close time is
off for botli woodcock and
partridge
and tbe hunters have made
many trips iuto
the woods, but returned with
little or no
game.
The birds are very scarce_John
Hogan, Will Leary and George Leavitt of
East- Belfast left
Saturday with their
now

j

1

|
i

The Waldo County Teachers Convention, j
which was to have been held in October,
has been postponed to next May.
Sheridan F. Miller Command, U. V. U.,
will meet next Tuesday evening for the
transaction of business and muster in of
candidates. All members are requested to
be present.

1

The young men of the Belfast High school
have formed an athletic association, with
mo aimed letters remaining iu the
cauoe, i Ralph
'dice for the week ending Sept.
si
Hayford, President; Herbert Harguns, camp, etc., for deer
bunting at the mon, Secretary and Treasurer; and AlH. A. Oreutt.
;
North Twin Dam-Several small
vessels
phonso Wood, Capt. of the foot ball team.
have been granted as follows:
are engaged in tbe
flounder fishery in Peliter, Troy; Joel S. Pray, RoekHelping Hand Circle of King’s Daughters
nobscot Bay. The tisli bring
good prices in
gmal, widows, etc
Lydia A. New \ ork-Sell. W. H. Davidson was in wishes all members to be present at Mrs.
]•' iirtield.
port Friday with a good fare of live fish_ Mary A. Libby’s, Bay View street, to-morClark Camp, S. of V., has voted Howes Mayo came to town Monday to get row, Friday afternoon, as there is important
business to transact.
The next meeting
Thanksgiving ball. The camp ready for a deer hunting trip to Northern
Maine-Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Clark. will be Oct. 4th with Mrs. Maria Macomber
in uniform, and the Department
on Bay View street.
while riding out Sunday, saw four
1 he invited.
deer, a
buck, a doe and two fawns, in a field in
A. R. Evans of Boston, who is to be fore- !
••■r will be served at the UniversalNorth port. The animats were
very tame man of the Belfast creamery, arrived yesterthis, Thursday, evening at G
and did nut run until the
carriage was with- day and is preparing the premises for the
be followed by a musical pro1
in ten roils of them... .B. O Norton
reports business. The machinery consisting of boilAdmission, 2o cents to all.
that he is receiving a good supply of
game er, engine, separator, churn, worker, etc., ;
Nickerson of East Belfast reports this season.
Partridges sell at 25 to 30 cts. will arrive in a few days, and the creamery
as a Holstein heifer from which he
each woodcock, 25 cts ; black
duck, 40 cts be ready for business in about two weeks.
pounds of blitter in 100 days beA shipment of fish for Swan Lake was
Chat. P. A. Sanborn has painted a
all
the
milk
from
her that the received
ng
large
by tbe evening train yesterday
trade mark of the Middlesex Fells Pure
three wanted.
Horse Talk. W. L. West, V.S., of this i
Spring Water to be used with the exhibit at
anberry raisers report a very small city lias bought of M. W. Woodman of Rock- the
Bos con Food Fair.... Work has
begun
year, with many imperfect berries,
land the trotting stallion Joe Howe, 2 25 1
on the
telephone line which is to connect
the crop was very large, and the
...William C. Marshall has sold his stalRockland with Vinalliaven, and it is ex! low.
The berries sold last week lion Wilkesmont to Charles N. Biack.
pected it will be ready for use Dec. 1st.
s
retail.
Wilkesmont
is
per quart,
by Kaiser, lie by George Tyier H. Bird of this
city is employed on
dy of Walter S. Cookson. who was Wilkes, and his dam was May Withers by the line... .Swift & Paul received a quantity !
Gen. Withers. She was also the dam of
!
ears a quartermaster on the Bos*
oi new California
tigs Tuesday, which sold
Nelsonee, who has a 4-year-ohl record of at 1.: c*s.
b uigur steamers, and who recently
It was the first lot of j
per
pound.
2.29 14.
Wilkesmont’s record is 2 20 1-4,
'.' ■uthbay, was
brought to Islesboro
the kind ever sold here.... Weather
permit- j
made on Fleetwood track in 1805, at. which
fur burial.
ting the bicyclists will make a run to Cam- :
time his driver said he could have driven him
den
next
•■i
ican Express Co. began business
va
Sunday, leaving Belfast at 8 o’clock.
in 2.15
He won the
year-old stallion cup
their new stand in the Harris store
.Walter J Clifford has a graphaphone at
at Lewiston in 2 40 aud the 4-year-o!d stakes,
the barbershop of nis father, W. H. Clifford.
street, which has been fitted up iu
lie has taken first premium on stallions
He entertains visitors at the shop with the !
style It is much larger than the
both at Lewi.'ton and Bangor several times.
.i.d fully as centrally located.
music, and is open to engagements to give J
For two y**urs past he has been at Waterconcerts-The change of time on the M. C.
the Maine papers have been favorville.
He was bred and raised by Mr.
R. R. goes into effect Oct. 3... The Boston
of
a
souvenir
|
issued
>py
program
Marshall... There are nine horses with
Food Fair opens in Mechanics’
of
Building, ;
the.
Maine
Music track records u the Phcenix House
anageineut
stable, 0 Boston, on
Monday, Oct. 4, and will con- j
but The Journal is not one of of which are in the 2 8,0 list,.
They are. C. N. tinue for four weeks, fr.
promises to be
W,- learn, however, from our exBiack's bro. s. Wilkesmont, 2 20 1 4 by
great success.... Willie Jell is*'«n has sho*vn j
it among the portraits in the
H. West's b. g. Arthur B.,2 24
pro- I\ user; W
us a perfectly
ripe strawberry picked near j
e of R. P. Chase of this
city.
14, by Bronze, he by Hartford, the sire of Grove
cemetery Sept. 28th_O. R. Webster !
<d 1-4; L. L Gentner’s b. s.
U-iougiug to D. F. Sheldon had a Robert J.,
has put in a power circular saw and boring
|
i'dent last Saturday.
The hired Haroldsou, i 2” 1-4, by Pr scott, lie by Har- machine at his boat
shop.
i- feeding the horses
from the scaf- old, the sire of Maud S. 2 08; S. A. Parker’s
A Rough Yachting Experience
Clias. i
the stalls aud the horse lifted Currier. 2 2d 14, by McVeigh, he by Win11. Coombs and two friends, Fred
If*clings
kly just as the mail passed a tlirop Morrill; William Gentner’s b. m
and Edvv. Shaw, commercial travelers, had l
•vr.
A tiue of the fork entered
Maud Pitcher, 2 27 1-4, by Thackambau,
a rough experience down the
hay the first
<-ad just above tiie eye aud it is
lie by Gideon; L. L. Gentner's blk. g. Leon,
of the week.
They left last Saturday in the |
of
is
that
2
29
Tom
sight
eye
destroyed,
1-4, by
Grover; L. L. Gentner’s ro.
Eagle for a gunning trip ami Intended
m.
Agnes S., 2 .1 1-4. by Ledo, Jr ; C. X. j sloop
r looking snake about
feet lung
to Eagle Island.
They stopped at
Black’s cl\. g. Fearnaught 2 85 1-4, by Black going
ii Custum House square Sunday
j Pond Island, where they
bagged a few plovand
L.
L.
Gentner's
hr.
Rock;
g.
The body was slim, the head
er, ami then, the weather being
uifavor2 '7 14, l>y Rex Magnus, he by Congeneral color a light gray with some,
able for reaching Eagle island, ran down
stellation.
Troublesome
lias
a
halt
paced
*n the hart like a spotted adis
J Eggemoggin Reach, anchoring at Pleasant.
mile in 1.10. Besides these t here is S. W. j
e belly was marked in brown and
Point, at the eastern emi. Monday morning,
Freeman’s ch. m. Bess by Blossom, be by !
ks about 1-4 by l-J of an inch, the
with a northwest gale blowing and under
Aberdeen. She lias no record but has taken j
across
the
The
extending
body.
close reefed sails, they started for home, but
in several races. The time of |
second
money
is put in a box and was ou exhibiwere only able to reach
Buck’s Harbor.
the winner in one was 2.25
Follett’s until Tuesday noon,
Tuesday morning, although the gale still
Joed.
Steamer Notes. The Boston News Bu- 1 raged, ano with the wind dead ahead,
reati reports under date of Sept. 24th : “The
they again got underway and stood
Veterans!
The Waldo
ntion,
directors of tlit* Boston & Bangor Steamship across to Dark Harbor.
On working up
V* terans Association will hold their
Co. have to-day declared a dividend of 4 per to Turtle Head
they encountered a very
meeting with the Geo. G. Davis
cent, payable Oct. 1st, to stockholders of rough sea
and head tide, and it was
>ks, Oct. 7, 1897- Business meeting 1
record or* this date. The outstanding bonds only after several hours
battling with the
renoon, including election of ofI of the Boston & Bangor Steamship Co., 150 elements that
! n the afternoon a short program
they weathered the Head.
of $500 each, have been called for reThey then made Shoie Acres, North port,
furnished by the Post: after that bonds
on Oct. 1st, at a premium of 5 per
and beat up along tlie shore to the
s by the comrades.
The address of demption
moorings.
will be given by John H. Gordon ; cent. These are payable at the State Street Mr. Coombs wore a heavy ulster and ‘hick
Safe
and
Trust
Co.”_The
steamwinter clothing, but was wet to the skin
Deposit
■*e
by the President. Baked beans,
bread, tea and coffee will he furnish- er Castine has had a profitable excursion when he reached home. He has had conLast Thursday she took a party siderable experience on the water, but
The Post.
Comrades will bring tlieir season.
says
from up-river to the White Islands, where this was the hardest time he ever had on
The post is doing all it can to en'•'r>
had
home
a
rhr
good
fishing,
the
coast
of
Maine.
>.•
and
they
trades,
a good attendance
bringing
number of cod and haddock... .The Silver
r;
if stormy, the meeting will be
New Advertisements.
Charles 0‘Conwill
enter
her
Star
winter arrangeupon
next
fair day.
[Lorenzo Jones,
nell, at the White Store, 81 Main street, is
ment of one round trip per day, to-morrow.
She will leave West Brooksville daily at offering great bargains in fall and winder
Bet cast. George Leavett left Friclothing and furnishing goods. His stock is
7 20 a. in.; Castine at 7.45; Hewes’ Point at
a
weeks vacation and will spend
in every respect, and he se Is
8 50; Ryder’s Cove at 0; Lime Kiln at 0 20 up-to-date
-t
i.f Ids time hunting in northern
honest goods at the lowest possible
and arrive in Belfast at 10.15. Returning go*»d
e Sunday school in the Mason
prices. He has men’s all wool suits from
she will leave Belfast at 2 p. ni., touching at
s'lat met with the Christian Eu87 up, and other goods in proportion. Give
all the landings... .The old steamer New I
n
what is known as the bar in
him a call....H. J. Locke
Son, National
at one time of the route between j
Brunswick,
Bank building, make a specialty of wedding
Saturday for a picnic dinner and
and
and
the
season
enBoston,
Banger
past
j ami
Fifty-five were present and all
birthday gifts ami have a full line of
gaged in the excursion business, is at Leigh- 1
iuga line time.... Mrs. Chalmers
silver just from the factory_Rea 1
ton’s yard, Boston, undergoing general re- sterling
what Diusmort has to say of mens’ shoes h
ng Mr. and Mrs. Wilder Parker
She is to be employed in the freight |
pairs.
r a few days.
.Mr. and Mrs.
is offering at 83. They are the ideal slices for
business to eastern ports.... Ross & Howell
B!a< kburn o Thomaston, who
winter wear-Carle & Jones, 21 Main
received at Sandypoint last week 1,000 tons
'.siting Mrs. B’s sister, Mrs. Mar;,
street, are receiving new goods every day;
of coal, a year's supply for their tugs_The
returned home Tuesday_Mrs. j
and have many elegant articles suitable fo::
steamer M. & M. will make round trips
N:ikerson’s brother of Green bush is
wedding gifts-The price of the 880 ice set
the winter from Camden to Bucksthrough
<1 her fora few days....Mrs. George
at Chase & Doak’s to-day is 884, ami it will
with all trains from Bangor
port,
connecting
who has been visiting in Couuectibe reduced 81 each day until sold. They
to Bucksport-Steamer Salacia made her
h*- past three weeks, returned home
have just added to their stock of wedding
first trip from Portland to Camden last SatThursday.
silver, and have the latest styles in watches
urday. She was due about 3.15 p. in., but
and jewelry-A. P* Mansfield, Masonic
naMONiAL Matters in Islesroro. An
did not arrive until 0.15, owing to a heavy
makes this week his semi-annual
ro correspondent of the
Bangor Com
New York freight. She left Camden at 7 Temple,
announcement to friends ami patrons of
iai says:
a. m. Monday on the return trip for Rockdesirable and choice goods, personally
-d \V hitcoinb of Searsport is visiting in
land, Bootlibay and Portland-The Castine new,
and by the way it is whispered that be
selected in the Boston and New York marwill
make
an excursion from Belfast to Marake one of qur young ladies away in
kets. These goods are specially adapted to
ar y days of October.
Wedding bells tiuicus next Sunday for bottom fishing. the home trade in Belfast
and vicinity and
to be ringiug often in Islesboro
just Monday she will bring a summer visitor
will be sold at most economical prices.
Well, we like to bear them, but we
See
his
and
from
Dark
Harbor
to
Belfast
family
;ke to see so many of them leaving
advt. for particulars_See advt. of fur boa
to take the train here, and she is to take a
t" make tlieir
new homes in other
lost. Finder will be rewarded by leaving it
however, if they must go, good luck Bangor party on a three days fishing trip
a ;th them.
at the post office-Stevens Bros., 59 Main
soon.
rest Duncan, the barber, was married
street, have just received full lines of street
Sunday to Miss Lura Trim, daughter of
Evidently a Fake
Last Sunday’s edi- and stable blankets, wool, plush and fur
Trim of Islesboro. It was a very
t affair, but there is
always some little tion of the Boston Globe contained a highly robes, which they will sell at right prices.
s about to spread such news
quickly sensational story purporting to be from this A double plush robe for only 88.
l.cu the bridegroom opened his store
city regarding a former Belfast girl. In brief
be
was
met with
Monday morning
Lecture on Home Life.
State Superinthe story is that five years ago last August,
rs of rice and a volley of old shoes,
tendent W. W. Stetson gave his lecture on
was also a wedding at the lower part
Nellie Brown, aged 10, a daughter of Ozro
“Home Life” in the Methodist church Tuestown last week, the contracting
Brown, disappeared. She left home in the
s being Mrs. Dora Raudlettand
George
day
evening before au interested audience.
to
and
failed
to
morning
go berrying,
►Ton.
reapHe spoke first of the pride be always feels
Search
was
made iu the woods and
ping Items.
William Beazley, Esq., pear.
in being a native of the State of Maine. Not
traces of a struggle were found, also pieces
j on account of her natural resources, scenery,
ksport came to Belfast last Thursday
of the girl’s clothing.
It was generally sup'ispected. the schooner Willie L. Newbut on account of the men she has sent
that she was murdered, although no i etc.,
•Slie has been calked, fastened in keel posed
In every walk of life,
out into the world.
further traces of her were found. Her par- i
ges, ami given a thorough overhaulin all parts of the world, Maine men are to
euts
v
Carter & Co. Her new rate is one
be found, and always at the front. Maine
iu the cemetery.
Last week the !
hotter than her owners expected, A1 memory
has sent out more men who have become
mother of the girl received a letter from her j
nars.
She sailed Saturday for North
there are now
that she is living in Minnesota and members of Congress than
stating
hay, where she takes an under-deck
reamarried to a mill owner. She says members of the National House. The
happily
■•f ice, thence for Portland for a deckson for this pre-eminence of her sons is due
that she had wished for some time to go to
'd' lumber, for Port Spain, Trinidad_
the early training received in the
Boston and take lessons in oratory and per- to
Penobscot arrived Sept. 22d with coal
school aud the
the church, the
haps go on the stage, and that the marriage of home,
'-wan & Sibley Co. from Philadelphia...
All these had their inanother Belfast young lady a year before to town meeting.
Fannie & Edith arrived Sept. 23 1, light, a well known
fluence in moulding the characters of the
actor, and who subsequently
Rockland, to repair, after which she will went on the stage, gave her an idea that she sous and daughters of Maine. But we cannot live in the past. Are we fitting our sons
umber at Bangor for New York..Sch. could do
equally well. From the berry
cry Whitney was iu port last week, from
field she walked to Nortbport, where she and daughters to fill our places as the age
demands? We must look carefully to the
Haven.Sch. Chas. went to Rockland with an excursion
g-r, for New
party,
Raymond finished repairs at Carter and from there took the train for Boston. Her training of the heart as well as the head.
and our
s and sailed Sept. 25th for Sargentville
subsequent career in the west as an actress, The social life should be guarded,
sons and daughters trained in such a way
■»ad stone for New York....Sch. Miantocanvasser, etc., are told, ending with her
home in society. He
“ah sailed Sept 23d for Portland to load
marriage a few weeks ago. The story is that they will feel at
rn f«>r L. T. Shales & Co-Schs. Volant
evidently a fabrication pure and simple. then referred to the educating influence of
and the lessons to be drawn from a
Maria Webster are busy carrying casks No such name as Ozro Brown
appears on pictures
Rockland-Sch. Celia F. arrived Sept. the tax or voting lists of Belfast and there study of the old masters. We should also
the reading of the young,
h from New York with coal for the F. G.
is no Nellie Brown on the school census of look carefully to
A hite
and see that it is guided iu the right chanCo-Sch. James Holmes arrived any year when this
young woman would
closed with a general appeal to all
•lay with general cargo from Boston....
naturally be a scholar. Again nobody here, nels. He
h. Sadie Corey arrived Sunday from Portinterested in the rising generation to look
so far as we can learn, has any recollection
welfare of the young—
Gi 1
with corn for Swan & Sibley Co_
of the disappearance of a Miss Brown, or well to- the best
and physih. Anna Pendleton arrived Monday from
of any other girl under circumstances as des- morally, socially, intellectually
mdypoint, where she discharged a cargo cribed. Nor could it be a mistake in the cally.
'.tl for Ross & Howell. She will go on
name of the town, as other
Centre Montville. Mr. Bennie Carter
places iu this
railway for cleaning and calking, after vicinity are named, showing that Belfast, of Malden, Mass., a former resident of this
■h she wrill go light to Brunswick, Ga.,
Maine, was intended as the scene of the place, passed through here last week on his
'oad lumber for Noank, N. J_Sch. story. The
post office force do not know the way to Freedom and Unity, where he will
•Sarah L. Davis, Bangor for Eddyville, aralleged Mrs. Brown, the policemen, report- make a short visit to friends-Mr. Frank
1-Vftd last week and has been detained here ers,
city officers of Belfast at the time Jackson is building a good sized hen bouse.
y the illness of Capt. Pattershall... .Sch.
named, and the officers of Noithport, are _Miss Ethel Frost of Belfast is visiting
R^-nobscot is at Carter’s dock for re-classing. all ignorant of the case.
at her uncle’s, Mr. Voluey Thompson’s.
>
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The Churches.

In Hemoriain.

Zion’s Herald reports that Rev. W. H.
Mafhtt is doing extra work at Bucksport
Centre, assisted by Evangelist F. H. Jones
of South China.

The sail news of the death of my cousin,
Mrs. Mae Rich of Thorndike, daughter of
Mr. aud Mrs. B. A. Goweu, has just reached
me this morning. I pause amidst the
hurry
and bustle of a busy life to offer words of the

Meetings will be held this week in the Peodeepest sympathy to those closely allied to
ples’ Mission every evening except Monday the
departed. My heart is indeed sad this
aud Friday, at 7 o’clock; also on Sunday at
morniug; for I pity the father aud mother,
2 ;i0 and 7 p. w.
husband,and his aged mother, who are heartThe closing sessions of the Congregational broken over the loss of one so young and
State Conference are reported on the 2d beautiful, aud it seems that I can write no
page. We believe The Journal is the only more, for my thoughts are full of their
paper that has given anything like a full and trouble. But let us be consoled and cheered
accurate report of this conference. Some of by the memory of her who was amiable,
affectionate and pure. Let us be soothed by
our contemporaries made use of the
pro- the consciousness
that her 'worth was
visional program, which was not closely folknown, that l.n*r absence is lamented, aud
lowed.

The Presiding Elder reports from Winterport to Zion’s Herald as follows: “That
success follows earnest and persistent labor
is shown in this charge in that five have recently given good evidence of conversion.
The next Epworth League convention for
the western division of Bucksport district
will be held with Winterport church, Oct. 6
and 7.”
Services at the Universalist church next
Sunday will be as follows: Service of Holy
(Jonmmuinu at 10 o’clock, which will be followed by the regular morning worship at
10.45. Sunday school at twelve and young
people’s devotional meeting at six o’clock.
Topic, “A Wayside Missionary.” At the
the following music will be
rendered: “Praisethe Lord, O Jerusalem,”
Clare; “I Heard the Voice,” Pinsuti.

morning

service

Services at the Methodist
Episcopal
church next Sunday will be as follows: Sermon by the pastor at 10.45 a. in., followed
by the Holy Communion: Sunday school at
close of the services; meeting of Junior
League at 4.30 p. m-; meeting of Epworth
T^eague at b, leader, Miss Georgia S. Pratt;
topic, “Church of St. Paul, its Origin and
Development,” Eph. 2:19-22. Next Tuesday evening at 7.15 the usual prayer service
will be held; clas* meeting Thursday even-

ing

at 7.15.

the Baptist church next Sunday the
pastor will preach morning and evening.
The, subject of the morning sermon will be
“The Imperishable Life,” Jno. 0:27. The
evening subject will be “The Profitableness
of Godliness,” 1 Tim. 4:8. Following is the
At

that she is
Mrs. Rich

now free from sickness and
pain.
bad a fine personal presence, with
large expressive eyes and a smile of more
thau ordinary sweetness. We recollect well
the last time we had the pleasure of meeting her in her pleasant home surrounded by

kind, loving husband, family aud friends.
was on an afternoon of a bright summer’s
day, somewhat over a year ago, and I never
can forget when I came to bid her good bye
and how over her hand that she spoke words
a

It

tenderness to me which the heart loves.
We
cousin, fare thee well.
your loss, although we know you
have departed to that far-off land of sunshine, of happiness and peace. Your heart
was pained at the separation from those
you
dearly loved, but not touched by one selfish
fear. Well could you say to those who stood
by your bedside with sorrowful hearts during your last moments of life here. Farewell,
Keautiful

mourn

farewell,
“For

me

I go

where the loved

depart

I

to

a

preaching,

and

spirituality

is

awakened,

take to be the touchstone of
gelical work.”
we

Repairs

and

evan-

There is more than the usual amount of
work in the line of improvements and repairs to places of business aud residences
this fall.
Besides the minor matters, such
as shingling, re-paintiug, etc., we notice the
following now under way :
H. P. Thompson is making inside improvements to his residence on Franklin street.
He has made a double parlor by enlarging a
door between two rooms, put in modern tile
fireplaces, fitted up a bath room, laid hard

pine floors,

Affectionately,
Philadelphia. Pa., Sept.
Swindlers

at

Gowkn,

F. W.
25, -,.*7.

a

our

stock

ings.
ClintOD G. Ferguson is making extensive
repairs and improvements to his residence
on Congress street.
J. C. Thompson is making additions to
and repairs in his residence on High street.
His store on Mai n street is also receiving
attention

from

the

carpenters

and

painters.
The Belfast Light & Power Co., in addition to the improvements mentioned last
week, are overhauling the interior of the gas

works, repairing the station meter, etc.
They are also putting the work-shop office
aud storehouse at the gas works iu prime
order, aud putting up one additional building.
The work of improvement at Gentuer’s
stable is going ou under the direction of
George Hill. An additional floor has been
put in the basement, with 20 roomy box
stalls, still leaving room below for the hogs.
A driveway will lead from the main door to
the basement aud a new door of cement with
metallic gutters will be laid above.
W. E. Marsh has fitted up the basement
of the Lang worthy building on
Church
street, opposite the Court House, and has a
fine place for a store or small manufacturing business.
Desert

proprie-

be able to publish such endorsement. So
many of our readers know Mrs. Boody and her
praises of Doan’s < bntment will prove a benefit to

tors to

Capt. W. R. Keene is putting up a building, 45x25 feet, to be used for hauling up his
small steamers for winter.
Mrs. Amos Newman and Mrs. Stillman
Doliver were baptized to-day at the cove.
Sell. Wild Pigeon while laying at anchor
on the fishing grounds was run into by a
Bank fisherman, just taking the end of her
main boom, breaking it in the slings.
Steamer Mount Desert closed her daily
trips Sept. 25th and has entered upon a new
time table of three trips a w’eek, leaving
every

Tuesday, Thursday and

Saturday.
This place and vicinity were visited Saturday afternoon at about 1 30 o’clock by an
earthquake, rocking houses, rattling dishes,
and in some houses badly frightening the oc-

&DOAK
PRICE OF THE

$60 Ice Set to-day
S34.Q0.

Wedding
Birthday

^and^

Gifts
A SPECIALTY.

Kilgore

Wilson’s

Nr

thorough

drug store and L gave it a
I am phased to say it gave me

trial.

Nat,T^™’

H. J. LOCKE & SON.

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.
L

A

KNOWITON,

President.

28. 1894.
#30,353.09
July 11, 1895.

Feb.

lief.

July 21, 1991
$59,180.29
Dec. 13, I 895.
$100,838.17,

#123,085.58

anything like the satisfactory result obtained

worthy of recommendation.’'
Doan’s Ointment sold for 50 cents per box by
all dealers. Mailed on receipt >f price bv Foster"
Milburu Co., Buffalo, N. V., sole agents for the
United States.
Remember the
stitute.

name,

DOAN’S,and take

no

sub-

FRANK P.

WIGGIN, Cashier.

Deposits Solicited

INDIVIDUAL
DEPOSITS:

1 have used salves and ointments alwithout number; but none of them brought
r

Silver

Sterling

■I 1ST FROM 7HF FACTOR V.

sufferers in Belfast. She speaks of her case in the
following words: “1 saw Doan’s Ointment advertised and highly recommended. I got a box at

most

—
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We have SAKE DEPOSIT BOIES at S3, S5 and
*S per year.
forks, so they in iv be taken to and from the Bank if desired.

All
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HANAGER WANTED
BY FHE (31 I) AND

RELIABLE

Hartford Life Insurance Co.
HARTFORD,

CONS,

riURIKRRI) l«(H;

'll,|« Company is tin- P10XKF1; in
furnishing life insurance upon the N-.mrai Premium.
S A FEH Ft Nil PLAN which pion,!..* life insurance at the
low,-si
consistent with absolute security.
It issues the popular forms of policies «hi ■! ;ire free from techni i!
„i,,
Business in forr-e...
s*r» m-o ,mio
Paid to Belief,claries...
,< ,, ,)()(
I
Dividends to policy-holders.
.suumih
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Saved to

A
Can

important
is

gestion.

winter is approaching.
thought to what your fall

here,

Have you given a
footwear will be?
Last

If

not

let

make

us

spring we made

a

a

sug-

specialty of

WEN'S $3.00 SHOES.
Our sales on them proved that people appreciated our elforts. This fall we have put in
a much larger assortment and have succeeded in building a line of shoes that for style,

fitting and wearing qualities
celled in higher priced goods.

cannot

be

ex.

A Word About the Material
The material used in these shoes is “BOX
CALF,'’ WINTER “RUSSIA CALF,” GENUINE
PATENT CALF,” ENAHEL and

in •[•renmin.is.

reliable, energetic, wide-awake

man

Camden,

Now Follow

our

Suggestion,

Take

a peep at our windows before purchasing your fall footwear. We feel confident
that the shoes displayed there will make
purchasers of you.

guests of her sister, Mrs.
Marcellas Goddard.... Mrs. Ebeu Wellman
spent Sunday with her daughter, Mrs.
Albert Marriner

Of Waldo

Remember the Price of these Shoes,

County.

The time is fast approaching when the hay crop
of 1897 will be put upon the market for sale. Reports from a section of the country show the
argest crop of i.ay raised in many years, especially through the middle and western States; in view
of these facts it. is essentially necessary in order
to secure the highest prices for our product in the
various markets of the country, that the prepara
tion of the crop shall equal that of any other
portion of the country.
This result can only be
obtained by using Dederick's upright or an Ox
press. It seems at present as though the larger
part of our surplus hay must find a market on the
cattle

B. C. DINSMORE,
33 Main

Street,

Belfast.

I’KOltD, CONN.

Just Received
STREET BLANKETS,
STABLE BLANKETS,
WOOL ROBES.
PLUSH

ROBES,

FUR ROBES.
FULL LINE.

i'RK KS KlUllt.

bee

our

heavy

Double Plush Robe
for only

$3_00

STEVENS BROS.,
-Vo.

Main

Sfri-rt,

Made to Order

P^

old (varments repaired
made over to latest style

and
or

B\

practical Furrier
years’
experience.

steamers, where space is an absolute neceshay put up in the old style lever presses

sity,

and

will

not

be used for this purpose when a better
can be obtained, and even then

pressed article
must be sold at

a

discount.

It is of

v

ital

ance, especially in this year of low prices, that the
farmers co-operate with the dealers and
pressers
in this matter and raise the standard of
our
Don’t use the old lever presses but have the
best
and obtain the highest prices, which can
only he
done by producing a perfectly
bale of

pressed

hay

The Dederick presses in this section are
operated by Freeman Ellis & Son. So.
Brooks; Charles
Barnes. Waldo; Edward Greer,
Belmont, and E.
B. Greeley, Swanville. Communications
to any
of the above parties, or F. G.
White, Belfast, will
receive prompt attention.
2m3(»

F.

WHITE.

_

SUBSCRIBE FOR

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

a

with nineteen

SEAL and SAULE

import

hay.

$3J.

mud.

the

To the Farmers
to call your special attention
workmanship and finish on these
shoes. They have the style and appearance
of go.OO shoes, ami are made of such stylish
lasts as the English Opera and “College
Opera.” Also have the new English back
stay which prevents all ripping. This, combined with the heavy double soles, make an

w

II Alt

East Searsm-»nt. Capt. Rodney Witherspoon and wife of Roekport were in town
Sunday, the guests of Mr. and Mrs. If. C.
Mahoney-Irvin Howard of Belfast was
in town Sept, lhth-Mr. John
Cummings
and wife left for New York City Sept. 17th.
-Geo. Donnell and Reuben Duutou spent
last week in Windsor, Me., attending the
fair....Mrs. Leroy Marriner and Miss Isabel
Towle were in Belfast Sunday_Joseph S.
Mahoney of Lawrence, Mass., is in town, the
guest of his brother, Edgar P. Mahoney_
Mrs. Caro Pottle and Mrs. A. M. Ingraham
of Belfast were in town Saturday, the guests
of Mrs. Leroy Marriner-Your scribe was
presented with a ripe strawberry, picked
Sept. 2b th by Miss Bessie Marriner.... Mr.
and Mrs. Arad Mahoney spmit Saturday in

We would like

...

furnish satisfactory bond

ran

McCHtSNEY, Supt. of Agencies,

VICE

to the

who

liberal contract with this Company.
District, General anti Special Agents also

secure a

'i!'

To Men!
Autumn

policy-holders

G. R

ideal shoe for winter.

ter.

WATCHES
JEWELRY.

A Full Line of

Correspondence.

South West Harbor, Sept. 23, 1807.
Steamer Golden Rod closed her route last
Friday and returned to Bangor where she
will be hauled out on the ways for the win-

....IN....

of

WEDDINC SILVER.

etc.

Mayo & White have torn down a portion
their factory on Pleasant street and as
soon as they can make up a supply *>f goods
ahead will take down the remainder and
build new. The building will be 10x45 feet,
two stories aud a basement, with fiat roof.
The basement will be 10 feet high in the
clear and will be used for the bottliug department. The ground floor will contain
the office and the wholesale room, and the
second floor will be used for the manufacture of confectionery.
J. G. Aborn is busy with other jobs and is
not pushing the work ou his new house. He
is moving the barn of Mrs. Margaret White
aud making some repairs to it, and is to lay
:J0 thousand shiugles on the Chenery build-

cupants.

Just added to

LATEST STYLES

[Bath Enterprise.

work.

of

Rockland

NEW PIECES

A Bowdoinham man who exhibited some
cattle at the York county fair at Saco, says
that he never attended a fair where there
were so many swindlers before.
They reaped a rich harvest.
While the Bowdoinham
man was in a stall with some of his cattle
live of the swindlers asked him if they could
transact a little business there.
He remarked that he didn’t care what they did, and
they divided 3782 as a result of one day’s

great

21

CARLE & JONES,

Fair.

throughout.

Mount

NEW GOODS ARRIVING EVERY DAY AT

W ill be reduced
$1.00 EACH DAY until sold.

Charles VV. Lancaster is giving his house
on Union street, formerly the Dr. Gordon
house, a thorough overhauling. He has relaid the foundation, put in new sills, and
put the [ remises in first-class condition

some

GLASS, ELEGANT LAMPS, ETC.

$60 ICE SET

And the dowers are not Death’s—
Fare ye well, farewell.”

from Doan’s Ointment,
have recommended and
will always recommend it to my friends who are
troubled as ! have been. You can refer to me as
having used Doan's Ointment with benefit. It is

Improvements.

PAINTED FISH SET, CUT

HAND

who have left you

Morning—Hark, Hark, My Soul,
by Holden; O Morning Land, Phelps,
Mrs. Howes and Mrs. Pitcher. Evening—
Of a Belfast Citizen Interests KveryO Come, Let us Worship, Hinunei; Evening
one in
Belfast.
The
us
Pliilbrook.
Junior
Brings
Home,
When an article is worthy of the public ex
Endeavor meets Sunday at 3 o’clock.
perssion of (-nr people it deserves the reputation,
The revival meetings held in the Pratt it has earned. .Mrs. H. Boodv, who resides at No.
21 Court street, very kindly permits the publicaMemorial Methodist church, llockland, the
tion of her experience with Doan's Ointment, and
past week, were well attended, interesting it is a source of great satisfaction to the

which

ROYAL ROUDOLDAETT VASES,

PRICE ON THE

brighter shore,

dwell,

arr.

successful.
The meetings were conducted by the Rev. Ralph Gil lam, and the
Rockland Opinion says of his work : “There
is not the least bit of sensationalism about
him. He appeals to the reason and the conscience, not to the emotions uor the fears of
men.
Yet there is no lack of earnestness or
of warmth. The heart is stirred by his

^"

of

music.

and

WEDDING GIFTS.

Garments redyed to look
AH work warranted

Correspondence

good

as new.

solicited.

H. G.
3m3i>

as

satisfactory.

BARKER,

Gardiner, Maine.

•

The taxpayers of the ritv of Belfast art: Imrebv
notified that all poll taxes and taxes on personal
estate for 1897 are now due and immediate
payment is requested.
A discount of two
per cent,
will he allowed on all taxes paid before Jan.
1,
1898 1 shall he in my office in Memorial
building
from 8.30 to 1 1.30 a.m. daily, until further notice
M. C- HILL, Tax Collector.
Belfast, Sept. 8, 1897—t!3o

Geographic

Indian

Gatschet of

Albert 8.

of these localities. Narantsauk, now Norlidgewock, on middle Penobscot river, has
the same meaning.
Passamaquoddy Bay, according to its
orthography uow current, means the bay
where pollock are numerous or plentiful.
The English spelling of the name is not
quite correct, for the Indians pronounce
Peskeit Peskedemakadi pekudebegek.
dem is the pollock-lish or “skipper,”
“jumper;” called so from its habit of
skipping above the surface of the water
and falling into it again;—kadi,—akadi
is a suffix, marking plenty or abundance
of the object in question.
(Of. the name
Acadia, derived from this ending.) There
are several places on the shores of this
bay especially favorable for the catch of
this food iish, like East Quoddy Head,
etc., as mentioned previously in this article.
Quoddy, the abbreviated name now
given to a hotel in Eastport, should be.
spelt: Kadi or Akadi, for there is no tisound in this Indian term, and it would
be better to write the name of the bay, if
scientific accuracy is required, “Peskedimakadi bay.
Pembroke Lake, a long water sheet,
stretching from northwest to southeast,
is in Indian lmnakwan Agum, or “the
lake where sweet tree-sap is obtained.”
Makwan or “sweet," stands for the liquid
sugar running from the sugar maple in
season.
Agum means “lake.”
Pleasant Point, Indian village on the
western shore of ijt. Croix river, is called
Siba-ik, Sibayik; “at the water-passage,
on the thoroughfare for ships or canoes,”
which refers to the sites just south of the

Names.
the American

Ethnology furnished the Eastport Sentinel with the following list of
Indian geographic names occurring around
Passamaquoddy Bay, with their derivations.
The Indian names of elevations,
rivers, and localities are spelt in a scientific alphabet in which tlie vowels possess
Bureau of

the

vtylue

they

are

and

01

in the

are

languages

pronoffneed
of the

as

European

continent:
Bar Harbor, Mount Desert, and Mount
Desert island are all called in Indian Pessank or Pessan, “at the clam-digging
place or places;’’ from ess, “shell,” referring here to the clam only; p—prefix,
—an verbal ending.
Bay of Fundy, a storm-beaten corner ot the Atlantic ocean between.
Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick is to the
Indians Wekwabegituk, “waves at the
the head of the bay,”—tuk referring to
waters driven in waves or moved by the
Nowhere else in the world are the
tide.
tides so high as in this bay. (See Oak

Bay.)
Bishop’s Point, a locality on the north
head of Grand Manan island, New Brunswick.
Its Indian name, Budebe-uhigeu,
means death-trap of whales, from budebe“w
u,
hale:”—higen, a suffix which stands
for “tool” or “instrument.”
Campobello island, New Brunswick, is
called Ebagwidek from its position between Maine and the mainland of New
Brunswick, “floating between;” eba, beAnother Indian
tween, gwideu, floating.
name for this island is Edlitik, which
seems to reb*r to the sudden
deepening of
the waters on the w est side.
a
Cherry island,
rocky formation just
south of Indian island. New Brunswick,
is know n to the native Indian as Misiknegusis, “at tlie little island of trees;”
Misi is “tree” or “trees;” misik, “where
trees
stand;” negu, abbreviation of
m’niku, “island;”—sis, diminutive end-

“point.”

Oak Bay, a large inlet of .st. Croix
east of the city of Calais, is named
Wekwayik—“at the head of the bay.”
Princeton, a village on the Kenuebasis
river; south shore (an affluent of the st.
Croix liver from the west,) is called
Mdakmiguk, “on the rising soil;” from
mda, “high tising, and kmigu, an abbreviation of ktakmigu, “land, soil, terri-

river,

tory.”

Cobscook bay, a body of salt water lying west and southwest of Moose island.
It is the Indian term kapskuk, “at the
waterfalls.”
The tub*, rising here daily
to about twenty feet, enters into the sinuosities of the shorelands, and the waters
returning to the ocean form rapids, riffles,
or cascades (kapsku).
Deer Island, New Brunswick, a large
isle at the southern extremity of Passamatjiioddy bay, is Kduki m'niku, “of the
deer the island.”
D*Orville’s Head, eminence where St.
*
roix river empties into Passamaquoddy
bay. Kwagustchus’k, “at the dirty mountain:" from kwagweyu, “dirty;” tchus,
“mountain;"—k, locative particle, “at.”
The mame was long ago corrupted into
the more popular “Devil’s head.”
Kastport. City and Harbor, has the same
Indian name as Moose inland, upon which
it is built, Muselenk.
This is a corruption
from the hybrid compound Mus-elaud'k,
its
second half being a corruption of
ST/?:.d with the locative-k appended.
The ideality where the last moose was
killed, about a century ago, lies on its
northern part.
The genuine Indian name
ter Moose island is Mus m’niku.
The
Moose islanders (and the Kastport people
especially) are called Museleniek.
Bel Brook, a small rivulet at the northern
end of Grand Manan island, is in
Indian Katekadik, which stands for Katakadik. and siguities “where (k)eels (kat)

plentiful (akadi.)"

'•ardner's Bake, in Macliias township,
ailed Xemdamsw' agum, the term
neimiam designating a sj.»ecies of freshwater iisli rushing up brooks and channels
Uiem, /
agum. “lake."
Giamo Manan, New Brunswick, a large
island with lU.h shores, south of PasMim.iqii«»«idy ’nay, is the Meuanuk of the
im
'l he name probably signifies
"at t i\t-i.-.':anB" in theMicmac dialect.
1 iei inj ( h»vc. a large sea-beach on the
i>

To the birthday number of the Atlantic
both Mr. Aldrich and Mr. Stedman contribute poems.

•.

ot

It does not seem possible that the table
for eight people can be provided for ten
dollars a week. But Mrs. Rorer, the most
famous cook in America, says it can be
She has tried it and knows.
She
done.
proves her case in The Ladies Home Journal for October.
She gives twenty-one
menus covering a week’s meals, and gives
full, practical directions by which any
woman can make as attractive meals as
Mrs. Rorer explains, for this small sum
of ten dollars.

(

ampobello island, facing
1- un«i>
ba\ and Grand Mr nan island, is
•■a.
Pitdiamkiak, “at the long beach

cast

-i

i*

amk,

[Deferred from

last

'axel;—kie,

week.]

Ex.-Gov. H. B. Cleaves
was in town on business Sept. Kith-Mrs.
Levi Coisou lias goue to Mindeu, N. Y., to
visit her son, Rev. Austin Colson... .Mr.
Frank Simonton and his sister, Miss Catherine, have gone to Rockport to visit their
grandmother.... Mrs. Thomas Rogers is the
guest of Miss Ail a L. Walker-Mr. and
Winterport.

Mrs. vVallaee Grant are visiting his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Jennison Grant... .Mrs. E. T.
Littlefield and her daughter, Miss Elfie,
have returned from Camden, where they
spent most of the summer-Mrs. Reuben
Snow was called to Biddeford by the death
of her brother, Mr. Nathan Dawley... .Miss
Marion Keller of Camden visited relatives
here before leaving for her new position in
Hartford, Conn_Miss Fannie Weed is at
home from Bucksport for a short time. ...Mrs.
Elizabeth Haskell, Mrs. J ere Eaton and Mrs.
Frank Eaton have returned from Deer Isle..
Maria Wardwell is tilling the place of organist at the Methodist Church very acceptably.

■

_The following young ladies are teaching
the several districts: Hattie Moody,
Moody’s Mills. Josie Hackett, Oak Point;
Susie Young, Carleton dist,; Edie Young,

dist.; Lottie Staples, Clements dist.;
Blanche Shaw, Ellingwood Corner; Nellie
Smith, Goshen dist.; Bertha Jipson, White’s
Curtis

Corner_Mrs. Sarah Eaton, who been so ill
at the home of her sister, Mrs. Moses Snow,
Her
passed away Monday afternoon.
daughters, Miss Sadie ami Mrs. Minnie Webber of Massachusetts, were with her, hut her
husband was detained on account of the
serious illness of his son and did not arrive
Her brother, Mr. Frank
until Tuesday.
Lord arrived Sunday... .Mr. and Mrs. H. E.
McDonald of Belfast were in town Sept.
20th_Mrs. Lottie Roberts of Roxbury,
Mass., is visiting her father, 1). M. Spencer.

10 lbs. pitch.
5 lbs. 20d. nails.
5 lbs. lOd. nails.

two

Bread

fish, medebess’m or the hanpout.
Moose Island.
(See Eastport.)
Moose head Lake, in the interior of
Maine. Piscataquis county, is called in
Passamaquoddy Ktchi saguk, “at the
wide outlet.”
A literal translation of the
English name would he Musatp agemuk;
mus, “moose deer;”—atp suffix, referring
to
“head;” agemuk, “at the lake.”
Chesuucook is in Penobscot dialect the
name of a lake to the northeast of Moosehead lake, and signifies “at the
big outwater

Butter

Worries.

Those who are born rich are saved from
that incessant bread-and-butter worry that
tries the souls of mankind.
Comparatively
few of us, however, are exempt from the
worries that haunt the daily life struggle,
aud in consequence the most useful lives
are generally the ones marked for nervous
collapse. We cannot give up, our families
must he provided for, but what are they
going to do when we do give up? Under
this strain of constant effort of mind and
continue indefinitely unbody
scathed, and multitudes of half-broken men
and women surround us. They have consulted their doctors without securing aid, and
they work along as well as they can in an
aimless sort of way that seems to be without hope of
relief. All of such wornno one can

let," Ktcliisankuk.

Mount Katahdin, on Penobscot
river,
though its name is worded in tlie Penobscot dialect,
may be mentioned here as
signifying “large mountain;” the syllable
kt is equivalent to ktchi,
“large, great,
big; ad’ne, ad’na, is “mountain.” The
Penobscot Indians pronounce it Kta-d’n
(a short;) the Passamaquoddies, Ktad’n

out, spiritless people can be cured and
put quickly on their feet by Dr. Greene, the
great specialist, of 34 Temple Place, Boston,
Mass., discoverer of the world-famed Nervura, and many other wonderful remedies
that cure the ills of men and women. This
famous man can be consulted absolutely
free by personal call or by letter through the
mail, and his advice, which means health to
you, can be had for the asking.
The closest attention is given to letter
correspondence, your description of your
case being instantly intelligible to tlie wide
experience of this scientific physician. If
you are ill, write to Dr. Greene and be well.

(a long.)

Xorumbega is the alleged name of a
river and some ancient
villages or Indian
“cities” in Maine, spelled in many different ways, but never located with
any degree of certainty.
The name does not
stand for any Indian
settlement, but is a
term of the Abnaki
languages, which in
Penobscot sounds nalambigi, in Passamaquoddy nalabegik—both referring to the
“still, quiet, (nala)—stretch of a river between two
riffles, rapids or cascades;—
begik, for nipegik, means “at the
water.”
On the larger river and watercourses of Maine ten to
twenty of these
“still water stretches”
may occur on each;
hence the impossibility of determining the
Bites meant by the old authors speaking

and

•100.
Dr. E. Detchon’s Anti Diuretic

May be worth

|

you more than $100 if
you have a child w ho soils bedding from inwater
of
contenence
during sleep. Cures
old and young alike. It arrests the trouble
at once, $1. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
Druggists, Belfast, Me.
Iy28
to

of

Register

MRS. PETERSON’S STORY.

Water

Deep

Vessels.

SHIPS.

I have suffered with womb trouble
over fifteen 3rears. I had inflammation,

enlargement

and

displacement

L Park, arrived at Hong
Kong Aug 12 from New York.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, arrived at San
Francisco Aug 30 from New York.
A J Fuller, T P Colcord, sailed from
Abner

of the

womb.

'The doctor wanted me to take treatments, but I had just begun taking
Mrs. rinkham s
Compound, and
my husband
said I had
better wait
and see
how much
good that
would do
l

me.

Honolulu June 30 for New York.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, sailed from
Singapore May 15 for Boston; passed St
Helena prior to Aug 7.
E B Suttou, E L Carver, sailed from New
York Sept 1 for Yokohama.
El Captain, A L Carver, from Baltimore
April 1 for Sau Francisco, sailed from Montevideo Sept 11.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
from Iliolo May 4 for Delaware Breakwater;
passed St Helena Aug 7.
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, from Hiogo July
22 for New York, returned to Hiogo 23d with
loss of topgallant yard.
Gov Rome, Nichols, at Hong Kong July 15
for New York.
Henry B Hyde, Scribner, sailed from New
York Aug 5 for San Francisco; spoken Aug
24, iat 35 N, Ion 43 W.

was

sick when I
began with her
medicine, I could
hardly be on my
feet. I had the
backache con»
f
Btantly, also headache, and
was so dizzy.
Iliad heart trouble, it
seemed as though my heart was in my
throat at times choking me. I could
not walk around and I could not lie
down, for then my heart would beat so
fast I would feel as though I was
smothering. I had to sit up in bed
nights in order to breathe. I was so
weak I could not do anything*
I have now taken several bottles of
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and used three packages of
Sanative Wash, and can say I am
perfectly cured. I do not think I
could have lived long if Mrs. Pinkham's medicine had not helped me*.—
Mrs. Joseph Peterson, 513 East St
Warren, Pa.

Coburn, M

60

Josephus,

Gilkey,

P R

at

lb from New York.

Shanghai July

Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
from Honolulu July 28 for New York.
May Flint, E I) P Nichols, cleared from
Philadelphia Aug 20 for Hiogo; spoken Aug
24, lat. 39 25, N, lou 72 20 W.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
1

GEO. W. BURGESS,

Alice Reed, Alansoii'Font, arrived at Rio
Janeiro Aug 1 from .New York : in p*»rt Aug

200 feet 5-8 in. rope.
1 single block.
1 solder outfit.
1 14 qt. galvanized pail.

Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, cleared from
Savannah Sept 1* for New York.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from New
Yor
Aug for Port Elizabeth; spoken Aug
31, lat 7 N, Ion 28 W.
Edward May, sailed from New York Aug
28 for Honolulu.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from Cape
Town, Aug 21 for Barbadoes.
Harvard, Colcord, at Iquique May lb for

Opera House Block, Belfast, Me.

Hampton Roads, ldg.

Of course not every miner takes all this ;
still, the food and tools do not vary much.
It is in personal equipment that individual
taste shows

mostly.

Union Veterans’

Union.

completed for
Arrangements
the annual encampment of the Union
Veterans’ 1 nion, which will be held in Old
The Maine
Town Wednesday, Oct. 27.
Central has agreed to furnish members of
the union tickets at one fare for the round
trip, and it is hoped and expected there
will be a large number of the old veterans gather on that occasion.
The comrades of Gorham A. Folsom
Command of Old Town are determined
to make this a good time for all who attend.
The convention will be called to
order at 0 o’clock, a. m., and it is the intention to complete the business in one
day. The encampment will consist of the
department commander, first and second
are

Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
from Boston Aug 22 for Buenos Ayres.
Iolani,McClure,sailed from Honolulu July
12 for Hong Kong.
Lucy A Nickels, Amos Dow, at Hong

CARDS,
POSTERS,
BILL HEADS,
LETTER HEADS,
PROGRAMS,
i PAMPHLETS,

[Harper's Weekly.

about

Kong Aug

And all kinds of Legal Printing
neatly and promptly done. 7tf

?VI ANY suffer in the sum=
mer

caused

by

with

headache,

exposure to the

12 for New York.

Mal>el I Meyers, C N Meyers, sailed from
Bridgewater, N S, July 7 for River Plate.
Matanzas, arrived at Havana Sept 14 from
New York.
Penobscot, E G Parker, sailed from New
York Aug b for Lyttleton and Dunedin;
spoken Aug lb, lat 37 N, Ion bl W.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
New York Sept 7 from Port Spain.
Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, arrived at San-

Aug 2b from New York.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from
Hong Kong Sept for Garontolo.
St Lucie, J T Erskine, arrived at Barbadoes Sept 11 from Bahia.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, sailed
from Rosario Aug 12 for Boston.
Willard Mudgett, A C C<dcord, arrived at
tos

New York Sept 17 from Port Spam.

sun

SCHOONERS.

Georgia Giikey, \V If Giikey, arrived
New Yolk Sept 1 from Brunswick, Ca
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived
Boston Sept 22 from Sunuam.

at

department commanders, adjutant gentt
eral, quartermaster general, judge advoat
arrived
John G Smith, Kneeland,
cate, surgeon, chaplain, inspector general,
chief mustering officer, aides de camp,
Brunswick, Ga, Sept 2u from Havana via
Fred Emmons is busy closing in his house and the colonel and one delegate at large is
Tortugus.
a safe, speedy and sure
Lester A Lewis, lviu’ihall, arrived at Banready for occupancy this winter....Bliu F. from each precinct command, and oue
cure for this and al! other gor Bept 17 from Marblehead.
mamembers
and
for
ten
every
Stantial has moved into the store under the delegate
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at Pascain good forms of
Masonic hall... A. E. Chase has thoroughly jority fraction of ten members
nervous headache. goula Aug 1 from Tampico.
at the last meeting in September
standing
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at New
renovated his store, putting in a new floor,
Price 15 cents.
of this year.
York Sept 20 Irom Swan's Island.
ceiling, new counters, new everything.
.Mrs. Walter Hali and children from
Lisbon Ferry have been at Win. C. Rowe’s.
.Miss Xettie Bowen has returned from a
visit to friends in Watervilie and Skowhegan... .At the Good Templar lodge Saturday
evening, Sept. l*th, some of the ladies showed us what the new women may be, and
new

A Horse tor Monhegan.
A correspondent of the Rockland Courier-Gazette says: Capt. George Cazalis
bought a horse of James Brennan at Port
Clyde last week to do service on Monhegan
Isle. While attempting to bring him on in a
sloop boat he encountered a rough passage and came near losing the horse overboard. He also had his outfit in a dory
which he was towing.
The dory broke
adrift and while attempting to rescue it
he capsized it, and the result was he lost
three wheels, saved one out of four.
We
think him very fortunate after such a
Most people
struggle for existence.
think by his horse’s looks and speed that
he is a descendant of the great trotter,
Nancy Hanks. James Breson, while out
fishing, w as chased by a large shark on a
bicycle, which was probably manufactured from the lost wheels.
Necessity is the
mother of invention anti George has as a
substitute a dray made of hogshead staves.
The estimated loss is about $15.

...

t

The

Cairo street,
said t’was a moral show ;
It may have bin, but I’m clean beat
If 1 could ever think it so.

famous

water for sale.

A. A.

2-s f.»r Periiam Inno.

HOWES & CO.

none

but the

Davis.”

Take

no

PILES!

PILES!

PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
absorbes the tumors, allays the itching at once,
Dr. Wilacts as a poultice, gives instant relief.
liams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent by mail, for 50c. and $1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio.
For sale by R. H. Moody.
Iy38

for :t’s

mac

from best leaf

TOBACCOS

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within
the County of Waldo, on the second
September, A. I). 18P7.
A LICE PACE. wid. w of .JAMES PACI
A .Jackson, in said County d Wahl..

Actual Rusiness by mail and railroad. Instruction by mail a specialty. Rook-keepers, clerksanp
stenographers furnished to business men. oflice
practice for beginners. Free eatalouge. 3m3o^|
F. L. SHAW, Prin., Portland, Me.

GRAY’S BETTES COLLEGE
and School of Shorthand and Typewriting.
TAUGHT TO DO BY DOING.
DRY THEORY DISCARDED.

Sold by druggists

■

having presented a petition' praying
of the personal estate of said
Ordered. That notice be given to
iterested by causing a copy‘of this rdci t.
lislied three weeks successively in th*- K
o
.Journal, printed at Belfast, that ihry
at a Probate Court, to beheld at Bell.
and for said County, on the sec.oid 'In.
October next, at ten -I the
lock bel
and show cause, if any they have, why
should not be proved. .i| pro-., <1 and alb(. E<) E. JOHNS* )N
A true copy. A ttest
C HAS. P. If \/.KLI IN K, 1

At

Probate C

a
tor

held

ouit

Bella-t,

at

SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOES
Allen’s Foot-Ease, a powder for the feet. It cures
painful, swollen, smarting feet and instantly takes
the sting out of corns and bunions. It’s the greatest comfort discovery of the age.
Allen’s Foot-

O is made of pure grains, and when properly prepared tastes like the choice gradesjof coffee, but
All grocers sell it. 15c.
costs about 1-4 as much.

other kind.

\

will and

of

testament

HA

ana

t I’ro'.ate, belli at PC
In Court
ALDO SS
fast, on the second Tuesday of Septeml.
LL'CTCS C. MORSE. Ad m mist rati mi ieWllLUM.LON. !aie d i.r
estate of JOHN M
erty, in said County deceased, having presem.
his*first account of administranou oi said
for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof la* given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican .lournai,
printed in Belfast, in said County, that all prisons
interested may attend at a Probate < ourt. to be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday ot October
next, and show cause, it any they have, why the
said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
( has. P. Hazeltine, Register.

\\

lSP7.

ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE. The subscriber
hereby gives notice that he has been i;x!y
appointed Administrator of the estate of
xi

HORATIO N. WOODCOCK, late of Searsmont.
in the County of Waldo, deceased, ami given bonds
All persons having demands
as the law directs.
against the estate of said deceased axe desired to
present the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediHORATIO N. WOODCOCK, Jr.
ately.
Searsmont, Sept. 14. 18D7.
NOTICE. The subscribers hereby
give* notice that they have been duly appointed Executors of the last will and testament ol
SANFORD H. MATHEWS, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate ol said deceas
ed are desired to present the same for settlement.
make
and all indebted thereto are requested
payment immediately.
clarrie s. Mathews.
FRANK B. MATA KWs.
MA BEL R. MATHEWS,
MAl'DE E. MATHEWs.
Belfast, Sept. 14, 1SP7.

EXECCTORS'

NOTICE

and

see

our

and comfortable.
and

NEW

patterns of

Easy,

cool

and guarantee a

fit in every case at the lowest

POOR &

prices.

SON, Druggists.

James Pattee & Son,
Fire, Life
OFFICE

53tf

and

:

duly

LIBBY, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are deBENJAMIN

settlement, and all
requested to make payment
.viaKY a. LIBBY
1897.

sired to present the
indebted thereto are

Accident Insurance.

nASONIC TEMPLE,

STREET ENTRANCE,
BEL* AST, MAINE.

t-

lislied three weeks sueoessiw* > i:i ’he 1
.lonrna!, printed at Belfast. that the}
at a Probate Court, to be held at lb!
in and for said County,
it the so--.,:,
of October next, at ten ot
tie
noon, and show cause, it air. they
same should not be proven. approved
CrE(). E dt »H.\n< i.\
A true Copy. Attest:
« 'll.tv P. I! AZKi.
NI-

■
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Waldolxuo Lie M
tate ot said deceased.
Ordered. That -aid petitioner trise i:
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persons uitereste.l
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immediately.
Belfast, befit. 14,

NOTICE. The subscriber
lias been duly apestate ol

ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby give notice that lie
Administrator of the

pointed

SIMON

CILLEY, late

ot

Brooks,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given bonds
All persons having demands
as the law directs.
against the estate of said deceased are desired to
present the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediF. W. BROWN, Jr.
ately.
Brooks, Sept. 14, 1897.
tie subscriber
NOTICE,
that she has been duly
Administratrix of the estate of

ADMINISTRATRIX’S
hereby gives notice
appointed

ELLIS, iate of Monroe,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de
mands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
LIZZIE M. ELLlS.
immediately.
Monroe, Sept. 14, 1897.
JOHN L.
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-aid
they have, why the }• r a>»-:
should not he granted.
E<
E. .ItiHNSi iN
Attest
A ; rue < >py.
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Probate

Court
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for the County of W ald" >i. the >c
day of September, A l> is
MARY M
NN R<)LI INS, sistJ
late of Troy, in said Count} ot W.
ceased, having presented a petition j
Frank A. Harriett bo appointed adut
the

estate

of said deceased.

Ordered, That the said peinnuici
a *
all persons inteiested b>
order to be published three week*the Republican .Journal, pruned at
they may appear at a Procure Court.
llelfast. within and for said C"uiu
Tuesday ot October next at ten ot
fore noon, and show cause, d any th«
u
the praver ot said petitioners >ln
OFO. F. JOHNsbN
ed.
A true copy. Attest:
Cn.vs. p. Ha/a. 1.1 ini
At a Probate Court held at !>♦ Fa.'t w
the County ot Wahlo. »n tin- 'ce-utd
September, A. 1». 1 S*J7
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he
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petition praying
istrator ot the estate ot -.«w de -cast
Ordered. Tliat the said p.etiriomu g
all persons interested b> eau.'ing
order to be published thrc- weeks >i
the Republican Journal primed at
uri.
they may appear at a Proi-ate
Belfast. within unitor said (••nut},
olid Tuesday d October next, a; in.
before noon, and show cause, n an>
why the prayer "I said petitioner sic
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We have the latest

up-to-date styles,
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been
estate ol

appointed

Trusses for the summer.

Id.

Wild,
Montville, in said c'tmnr)
having been presented forpiohate.
That
notice be given to a!
Ordered,
tcrested by causing a < op}
this ot *U
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■

ADMINISTRATRIX'S
hereby gives notice that she has
"Administratrix of the

and 25o

v..

the County of Waldo, on tin- sect
September, A. I>. 18b7.;
certain instr ment, purporting to

of

m

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE.

Address FRANK L. GRAY. PORTLAND, ME.
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Fifty Hairs.

PROBATE NOTICES.

/

^cL/iS S/ixyct/ui/icTjfc/tcx £

25c. and 50c. bottles.

j

at

PORTLAND, AUGUSTA and HOULTON, Me.

Perry

genuine
Sold everywhere.

the flavor i

going
perfect,

.,

Call

Beware of imitations.

get it
it’s the choicest artic

■

a

every
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure mb
ask for Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup, .mb

i take

give them tea or coffee. Have you tried the
food drink called Grain O? It is delicious
and nourishing and takes the place of coffee. The
more Grain O you give the children the more
health you distribute through the systems. Grain-

Mechanic, Parmer, Planter,
Sailor, and in fact all classes.
Used Internally or externally.

to

sure

the
For Oyer

ant to the taste.

Don’t

Relief In Six Hours.

Sold by A. A. Howes and Co., Druggists,
Belfast, Me.
Iy28

this

i Colds,

It is the trusted friend of the

Lady Marjorie Gordon, daughter of
Lord Aberdeen, is the editor of Wee Willie Winkle, a juvenile magazine, and has
just received from Mr. Kipling the following contribution:
“There was once a small boy of Quebec,
W bo was buried in snow to the neck.
When asked, ‘Are you friz?’
He replied, ‘Yes, I is.
But we don’t call that cold in Quebec.’

Relieves retention of
in male or female.
water almost immediately. If you want
quick relief and cure this is the remedy.

spring

have

TRUSSES.

Poem.

Distressing Kidney and Bladder disease
relieved in six Lours by “New Great South
American Cure.” It is a great surprise on
account of its exceeding promptness in relieving pain in bladder, kidneys and back,

We also

WHAT DO THE CHILDREN DRINK?

A Sure, Safe, Quick Cure for
these troubles Is

the man’s remarks,
In Bible days they danced as there;
If sc—of them old patriarchs
I’m dubious since the County Fair!
[Roy L. McCardell in Puck.
to

Latest

prescription de-

partment and in all preparations requiring pure water...

Colic,

Diarrhoea,
Dysentery,
“d *”
Bowel Complaints.

man

Kipling’s

our

Aug

Tola, A S Wilson, cleared ir e,, New V
Aug S' for St Pierre and Fort d- France.
W illie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived
Belfast Aug 01 from Philadelphia.

A n Old and W ell-Tkiki» Ke.m kdy.- M rs.
Winslow's So' thing Syrao has bet-u used lor
over fifty years by millions of mothers lor
their children while teething, with perfect
It, soothes the child, softens the
success.
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
Is pleasis the best remedy for Diarrho a

new

so we saw a

According

Water

Ease makes tight-fitting or new shoes feel easy. It
is a certain cure for sweating, callous and hot
tired, aching feet,. Try it to-do t/. Sold by ah druggists and shoe stores. Rv mail for 25c. in stamps
Trial package FREE. Address, Allen S. Olmsted
Le Roy, N. Y.
24

Cramps,

He’s sick of fancy work, is Ez,
Fer cakes and jellies doesn’t caie;
“Let’s see some novelties,” he sez,
“They’ve got ’em this year at the Fair,”
The

York

POLAND

Is used in

R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Pori land
20 from Baltimore
tII \V Hopkins,Hielihorn, arrived at 1
delphia Sept 2-1 Irom Host,. a
Sallie I'On, W 11 West, sail, it fr< m New

Sept.

—

We can assure our readers this week
that the Washington County Railroad has
passed from the probabilities to a certainty.
The road is under contract, the money to
build the road has been deposited in a New
York bank; work will commence at once,
anti next year, at or before this time, the
road will be completed and in operation.
The work required to bring about this result has been enormous, and attended with
The chief promoters of
many vexations.
the enterprise have been accused of many
sinister motives, but “all’s well that ends
well.
‘They laugh best who laugh last.
To Gen. 8. I). Leavitt and Hon. Geo. A.
Curran, we are more indebted for the success of the enterprise than to any others.
They have done most of the work, and are
entitled to most of the credit.
[Eastport
Sentinel.

Five thousand pieces, and ;t took
Two years to make it, Mis’ Am said
I got no chance to have a look,
Fer Ez takes me elsewhtre instead.

Ami

Washington County Railroad.

POOR & SON, Druggists.

Be

BARKS

IS.

JOB PRINTER,

The Right Thing

Reaper, O C Young, sailed from Honolulu
June 17 for New York.
R R Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from
New York Aug 28 for Hong Kong: spoken,
Sept 19, lat 32, Ion 52.
Sachem, Sewall Nichols, sailed from New
York June 29 for llong Kong,
S I) Carletou, Amsbury, arrived at Slianghae (no date) from New York.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at Karluk
May 22 from San Francisco.
State of Maine, 11 G Curtis, sailed from
Manila June 4 for Delaware Breakwater.
Tiilie E Starbuek, Ebeu Curtis, sailed
from Newcastle Sept, s for Honolulu.
Wm II Maey, Amsbury, arrived at New
York Sept 19 from Honolulu.
Wm 11 Conner, Frank I Pendleton, arrived
at Shanghai July 28 from New York.
W J Botch, Sewall C Lancaster, sailed
from New York June 19 for San Francisco;
spoken July 2, lat 9b N, Ion 38 W.

0 lbs. lid. nails.

1 granite saucepan.
3 lbs. candle-wick.
1 compass.
1 candlestick.
0 towels.
1 axe-handle.
1 axe-stone.
1 emery stone.
1 sheet-iron stove.

—

plea
principles of composition.

Klondike.

coffee-pot.

j

Meddybemps Village
Meddybemps
Lake, drained by Dennys river, Deunysville township, are called after a fresh-

to

1 gal. vinegar.
1 box caudles.
25 lbs. evaporated potatoes.
25 lbs. rice.
25 canvas sacks.
1 wash-basin.
1 medicine-chest.
1 rubber sheet.
1 set pack straps.
1 pick.
1 handle.
1 drift-pick.
1 handle.
1 shovel.
1 gold-pan.
1 axe.
1 whip-saw.
1 hand-saw.
1 jack-plane.
1 brace.
4 i>its, assorted, 3-16 to 1 in.
1 8-in mill tile.
1 6-in mill file.
1 broau hatchet.
1 2-qt. galvanized
1 fry-pan.
1 package rivets.
1 draw-knife.
3 covered pails, 4, 0, 8 qt. granite.
1 pie-plate.
1 knife and fork.
1 granite cup.
1 each tea and table spoon.
1 14 in granite spoon.
1 tape-measure.
1 1 1-2-in chisel.
10 lbs. oakum.

m

h’cative case,—kiak.
This cove
t’eiy been made accessible by a good
•'ad leading to it from the
Tyn-y-coed
hotel, and with its picturesque views and
ts muiti-cohued
forms
pebbles
quite au
attraction to visitors.
liiUnin island, New
Brunswick, forms a 1
what she may do....Daniel Kimball of Abnarrow strip of one and a half miles
length j The first and
at the southwestern entrance to Passamaonly pictures Mrs. Melvin- I bott, Me., but formerly of Jackson, lias been
qnoddy bay, and was inhabited by these j ley has had taken in ten years appear in visiting his old home. He assured us that in
Indians before they crossed over to Lin- ! the October number of The Ladies' Home the fifteen years since he went away Brooks
rob;
point and Pleasant point, Maine, j Journal. They form part of a series of village has improved greatly.Hollis
They ..ail ir Misik-negus, “at the tree is- j new and unpublished photographs of the Grover, who is a conductor on one of the
hind.
The name of Cherry .island (q. v.) 1 new occupants of the White House. Mrs.
Boston electrics, is at home for a short visit.
is a diminutive of this.
McKinley wore for her picture her inaugKendall*s Head, a bold headland in ural ball dress of silver and white bro- Alfred Card, who is in the same business, is
cade, at the special request of the Presi- also in Brooks accompanied by his wifenorthern part of Moose island and
facing
Derr Island, New Brunswick, upon tlie dent, who thought it particularly becom- Miss Edith L. Forbes is visiting friends in
ing. The excellent portrait of Mr. Mc- Lewiston and other places in the western
••western passage*’ of St. Croix river, is
cabed by the Indians Wabigeuek, or “at Kinley in his office was taken in June. part of the State. At Lock’s Mills she will
the white bone,’’ or Wabigen, “white The other pictures in the series show the
visit her friend, Mrs. Mae Doty, better known
bone.'
from the white color of a rock many changes in the arrangements and
and
of
the
rooms
on
its top; wabi, whit*::—gen or ken, furnishings
grounds, here as Mae Evans_Miss Flora Forbes,
iedge
made by the President and Mrs. McKin- who has spent a few weeks at the old home
k, at.
here, has returned to Providence,R.l. ..Miss
Kunaswamkuk, abbreviated frequently ley.
into Kuuaskwaiuk, is a
Alice L. Dow of this town was in Lowell,
The Atlantic Monthly for October comcomprehensive
name given to the town of St.
Andrews, pletes the fortieth year of the magazine, Mass., and saw John R. Gentry and Robert
New Brunswick, to the heights above and which was the first to depend definitely
J. pace their exhibition mile. She thinks
moth "t it. where the Algonquin hotel is upon the contributions of An c lean writ
the fair was not as large as the Monroe fair
erected, am! to the coast between St. An- ers, and which at once became the expoand that the track was not as
drews and Joe's point.
This num- usually is,
The name signi- nent of American literature.
nice, either... Mr. Dow’s milliner will be at
lies ••at the gravel beach of the
shows
in
the
of
its
ber,
contents,
variety
pointed
t(,P; kuna, “point,” referring to a saud- a wide sympathy and a firm grasp on con- home from Boston the first of October with
bai projecting into the
bay; kunaskwa, temporaneous life. The dominant note a nice line of millinery goods and will then
or
“pointed
top
extremity;” amk, in in it, true to its traditions, is the liter- proceed to hitch them together in the most
The opening article is a not- fashionable
■grave].' and here “gravelly beach;”
ary note.
style.
locative
able piece of literary analysis and critink,
unon.
ending, at,
a
who
is
cism
Lane
Mr.
James
i.uuec,
Allen,
by
village south ot Eastport, at
tlie narrows between Campobello island undoubtedly the most promising and most
Aunt Betty at the County Fair.
and the mainland of Maine, is called Ke- prominent writer of fiction that we now
bamkiak, “at the beach forming the nar- have. Since this is the first literary essay Ezra likes the cattle best,
Wants to spend the hull time there;
Kebe-ik means “at the narrows,” that Mr. Allen has put forth, and may be
Sees the prize stock and the rest,
ami .s the same word as the Cree and interpreted, therefore, to contain his litSez, “That makes a County Fair!”
Montagnais: Kebek, (Quebec, in Canada:— erary creed, it is of more than usual inkiak is the locative case of kie. “at the terest.
lie makes a review of the opera- Likes the trotters, and he’ll shout,
“Bet yer Perkins’ colt’ll beat!”
beach or beaches.”
tion of the two great principles that have
Machias and East Machias, two towns governed our fiction, which he calls the Makes me stand and watch it out,
Till they trot the final heat.
on the southern trend of the Maine
coast, feminine principle, that has given us delin
ashington county, which were settled icacy and refinement; and the masculine And me jest dying fer to see,
from Scarborough, in Maine, represent the principle, which has given us strength, if
The temperance stand the wiiumin built:
term metchiess,
sometimes coarseness.
Mr. Allen makes Where Mis’ Ann Beasley’s waitin’ me,
partridge.
To show me her prize crazy quilt.
an eloquent
for the union of these
and
'-as

lake

Supplies For One Man For One Year.
8 sacks flour (50 lbs. each.)
150 lbs. bacon.
150 lbs. split peas.
100 ibs. beans.
25 lbs. evaporated apples.
25 lbs. evaporated peaches.
25 lbs. apricots.
25 lbs. butter.
100 lbs. granulated sugar.
1 1-2 doz. condensed milk.
15 lbs. coffee.
10 lbs. tea.
1 lb. pepper.
10 lbs. salt.
8 lbs. baking powder.
40 lbs. rolled oats.
2 doz. yeast cakes.
1-2 doz. 4 oz. beef extract.
5 bars castile soap.
6 bars tar soap.
1 tin matches.

Red Beach, on west shore ol‘ lower St.
Croix river, Calais township, above RobBrooks. Isaac S. Staples has returned
binston, is named Mekwamkes’k, “at the
small red beach;” from mekw (a,) “red:” from a business trip to Massachusetts, on
amk, “beach;” -es, diminutive ending, business for the Sleigh & Jumper Co_
“small, little,” and ’k, -uk, locative case Chas. D. Merritt, wife and son, who spent
suffix, “at, on.”
the summer in the family of 1. S. Staples,
Schoodic or Skudik, “at the clearings,”
start for Raleigh, North Carolina, this week,
is a topographic term given to the
where Mr. Merritt intends to spend the winSchoodic or Grand lake, on headwater of
St. Croix river; also to the St. Croix river ter-Mrs. Charles L. Austin is still here at
itself, and to the town of Calais, built on i the village under the care of Dr. A. E. Kilits lower course.
That these clearings gore. Her mother, Mrs. Clifford, had what
were effected by burning down the timber,
seemed to be an apoplectic tit on the evenappears from the term itself; for skwut, ing of the recent hot Friday and has since
skut meaus fire, and the name really
been very ill-John Austin is attending
means “at the fire.”
Another skudik
Oak Grove
Seminary at Vassallake lies in the southeastern corner of the
boro... .Harry Littlefield is teaching the
Piscataquis county, Maine.
St. Croix River, in Indian Skudik sip,
High school at South Brooks and E. L.
“the river of clearings;” from the clear- Bartlett of Thorndike is teaching at the
ings on its shores or on the Skudik lake, village... .The family of Fred Walker are
where the river takes its origin.
For a
rejoicing in the birth of a boy-Bernard,
long distance it forms the frontier between the little son of
Harry E. Staples, who repMaine (Washington county) and New
The French name, “Holy resents the third generation in the Brooks
Brunswick.
Cross,” came from a cross erected by Sleigh and Jumper Company, has just attained to the dignity of a boy’s suit, and it
early French explorers.
St. George and St. George River, empty- would do you good to see him strut around
the
northeast
end
into
ing
Passamaquoddy and talk ‘“carriage” and “boss.”-C. H.
bay, are just as well kuowu by their Forbes has some good horses fur sale, inIndian name, Megigadewik, many eels
two nice matched pairs.M. J.
having; from megi, many: gat or kat, <U: cluding
-wi. adjectival ending: k, locative case Dow would like to trade oue or two good
suffix.
horses for anything that will not eat hay
St. John River, running near the westand grain-Charles Lord will move into
ern border of
New Brunswick and its his new house in about a
week and it will
large tributary, the Aroostook, are both be one of the very nicest and most convencalled in Penobscot and in Passamaquodient in this place.
We would like to have a
dy, Ulastuk. good river,” meaning river
few more men like Mr. Lord come int%» our
of easy navigation, without cascades,
falls, or rapids: from ula, vvuli, ymd: tuk, village and spend their money here... .C. E.
filial river and waters driven in waves.
Small and family are living in their new
house....H. Huberts will get into his new
Literary News and Notes.
house before the cold weather sets in_

ing.

are

What to

County Correspondence.

TTALPO SS. In Court ot ProluuV? last, on the second Tuesday
1897. ,11'DSON E. HALL. E\eeut«»i
will and testament ot NATH AN I El
of Montville, in said County. deec.t-.
presented his first and final account
tration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof he
weeks successively, in the Repuhlh
printed in Belfast, in said county, that«
interested may attend at a Probate
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesd...
her next, and show cause, it any they
the said account should not he allowc.
(1EO. E .JOHNSON
A true copy. Attest:
Cm as. P. Ha/.f.ltim h
NOTH E. The subst

n

1|t\ECCTRlN'S
gives notice that she has been duly
of the last will and testament
Executor

FRANCIS

WHITMORE, late of B*

County of Waldo, deceased. \
having demands against the estate <
ceased are desired to present the same
in the

t '•*1
t 1

ment, and all indebted thereto are res
make payment immediately.
SARAH M.WH1TM

Belfast, Sept.11 4,1897.

Spiritualists Convention.

,ine

NEWS

Knsulng Tear.
Resolutions Adopted.

The

of

the

officers lor the

til State

convention

Maine

m

was

Saturday
10 th, in City

>ept. istli and
under the auspices of the

>;,i.

Spiritualists
n
ruing the

Association,

an

ad-

Deau Clarke, the well-known

Spiritualist,

an

able

.•r,

from Francis 1».

y of the National
ion. was read :

ii
r.

speaker,
Raud,

letter to Mrs. Viola

g

Wood-

Spiritual-

A
on. D. (’.. Sept. 17, ’97.
:ng to the Maine spiritualists.
>> crowu
Maine
your efforts.
•f Harrison 1). Barrett, the Linspiritual movement, should
ipport tlie institution that has
:i
success under his manageganization is the watchword
ing all loyal spiritualists on to
meed motives than they have
ved.
The religion of spiritualtriumph over its detainers.
H:\ncis Bah i.v Woodbury.
session the

A.

following
for the ensuing year:
J. Weaver, Old Or-

’mineut

Urn versalist minister:

atternoou
.•re

elected

Kt*v.

helped this

if it hurts it in

I HE
The

WEEK.

president, A. II. Blackington.
_d vice president. Mrs. Sadie J.
V iterville: directors, Judge G.

Death of John

PROSPERITY.

Klondyke gold

State in one way even
Since the fever

John

The Bright Side of Life as
Indicated
by Bountiful Wheat and Cotton.

has been apparent there have been orga- !
nized 13 corporations for gold mining, and i
have the word “Klondyke'’ in their
with capital stock ranging from
si0,000 to s:,,000,000. The fees that these
corporations have paid into the State
treasury amount to ->2.2$5, the entire capital stock being s20,400,000.The grand
jury for Kennebec county reported Sept.
10th t'O indictments. 57 being for violation
of the liquor law.
Andrew Robbins and
Jane Burden, Windsor, assault with intent
to kill; Leon Supreuaut, Chelsea, assault
with intent to kill; John F. Clapp of Benton. assault on wife to commit murder.
The new arrangement of trains on the
Maine Central goes into effect Oct. 3 for
the winter.
It will be about the same as
last year except that the trains leaving
i Boston at 8 a. m.. arriving at Portland at
I 11, and continuing to Bangor by way of
Lewiston, reaching there at 3.25, will be
retained.
The 12.50 express will be discontinued.
The 7 a. m. train will run
through to Bangor and the 10.30 local to
Waterville will probably be resumed.
The Midnight Chimes will be continued as
at present.The value of the different
uses
to which Maine granite was put in
1800, may be summarized as follows:
Sold iu the rough state, 8187,855; for
building purposes, 8470,838; for monumeu1
tal and cemetery purposes, 880,504; paving
most

1

;

| The Dark Side as Shown
by the Increase of Disease—Dr.
Greene’s
;
Nervura a Nation Saver.

!

Seven
hundred
million dollars in-

;

ties.

railway
Over

securi-

billion
dollars distributed

among

the

a

people

of this
prosperous
country. Such is
the record of the
season of 1S97.
This is the bright

side.

What about the
dark side ?
Seventy-five million people.

!

Five million men
ten
million

and

women

blocks, 8044,101; macadamizing purposes,
87.300; other purposes, 8104.833.The

suffering

from exhaustion ii
cident to the strain
directors of the Maine Central railroad held
of the past ten
an adjourned meeting at the offices iu PortAugusta: A. F. Smith, Ban- land
years.
Sept. 10th. The annual meeting was
Fifteen
:
ui. is Ward, Portland: Charles
million
called for October 20 at 1.30 p. m.
A
children
weaker
cist on; T. F. Band, llartland; quarterly dividend of 1 1-2 per cent, was
than
their
ancestors
Ir was voted
Hurham. Belfast: II. llunne- | declared payable October 1.
and
worse
equipped
| to add another story to the office building
p. W. Woodman, West- in
for the increasing
son;
that city, which will result in a complete
l
of
the batseverity
unin Bradley. Fairfield.
| re-arrangement ot the dices.Maurice
tle of life.
•i lit tee
.m resolutions leported ! O'Brien of Lewston, father of Lev. Father
Nerves ! Nerves'
I !>. J. O’Brien of Portland, Chancellor of
iig, which were adopted :
Nerves !
1 the lloman < atlnhie church, of Maine, died
Distracted
and
1
nerves
weakened and
in spiritualism!
v
ice o'n:zf
sept. P» aged sixty-two.... Mr. Joseph Pulvitiated blood make up the most serious
important movements of 1| itz.er will build a: B;r. Harbor, this winter,
whereas it has come into the j a big stable t<* a< ommodate his more than
problem which this country must solve.
Scientists rather than soldiers are
; ikeii .ts place as a permanent ;
thirty horses. Fault member of the Pulneeded to save tlie nation.
V s progi ess.
>1
<• u
itzer lamii\ s allowed three horses...The
\.-k that we spiritualPresque Isle star Herald reports that the
Dr.
n convention assembled do
stan li factoi ies have generally opened, but
to it a hearty and united the
pi ">pe(.t is of an exticmeh small
make.
In addition to tin- limited supply.
That we recognize honest the small and
1
unripe tubers are likely to j
as the inspiration, powei and
show a big shrinkage in yield of starch pei
For the Nerves and Blood.
spi; itnalism, and that, we bushel, Look out for a good demand for
j
i!
mediums our undivided starch
potatoes next veai.Bowdoin will
Tlie scientist who is now doing most for
heir v. oik in behalf of truth.
play Harvard at football at Cambridge his fellow-men is Dr. kreene, tin distinThat we enter om eternal October ■'.It is anuou .red that Lewis- !
guished specialist who disco\vr<*d Dr.
all
■ir.itest against
fraud, ton beer clubs, numbeiing 110^ members,
Greene’s Nervura remedy for the nerves
nit species of counterfeit tnehave organized the Clubmen's I. ni-.ui for
and blood.
Tlie overwork and overat:xietv peculiar to
}>rotection against what they term the il’! :iar we hail the spiritualist legitimate duos, uni linn
siiops jiosing as i American life are a
is a sign of progress and
! beer clubs. K ich dub in the union is en- i severe drain up u
-•arn.cst support.
! titled to one director m the new orgauiza- 1 the vital forces. It
That we favor the building ! tion.Final iiuauciai ai
rangemmits were | is tliis drain whieli
f h« ones for our worthy and
>u
Dr. Greene’s Nerving >f the,
hums tmi speakers,
li 1 r*»;i*i, and work 1 n* a
Washiugt m C mnty
com1* c facts.
hi. it we give our hearty Slip- ! will be
Shattered
begun all along the new line here
ncrv-s
's s. A.. w 1 i• »se work d uring
as soon as the engineers reach Calais from
are
strengthened,
a years has demonstrated its
New
of
York.
The
Maine
offices
the
new
weakened
blood
is
j
>wtu of st ength throughout
! company will be located iu Calais, and the
vitalized, am1 the
cause.
states to our
whole physical and
work of construction wiil give employment
Th it we favor the establish ! to 2.00" men_Kent's Hill
mental system repoints proudly
ritualist societies in tirs to a
larger entering class this fall than us- st*.red to its origij
states.
nal power and acual. some <'.n students making an aggregate
That we favor the est ibli.-di- 1 attendance of about 175, which is
Nervous
larger tivity.
.<■
Home Circle, which we feel 1 than at
and
The new prinprostration
any time last year.
as
the
of
late
morbid
years,
neglected
susceptibilcipal,Dr. A. F. Chase.is given much of the
and
to
excitement
demonstrating
nvestigating
credit for this satisfactory showing.
ity
if spiritualism,
are removed by this
Bowdoin College has opened the year
d. That we pledge ourselves to with an entering class of 00.
The fact
great remedy, toe so-called doctors' law now in
that there were 1 14 applications for adgether with such
:is State, and urge on people to
mittance speaks well for the rigid requiresymptoms as meluorable means to secure its re- ments of the examinations.
ancholia, sleeplessNever were
ness.
irritability,
so many candidates for admission cut out
i
all
refavor
social
we
nervous
ed. That
dyspepsia
by the examinations.
and headaches.
:,d give our support to all move- 1
If
it tend to promote the progress
of
The
Hank
Briki
In
you do not
England's
ic world.
fully understand
to hold oue-lralf of its reserve in
agreement
1 at we appreciate the enyour case, call upon
silver is upon the conditions that the mint
01or
write to Dr.
ethms of those who
mc
Greene at his office,
Maine Spiritualists' As- is again opened to the free coinage of silver and that the prices at which silver is
34 Temple Place,
Mass.
Boston,
d hat we extend a vote of procurable and saleable are satisfactory...
Boston
of
the
of
of
authorities
•he spiritualists
The health
city
say \ Consultation is enu
nve so kindly and gratuitthat Frankiin A Conaut. of Wellesley, a
tirely free, personued their homes for the enterstudent of .John Hopkins University, who | ally or by letter.
: the e,invention.
died at the Massachusetts General hospital
there after his return from a trip to
hiy evening session was devotJamaica, did not have yellow fever as was
To Dredge lor Gold.
Went: a*.dresses by Mrs. M. J.
first supposed.The had harvest afieets
x < •>rner; Mrs. C. li. Clarke
A party of l:i Maine men, the majority
17 Russian provinces and it is feared it will
Hr. Dean Clark of Portland. also be felt in lsp.s, as the drought lias pre- ni whom are from Portland, have
organizin
a
wheat
large
Weaver of Old Orchard and vented sowing of winter
ed themseives into a company and will sail
The immense reserve stock will
area.
of
East
SoinerHolt Ilarding
from that city on Jan. 1 for the Klondike
prevent a famine; but the peasants are
Tliere were \Iso tests by ruined foi
several years.The United gold regions.
The vessel in which they
A. O. Stevens of States steamship Lancaster lias arrived at
im aud Mrs.
are to make the trip is a staunch bark and
Bahia, Brazil, where she will take aboard she is now in Portland harbor. She will be
foi tlie United states six sailors from the
Dean
Clarke
morning Dr.
gave American bark Olive Becker, accused of fitted up and provisioned for the long
which v .3 followed by remarks mutiny and murder of the captain and cruise and will carry., besides other things,
mate of the ship.\V. H. Lever, presia large stock of those articles which will
vi ami tests by Mrs. Harding,
dent of Lever Bros., (Limited) the soap meet with a ready sale on the Alaskan
'eaver, president of tlie M. S. S. manufacturers of Liverpool, Lag., will coast. The men themselves have subscribvd with an appeal for the estab- sail from that city for New York on ed S-VjO0 each for this trip and are to share
i chairs in our colleges where October 13th, to arrange for the erection I alike in any of their discoveries or veuThe de- tures.
.al as well as the other philoso- of a factory in this country.
[
The method of work to be followed is
cision to build a factory is caused by the
be taught. As an outline of the
has doubled the somewhat novel.
new tariff law which
It is to be by dredging.
work of the M. S. s. A., lie
duty on laundry soaps. ...A telegraphic Several members of the party have had
'he first step would be the sccur- message received at St. Petersburg, from , practical experience in this line of work
in the interior of Siberia, for many years, and this will add to the
|
serviees of some of the best Krasnoyarsk,
at factors for success.
With this end in view
says that on Sept. 14, at 11 o'clock
j
and mediums and sending them
night, the inhabitants of the village of Ad- i a light dredging outfit will be carried, tolarger cities to hold monthly meet- tzifirowskoje, in tiie district of 1 enisejsk, ! getlier with a steam launch in sections all
I in this way weed out the charla- Arctic Kussia, saw a balloon, believed to ready to be put together when needed,
of Professor Andre, the Swedish j There are also several boat builders in the
nd irresponsible persons who go be that
aeronaut who left the island of Tromsoe party, and on arriving at the river a scow
lading on the credulity of the shortly before 2.30 P. M., on July 11, iu j will be built. The bark will be sold if
au
attempt to cross the Polar regions. 1 possible. The party will then go up the
in sight river with the launch and scow and when
•■lent Weaver read letters from The balloon, it is added, was
about five minutes.Dr. Andrews lias the gold regions are reached the digging
vteran workers,
Moses Hull of
withdrawn his resignation as president of apparatus will be set to work exploring the
:
nsetts, and Dr. J. M. Peebles of Brown University.The treaty of peace bottoms of the small creeks and rivers.
The trip will be made around Cape Horn.
in which were quotations from between Turkey and Greece was signed
September IStli.It is said that every The party will carry along supplies enough
mgs of .Sir Win. Crookes, Dr. A.
when
evaporated, to last them over a year and will have
ton of Atlantic water,
ice. Prof. De Morgan, tlie distiuyields eighty-one pounds of salt; a ton of enough more to dispose of at Klondike
mathematician, Prof. Challis, Pacific water, seventy-nine pounds; Arctic prices to nearly pay the expenses of their
ner
of Cambridge, J. Herman and Antarctic waters yield eighty-five long trip around the Horn.
pounds to the ton, and Dead Sea water one
philosopher and meta-physician, hundred and eighty-seven pounds.SeThe
Olive Pecker Crime.
Favre, consul general of France. vere earthquakes are reported from Tur■iTt Chambers of Edinburg, Win.
kestan, and also in Switzerland.the
The Boston Globe has received from
of all kinds of food at Madrid is
fudge J. W. Edmonds of New price steadily, owing to the growing de- 1 a correspondent at Bahia the details of the
rising
nd. Ilare of Philadelphia, Wm.
murder on the schooner Olive Pecker as
preciation of silver a nd papier currency.
irrison of Boston, and others.
brought out in the examination of the prisWashington Wiusukimxgs. Postnns
oners by Mr. Brice, the American Vice
re given
by Mrs. Harding and
ter General Gary is devoting considerConsul.
On tune 27 John Andersen, the
but
one.
recognized
I able attention these days to an investigasteward. Swede by birth and a naturalized
.0 p. m., Mrs. Etiie Webster of tion of the wisdom of establishing postal American citizen, killed
Captain Whitman
'pened tlie meeting witli an invo- savings banks. In the last congress a bill and Mate Saunders, after which the crew
was introduced providing for such insitufire
to the vessel and proceeded iu boats
set
followed by a toucliing poem by
lie declined to indorse it because
tions.
120 miles to the Brazilian coast, where
:it Barrett of the N. S. A., euas he said he had not had an opportunity
they were arrested.
since
He
has
I'he Valley of Silence,” and au to investigate the subject.
The story of Andersen is that lie, as
in which lie appealed to tlie peo- taken up the matter and has become con- well as the rest of the crew, was roughly
of
and
wisdom
vinced of the
postal treated by the captain and the mate, and
utility
uidy and stand by tlie philosophy
savings institutions and has decided to their lives were threatened; that one day,
I.
liiugs of Spiritualism, comparing have a bill prepared providing for their after having been struck violently by the
-| iration and plieuomenaof the past establishment and to recommend its passcaptain, he asked the mate for'protecage by congress.The Navy Department tion, and that his demand was repelled in
hat of the present.
has received the official report of Chief brutal language; that after this, iu fear of
Dean Clark was then introduced,
Engineer Roekler, the expert member of liis life, he had carried a revolver; and the
1
ned to prove that Spiritualism is
of the naval trial board, upon the recent captain striking him again when called inOn the to the cabin, and in the act of hitting him
trial of the torpedo boat Dupont.
u ator
and uplifter of mankind,
the department has decided to ac- with a bottle, he fired at him, killing him
'■'er manifested under
proper condi- report
11 e gave a synopsis of its teach- cept the boat from the contractors, the instantly; that after this he rushed on
General
i.viug much stress on the idea that Herreshoffs of Bristol.Consul with the deck, and finding there the mate witli a
Lee has had a long conference
marline-spike ready to strike him, he fired
man must work out his own salvaIt is said three shots at him, the last one
President on Cuban affairs.
killing the
at
mate; that after this the crew came top. n:., a meeting was opened by an that the president is deeply impressed
and
'■
:|tion by Mrs. Webster, followed by the critical stage of affairs in the island
gether, justified Andersen as acting iu
hut pointed addresses by Mrs. Went- has urged Gen. Lee to remain at his post, self defence, and after consultation decided to throw the bodies overboard, burn
and President Weaver, who took for the present at least
the ship, since they could not navigate
line of thought that it is but the
it,
sells
so
that
store
in
the
and take to the boats.
“I
have
'! wish of our friends on the other
nothing
Other members of
well or gives such general satisfaction as the crew, on being
1 life to communicate with the dear
examined, corrobrated
Dr. Fowler’s Ext. of Wild Strawberry. I
Andersen’s statement.
ft behind.
Mrs. Nettie Holt Hardalways recommend it in cases of summer
i••marks on “The Religion of Spiritcomplaint or bowel trouble of any kind. C.
All those creeping,
crawling,stinging senwere very plain and concise, and
A. West, Rains borough, O.
sations that combine to make
up the tor•"'Hts were interesting.
National
tures of any itching diseases of the skin are
BilHOOD’S PILLS cure Ltver Ills,
! 'uleot Barrett closed the convention
relieved and permanently eureu
instantly
liy I loan's Ointment. Take no substitute
hanking all who had contributed to iousness, Indigestion, Headache.
isuccess.
Easy to take, easy to operate. 25c. Down's never fails.
<■

GREENE’S

■

NERVURA

j

1

■
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|

|

j

I

■

politics.

No need to fear the. approach of croup if
you have Dr. Thomas' Eelectric 0:1 in the
house. Never was a case that it wouldn’t
cure if used at the outset.

The

1 btli

Maine.

W t.r Kecortls of interest compiled
Silas Adams.

Oj secretary

’apt. s- ilas Adams of Waterville, score
tarv of the loth Maine Regiment association, gave the members ot the association
at their recent reunion at Windermere
l’ark some valuable and interesting iuformation touching the history of the
regiment, The facts given were secured
after much patient and laborious investi■

!

I

They show that, the number of
mustered Into the regiment at Bath,
Aug. 25, 1802, was 1018. in 1803, 173
men joined tire regiment at Warrentown.
During ’04 and ’05, 334 men joined the
regiment, and Capt. Lewis’ company of

gation.
men

07 men were added in 1804.
There was a
transfer of 277 men from the 4th Maine,
number
of
the
total
additions
851.
making
The number of men who actually joined
the regiment from the -ftll Maine was 57.
The number of killed was 172! those
missing in actioujnumbered 20, and 184
died of disease and in prison.
The total
number of deaths was 370.
Those dis*
charged for disabilities numbered 207;
there were 120 transferred to the Veteran
Reserve Corps and 38 were transferred to !
the navy. The desertions were 74. Those
whose service expired after Oct. 1, 1805,
were transferred to the 1st
Heavy Artil-

lery.

The regiment in the battle of the Wilderness had 22 men killed; live officers aud
125 men wounded, and six were captured
or
reckoned among the missing.
At
Spottsylvania 11 men were killed; four
officers and 00 men were wounded; nine
captured or missing. At South Anna six
men were killed; two officers and 20 men
were wounded and two prisoners or missing. At Cold Harbor live men were killed; oue officer and 20 men were wounded.
I The total loss for the year 1804, including
killed, wounded, captured and missing
was 534.
Maine

at

Lehigh ifoc.

per ton extra.

CUMBERLAND COAL.
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WOOD OF ALL KINDS

All ( <*al guaranteed satisfactory in weight, quality and deliven
SSifSpecial attention given to delivery outside city limits.
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Manufacturer of The Staples’ Celebrated Halter, also dealer in ail kinds
j
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L. STAPLES,

Mr. Ayer was married in 1855 to Olive
A. Furbcr of Lewiston, by whom two
children were born:
William Madison,
born in Bangor in 1850, who graduated 1
from Dean Academy in Franklin. Mass.,
member of the Maine Legislature in 1890
ol, delegate to the Republican National
Convention iu Minneapolis in 1892, and
now superintendent of the Somerset railroad; Mary, born in Oakland in 1808, educated in Massachusetts and Paris, France,
now Mrs.
David Iv. Phillips of Marblehead, Mass. Mr. Ayer was married the
second time, Sept. 12, 1880, to Annabel
Holt of New Sharon, Me., by whom he
had three children: John, born in 18S;>; ;
Benjamin, born in 1885, and Paul, born in
1887.
John Ayer exhibited marked characteristics, was a man of strong individuality,
of incorruptible integrity, reserved and
leticent, tenacious of his opinions, yet
mst forbearing toward his enemies, and
charitable to a fault, and always a Re- ;

publican

5 85
5.00

-.

hi:*: and

$5.80
5 <55
5.40

to

State.

j

■

imperative

j
|
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>

We Guarantee it

Dump Carts,

Prices at Wharf,

IS OFTEN VERY DESIRABLE.

trace a man's j
substantiate his claim to ail \
genealogy
enviable position, earned
wholly by him- :
self.
Due must be measured by his suecess an l
bulged by the community in j
which he resides and by those with whom
|
he comes in daily contact.
To record
one's merits so universally acknowledged
is an agreeable task.
The lives ot such
men as John
Ayer make history which
tlnir descendants may road with pardonable pride, and, closely studied, give a
e.le.u knowledge of the strength which
develops communities and States, and of
the motive power which controls llmm for
the public good.
John Ayers boyhood sounded the key
note of a future active life.
A student of
men and of literature, an original
thinker, I
a deep reasoner and a conscientious oh- j
•
server
f life's duties, one could safely
predict the successful business career that
him
placed
among the leading men of the
not
to

in

Orders

death.

It is

stove ami
( hestnut.
$0 00

Delivered and put in (in barrels).

tlic construction of the Penobscot A- Kenu.'liec liailroad, from Waterville to Bangor, and until 1854 was acting superintendent for the contractors.
From 1855
to 1858 lie was
engaged in railroad surveys iu Wisconsin and Minnesota,
lie
came to Oakland iu 1858, and since then
has been closely identified with
nearly all
its business industries.
He first entered
the employ of the Dunn Edge Tool Co. as
traveling salesman iu 1805, and was at
once made treasurer and
general manager.
From a corporation with a nominal capital. the Dunn Edge Tool Co. became one
of the wealthiest iu the State, and the
largest producer of scythes in the world.
The Somerset railroad was organized iu
1808.
Mr. Ayer became a director that
year, was elected president iu 1872, and
since that time lias extended and managed tlie road against the opposition of its
enemies and discouragements that would
have appalled and crushed
ordinary men.
M lieu the Somerset railroad seemed to
have lost all of its friends, when towns
and individuals repudiated their subscriptions, when it was necessary to become
personally responsible to connecting roads
for advance freight charges, then its president became invincible.
He was elected
trustee of the Maine Wesleyan
Seminary
in ISO1.'*, trustee and first president of the
Cascade Savings Bank iu the same year.
in 18n1 he built the Cascade Woolen
mill ready for its machinery, was made a
director and treasurer of the company in
ISSfi.
These positions of trust, in addition to the management of the Dunn Edge
I’ool Co. and tHe presidency a' the Somerset railroad, he held till the day of ids

more added to
the value of Ameri-

Company.

Haddock’s, Plymouth Vein and Laiiimer Lehigh.

Possessing extraordinary mathematical
talent, he made a special study of civil
engineering, and in 1851 was in charge of

lions

F. G. White

the

John Ayer, second son of nine children
of Thomas B. and
Sibyl Chase Ayer, w ;«
born in Freedom, Me., in 1S25; was educated at the Freedom Academy and at the
Maine Wesleyan Seminary, Kent's Hill.

of America's wheat
and cotton
crops.
Half as many mil-

can

BUY YOUR WINTER’S COAL

for several weeks of organic trouble and
his life had been despaired of for
many
days. The Kennebec Journal published
the following obituary:

in the value

crease

Ayer.

Ayer,

Oakland’s most prominent
citizen and business man, died at his home
in that town Sept. 20th.
He had been ill

others.

titles,

several commit-

and there was

i"sen

Maine Matters.
fever has

held

Oh

the Boston Food

Fair.

Maine will make a fine exhibit at the
coming food fair in Boston. Paul Revere
ball in the Mechanic’s building has been
set aside for Maine and will be
fully oc-

cupied.

The central figure of the display will be
the typical Maine sporting camp of logs,
decorated with all the game birds aud
animals of Maine. The Old Town Iudiaus
will have a wig wam with basket and canoe
workers at work, but the great feature
will be the display of Aroostook products.
E. L. Cleveland of Hotilton, the “potato king,” has agreed to prepare the
potato display
from his great resources.
with
will
the
exhibit
be
shown
the
Along
machinery of all kinds with which the
Aroostook potato farmer plants aud secures his tubers.
Through the aid of Hon. Thomas H.
Pliair of Presque Isle, the “starch King,”
and Miss Crosby, a very attractive exhibit
of that product is assured.
The people
who are planning the Maine show declare
that it will make a hit through its originality, and are spending all their energies
toward that end.
The secret of happiness, “Keep your liver
right.” Burdock Blood Bitters is nature's
remedy for complaints of the liver or bowels.

first-class harness

stove, keeping all kinds of
connected
'•vith that line.
A Harness 1 liar they s>
in Belfast t.•; >10 [ am
selling for SS.OO. ^ >u \*.-ill ask w'n\ 1 can srl'i them cheaper
Would respectfully anil i'ui'V to the oitizous of Monroe ;md tiian they can in Belfast, l pay for t in on in Staples’ patent halters
is
and it gives me a cliaixv p. m tke
that
lie
out of the p-wtoiHe-i with 270n other fourth■;-m 1- *:h ends.
vicinity
Also
p
class Deunowatii nos:masters, ho; sha
:srs.
srill continue to run a a fud line of trunks and
U-»p i.i ag done wiih neatness
and ^dispatch.
1’lease give n
\ call.*
An

Open

Letter

to

Mothers.

BELFAST LIVERY CO.,
BELFAST,

We are asserting n tin* e.iurfs uU right t‘»
tile i-X'-hisiv*- br
he wo-.i C A STi P M A,"
and
PITCH EL'S (' ASTORI A.
as
nr
Trude Mark
I. Dr. Sunni"! Pitcher, of H\ nmrs, \fa>*aehus.-tts. was tie- -a ignore; >!
PITCH EK'S
CASTOR I \," ;h" same Mi.n has Imruf and
does now hear the fa-’-sinuie signal'ire id
CHAS H FLETCHER
ever. wrupp*
This is the origi?:.R
Pi! "riKlI'S rAS l'O

MAINE

Opposite

V'

m.isor Mote

I). B. SOUTHWORTH & SON.

UIA’ which lets i.us-ai a. tile hone-s
the mothers of Americi ior over thirty
Look < arefu.ix
the wrapper an i
years.
see that it is rh-A'h.
and
has
rile
H.
signature of t'll AS
FLETt HER on tint w -.1a.-r
mic has
N
from
to
me
use my name < xcept
authority
The Centaur Company, of which Chus. II.
Fletcher is President.
SAMI EI. PITCHER, M. D.
March, s, LSP7.

PROPRIETORS.

>

FURNISHED TO ORDER, NIGHT OR DAY.

Coaches, Hacks, Barges

or Buckboards.
ORDERS BY TELEPHONE PROIPTLYPILLE D.

Fish and Gami„.
Through the activity of the Franklin county tish and
game commission .mother shipment consisting of :>,000 salmon and trout has been
received from the State hatchery. The lisli
were

Fine Silver Plated

liberated into t learwa er, Varuu m's

KNIVES,

and Sweet ponds.
Tae officials of the association have also been alloted a goodly
will arrive in a United States fish car within a month.
Imports from Franklin county say that tlie
hunting season promises to he a good one.
Birds and game are reported to L everywhere plentiful.The steamer St. C'rmx
recently carried 2:>,000 eases of sardines
from E istpon. t<* Boston, in addition to
other freight.
The cargo was the largest
ever
ent out of Fastport. and shows how
great the business of sardine packing in
the town has bee >me.At la irtiuest of
('ommi?siun**i ('arletor. two li.ousand sulmon fi<#iii
tii*1 Monmo i'ii hatchery were
deposited in C>bbosseecontee poud Sept.
20th.
the

Shoes.

FORKS,

number of these fish from the United States

hatchery and

Seasonable

same

Sr. John, W B.. Sept. 2:1.
The Moosepath Bark races to-day, Silver Street,
owned and driven by (
IF Nelson of
Waterville, Me., won the free-for-all in
Arc
straight heats; best time, 2.22
Light of St. John and Keno L. of Calais,
divided second money.

Petroleum
for the Eung$.

SPOON'S,

Sow?- RUSSETS.

(HOVERS HR OS,)
All

kiii'N of

Silver a'nllj Elaterl Ware

SHOES.

Gold Filled Watches

LADIES' OXFORDS.

For LADIES and GENTLEMEN.

CLOCKS.

Ill

IX THE I

.1X1) I.OirEST Eli H I S.

! Have
I

your Eyes Fitted for

Spectacles,

j

We

*

can save you

*

STEVENS BROS.,

*

Money.

|

Xo. 5!) Main Street,

jA

Fine Line of Sterling Silver.

>

H. J. LOCKE S SON,

—

...THE...

SwAN & SIBLEY CO.
JODDKItS

—

SAIL

MAKERS,

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,

Comfort for riio Feet

—

powder

season

easily,

to

FOOT-EASE,

be shaken into the shoes.

Allen’s Foot Ease

OK

CRAIN,
FEED,

| Newton S. Lord & Co,

TRY ALLEY'S

It el fast.

i

Germs cause iung and throat diseases.
Some germs are vegetable
“fungi.”
Some are animal
bacilli.”
National Bank Building.
Neither kind can flourish i: the system
P. O. Square
BELFAST
|
is in perfect health.
Healthy tissues resist disease germs.
Unfortunately few people are perfectly
healthy all the time. The days that find
us a little out of health are tlie
days that
disease germs obtain a lodgment,
Nature then needs help.
Angler's Petroleum Emulsion is that
help. It is an antiseptic-—purifier of diseased parts, an expeller of disease germs.
It makes the tissues inhospitable and
uninhabitable; the germs abandon their
And Successors to J. VV. Frederick
feedinggroi nd, die. pass out of the system.
Co., as
That is out thing that Angier’s Petroleum Emuision docs.
The other thing is that it rebuilds those
infected and diseast <1 tissues.
It soothes and heals the inflamed mucous
membranes.
It cleanses the congested
AND DEALERS IN
parts of poisonous matter.
It is unequalled in the treat men': of
chronic coughs, consumption, bronchitis,
Tents, Awnings, Cart Covers,
and all weaknesses of the lungs.
It aids the enfeebled digestion. It corrects
Duck, Cordage, Paints, <{V.
the perverted bowel action. It feeds the
It makes new, sound
exhausted nerves.
flesh, revitalized and nourishing blood.
Km. 31Front St , Belfast, Me.
It fattens.
It docs all these things.
Thousands of physicians prescribe it as
a welcome substitute for Cod-Liver Oil.
It is perfectly agreeable to take.
It disturbs :io function; it is as well
adapted for the feeble invalid or delicate
child as for the more robust.
It is a wonderful remedy.
it is food.
It is medicine
Druggists 50c. and 1.00. Pamphlet free.
Angier Chemical Gompany, Boston.

A

I TES T S T I / ES

SEEDS and

GROCERIES.
Dealers in the tim-sr .;ualit>

Anthracite and
Blacksmith

~

L03.IS.

^"ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.
■{

>,

:i' Front

TELEPHONE

St., Ketfant, Me.

4-2.

,.f

Hie

liuely 1 "rated ..iliee in Opera House Block
occupied fur the past year In the Pent Manat.
I.anu

it.,

win he

lv

leased Tor business purposes
c. \V.
Atty.,

FREDERICK.'

tM
A!'|
30tf

Belfast, Maine.

Notice of .f*sit/*<t“is of liin

Ap-

pointment.
At Belfast, in the
Maine, the 15th

County

of Wahlo anil state of

day of September, A. 1). is;>7.
undersigned hereby gives notice of bis apas
pointment
Assignee of the estate
KDMi Nl) A. Hl'SSEY of Cnity, in said
County >t
Waldo, Insolvent Debtor, who lias been deflated
•an Insolvent upon bis own
petition bv the Court

THE
ot

Insolvency

2 w38

for said Comitv of Wahlo
JOHN K. DC NT( >N. A ssignee.

At this

your feet lee! swollen ami hot, and get tired
it jou have smarting feet or tight shoes,

Try Allen’s Foot-Ease. It cools the feet and makes
walking easy. Cares and prevents swollen and

sweating feet, blisters and callous spots. Relieves
burns and bunions of all pain and gives rest and
comfort. Try it t>> dtti/. Sold by all druggists and
shoe stores for ’Joe. Tiial package FREE. Addiess Alp n S. t liLSted, Le Roy, N. V.

Not ice
and many other new remvlie s fo

relieving distress
corns

POOR

&

or

caused

by

bunions.

SON, Druggists

of Assignee of If is
jnnntinent.

At Belfast, in tlie
Maine, the 15th

t />-

County < Waldo ami State of
day oi September, A. I>. 181»7.
undersigned hereby gives notice of bis apas
pointment
Assiguee of the estate of WELLINGTON It. BOODY of brooks, in said County
ot Waldo, Insolvent Debtor, who lias been declared an Insolvent uponhisown petition bv the Court
of Insolvency for said Countv of Waldo.
2w28
LOKEXZO I). JONES, Jr., Assignee.

1M1E

SEARSPORT
Mrs. J.
week.

P.

Butman

LOCALS.

went to

Portland last

Clarendon Gross and wife
Warren.

are

T. T. Merrill and
to their mill.

building

visiting Ab-

ner

son

are

an an-

nex

Webster Staples has gone to Boston to
look for employment.

ports, numerous mariners. Kc was one of
the company who went to California in
bark Solomon Piper, commanded by his
brother, Capt. Lebbeus Curtis. The bark
left Searsport March 20, 1850, and was 148
days on the passage. Among the passengers
with Capt. Horatio, were Nahum Maddocks
and Ephraim Porter. Charles P. Ferguson,
who is one of our residents, was among the

Royal

makes the food pure,
wholesome and delicious.

J. M. Gilkey has gone to'Filley, Misson Charles.
souri,
to visit her

Mrs. A. E. Nichols ami sou Alexander
have gone to Boston for the winter.

Capt. David Hodgman and wife of Thomastou called on friends in town Sunday.
Rev. J. E. Adams and wife were the
guests of Dr. ami Mrs. E. Hopkins last week.
Mrs. Henrietta .Whittier was the guest
last week of Capt. and Mrs. J. G. Pendleton.

Rev. William Teel of Well’s Beach spent
several days at the Searsport House recent-

crew

POWDER
Absolutely
Pure

his first marriage. A sister, Mrs. Nathaniel
Mathews, is the only survivor of his family.
His funeral took place from his late residence Tuesday and was conducted by Rev.
R. G. Harbutt and Rev. O. H. Fernald.

ROYAL BAKING POWDER

SEARSPORT ITEMS.

The monthly contribution at the Congl.
church will be called for next Sunday morn-

Charles and Harry, sons of Elias and
Martha Moore, left for Boston last week.

NEW YORK.

Congregational conference
ones are improving.

in

Ship May Flint, from Philadelphia Aug.
for fliogo, Japan, was dismasted during
a hurricane Sept. 8, in lat. 07 N., Ion JO W.
She lost foretopmast and maintopmast, also
mizzentopgaliantmast with all attached. A
loiter fr< m Capt. Nichols states that he
would rig jury masts anil make for the nearest
United States port, or possibly for St.

--

There

installation of the officers of
Liberty Lodge in the afternoon, followed by
a line banquet, served by rniue host of the
Sanford House, in Crockett’s hall; and an
installation of the officers of St. Georges
Chapter in the evening. A grand time was

Ethel Ginn of Bucksport visited Mr. and
Mrs. A. A. Ginn last Sunday... .Several
men have been
sweeping for the bodies of
the four men who were drowned between
here and Bucksport last Tuesday morning,
hut up to this writing, Sept. 27th, no trace

an

was

reported. More than one hundred were at
the banquet. The officers of the Blue Lodge
were installed by G. H. Cargill, Past Junior
Grand Warden of the Grand Lodge of Maine,
Th< mas or Barbadoes. The hull and cargo
and those of the Chapter by Companion O.
"i the ship are supposed to be in good condi- George
Grantly, who is very sick with heart
tion.
trouble.... Miss Emma Trevitt of Prospect W. Ripley, Past High Priest of this Chapter.
-Miss Grace Chadwick is much better_
Miss Mills of Hartford, Ct., was in town Marsh visited Mrs. Alma Hardman last
Do not forget the races at the Georges River
Wednesday to make arrangements for the week.
Trotting Park, Oct. 7th-W. D. Sanford
in ert of the
from the Institute and

troupe
Industrial Home for the Blind at Hartford,
C:
The amateur brass baud and glee club
of the company is composed entirely of

of them has been found_Mr. and Mrs.
John Yeatou of Islesboro are visiting at
Capt. J. S. Hardman's-Mrs. E. R. Batchelder is in Boston visiting her sister, Mrs.

1

Troy.

Mr. and

Mrs. Leslie

Ward

are

being congratulated on the arrival of a nice
nine-pound daughter-Fred Wingate accidentally discharged a gun, the contents
blind people. All who attend their unique
entering his hand. In the absence of Dr.
entertainment will enjoy a most pleasing
Dodge, Dr. Brown of Dixmont dressed the
program and at. the same time by their pat- wound-Dr.
Dodge, Mr. and Mrs. David
ronage contribute to a worthy cause. The
Piper and Mr. and Mrs. John H. Bagley
concert will take place at Union Hall, Oct.
were in
13th.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles E.
Reception.
Black gave a reception to their friends on
Wednesday evening at their home on Trenton

street.

It

was

their

wedding

at

home,

and guests to the number of 100 enjoyed the
Mr. and Mrs. Black, and Mr. and
occasion.
Mrs. Weeks received in the parlors. The
house was beautifully decorated with dowers
Dill catered. The table was decorated
The gifts, which were
with cut dowers.
many and beautiful consisted of glass, china,
and silver ware, etc., some of which was over
200 old. The pourers at the chocolate and
coffee tables were Miss Alice Leavitt, and
Miss Evelyn Clialouer. Miss Sanborn renThe ushdered selections upon the piano.
Wallace
ers were Mr. Frank Wescott, Mr.
Lovett, Miss Belle Lovett and Miss Zella
Sanborn. Assisting at the tables were Miss
Lizzie Pearson, Miss Alice Hornsey, Miss
Ethel Latham, Miss Hoit, Miss Helen
It was a
Chaloner and Miss May Sanborn.
most delightful occasion.
[Melrose, Mass.,
Journal.

Belfast last week....Mrs. Ermina
Dow, anil Mrs, Sophia Howe of Brooks were
the guests of Mrs. Inez Harding last week.
..Robert Hawes is critically ill at the home
of his son, T. W. Hawes....Oaks
Dodge
and wife of Burnham were the guests of Dr.
M. T. Dodge and wife last week_Rev.W,
W. Ogier is attending the revival
meetings
n Troy the
present week_Rev. N. LalMarsh of Dixmont and Rev. G. H. Hamilton
Pittsfield assisted Rev. E. S. Burrill last
week-Otis Rhoades is on the sick list.
Dr. Cook of Unity was called to see him_
Mrs. John Woods has gone to Dakota with
her son, Almou Woods, to spend the winter.
....The Grange hall is undergoing some
of

needed repairs.

Unity. Richard Whitten died Sept. 24th
and was buried the 27tli, Rev. E. S. Burrill
officiating. He was au old soldier, and
Buried at Sea During a Gale. A spec- leaves a wife and twelve children_Mrs.
ial to the Boston Herald from San Francis- Lothrop and two children from Connecticut
co, under date of Sept. 23, has the following j are visiting at Henry Bacon’s.. ..The remains
particulars of the fatal accident to Capt. j of Frank Monroe of Boston were brought
here for burial Sept. 25th. He was a son of
Amos Nichols:
On tlie steamer City of Peking, which Joseph and Mercy Monroe, formerly of this
lauded her passengers yesterday, were Mrs.
town, but now of Waltham, Mass_Mrs.
A. Nichols, her daughter, Miss Lillies Nichols, and a young son. Mrs. Nichols and her Florence Cook of Belfast is the guest of Mrs,
family passed through a terrible experience T. B. Cook-Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Taylor
on board the American ship Abner Coburn,
went to China Sept, 24tli_Ida Whitehouse
and are now on their way to their home in
returned to Portland
last witk.Dr
of
the
Coburn
died
Nichols
Capt.
Searsport.
on his
ship soon after receiving injuries Thomas is not gaining very fast, and has
the
vessel’s
caused by being swept against
not been out yet-Frank Harding has been
after-cabin during a hurricane. Chief officer
sick... .Dr. S. W. Johnson of Belfast
M. L. Parks was also badly hurt, being quite
thrown against a boat. Capt. Nichols’ body was in town Saturday_Nellie Tabor re.
was buried during the gale,when the ship was
turued Monday to the New England Conunder closely reefed sails and dipping into
of Music, Boston.Mrs. Mary
the troughs of tremendous seas. The Coburn servatory
left New York in March last, and on June Blair returned to her home in Boston Sept.
Without
19 encountered the hurricane.
25th-Presiding Elder Ogier supplied the
warning a great wave broke over the ship,
here last Sunday and preached a very
washed the two steersmen into the scupper, pulpit
broke the wheel and threw the captain able sermon....They have finished canning
stairs.
down the companionway
at the corn factory.
People are full of praise
Obituary. Died in Searsport, Sept. 25th, for this year’s crop of corn and it is thought
Capt. Horatio N. Curtis, aged 76 yrs. 11 mos. the farmers will get better returns per acre
Capt. Curtis was born in this place Oct. 16, than ever before_Mrs. Mary Whitten is
1820, and in the early days was one of Sears- quite sick.

IN CLOTHING!

FALL

(

cured-Miss Lizzie Heariu has been visiting her friend, Miss Nettie Bowen of this

village-We

receive a
call last week from Isaiah Cole of Lowell,
Mass., but formerly of Jackson_Bert
Hogan is at home from Massachusetts,
where he has a position iu an almshouse and
asylum-Alvah F. Jones of Lowell, Mass.,
is in town looking after the John D. Joues
homestead, which he now owns. He now has
120 boarders in his boarding house in Lowell-Miss Emma Gould of Lowell, Mass.,
is visiting D. 1). Gould and family of Jackwere

pleased

to

Miss Gould
son, which is her native towu.
has a dressmaker’s shop in Lowell and em-

was in Boston last week on business_M.
S. Ayer and wife have returned from a four
weeks’ visit to friends in China_Geo. A.
Palmer of Howard, R. I., is spending several
weeks in town-The heavy frost of Tuesday night killed nearly all the vegetables
in this vicinity-Potatoes are selling here
for SI per bushel.... John Prescott of this
town made an exhibit of eighty varieties of
fruit, grain and vegetables—all the production of his own farm—at Union last week,

ploys four women to assist her_Dr. Mathew Webber of Boston is visiting the family of his brother, the late Geo. E. Webber

the same exhibit, with additions, at the fair at Washington this week.
The whole exhibit weighs upwards of 2,500
pounds-Mrs. J. O. Jol nson is improving

tin is

and will make

slowly.
Monroe.
A sad accident occurred last
week by which Fred, son of Frank Webber,

formerly of Jackson, lost his life. He was
a boy, ten years of age, and had been
living
with Charles W. Pierce of Monroe the past
Tuesday morning he went out iuto
the field to catch a horse, as he had often
done before, and soon afterward neighbors
heard him crying. Upon going to the field,
it was found that the boy had been kicked
in the stomach.
He pluckily led the horse
to the house, although suffering from severe
pain. On Thursday, however, he died. Drs.
Kilgore and Cook, who attended him, decided that his liver had been ruptured_
summer.

Mrs. F. L. Palmer and Mrs. R. N. Colson attended the Waldo county Sunday school
Searsmont Sept. 24th and
of the fine entertainment received at the hands of sisters Baker,
McFarland and Holmes_E. M. Billings
W. R. C. will hold a sociable in the after
noon of Oct. (3th.
All members are expected
to be present... .H. R. Dawson has received
convention

speak

in

in

high

terms

despatch announcing the death of his
in
Providence, R. I.Franklin
Chase is building a new store for John
Hobbs in West Winterport-George Palmer has bought the Warren Weston house
a

father

and will move in this fall....Will Curtis is
quite sick. It is feared he will have a fever.
Capt. Tolford Durham has been suffering
—

with asthma the past week-Thomas Dorr
is in Bangor painting for Tyler & Conant.
His wife will visit her mother in St. Albans
this week and Mrs. Anna Frost, who has
been visiting here the past two weeks, will
accompany her.

WINTER

DP-TD-DATE I EMI RESPECT.

Belfast... .The

two-years-old
Grey, was
a
heavy shower just about
held last Monday afternoon-Miss Thir/.a Unfortunately
the time of the evening service prevented
ing.
Mr. Fred Black and family of Boston, Blood has gone to Winchester, Mass., to
many from hearing this remarkably able
Capt. Frank A. Curtis ami ins brother Mass., left for their home last Saturday.
spend the wiuter.... Mr. Traftou Hatch is
and interesting
lecture.
Those who got
his
medical
are
studies
at
the
at
Ebernis
tksepli
enjoying
tishing
Syracuse,
Capt. Jackson Crocker of Winterport pursuing
there were amply repaid for their trouble.. A.
I.ake.
made a short visit to A. Stinson last Sunday. X. Y....Mrs. George W. Pearson returned
iast week from Massachusetts, where she number of the members of the W. C. T. I',
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Moore, of Franklin
The buildings of Mrs. M. E. Crowell in
met at the home of Mrs. E. F. Littlefield
has been visiting for several weeks.
Park, Mass., called upon friends in town Frankfort were burned Sept. 22d. Cause of
Friday afternoon to tack a quilt which one
Tuesday.
Palermo. WTillie Pope and wife of East of the
the lire unknown.
members had pieced up for the benevisited
at
Alien
Yassalboro
Goodwin’s
last
Capt. D. S. Goodell, A. B. Ferguson and
fit of the Union-Miss Kittie Atwood reThe frost last week made sad havoc with
w eek.
Mr.
several
head
of
catPope bought
Capt. Nelson Smart arrived Lome by steam- the late planted products. Corn, beaus and
turned from her visit to Boston Saturday....
tle for beef while in town-John Brader Sunday.
Mrs. Clara Pinkham of Augusta is visiting
vines of all kinds were killed.
street and partner returned from Penobscot
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Haley_
Melvin Smart of Reading, Mass., arrived
The dance at the Grange Hall Sept. 22d
county last week with a drove of 30 head ot Mrs. F. W.
Haley and her daughter, Miss
Saturday, and is enjoying the fishing at was a success. A better behaved crowd was cattle and sold them in a fewr
days. They Millie, have returned from their visits_
Swan Lake.
never seen in a dance hall.
Come again.
started Sept. 29th for another drove_Cora
Frank Siinonton left Saturday for MiddleMrs. >1. L. Sears, Mrs. D. S. Beais and
Sumner Green is on the road taking A. Goodwin went to Montville and Belfast
town, Conn., where he is attending college.
Miss L. W. Edwards took the boat Mon- orders for
clothing. He has not been able last week-William Bowler is visiting his -Mrs. Bertha Farnwortli
and children
to do any work this summer and those in sister, Sarah
day for Boston.
Bailey-Josiah Marden of Le- are visiting her sister, Mrs. Thomas Atwood.
want should patronize him.
vant is visiting his brother, Samuel Marden.
Mr and Mrs. W. F. Grinned spent Sun-Mrs. Minnie Webber left for her home
-Daniel Sanford of Ware, Mass., is visitday at Northport, the guests of Dr. and Mrs.
in Boston Saturday, and her father, Mr.
G. P. Lombard.
ing his sister, Polly Couillard_Samuel Samuel Eaton, and daughter, Miss
Sadie,
COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.
Soule and wife and Abbie Atkinson and
The cottages at Swan Lake have closed
left Monday for their home in North Carohusband
of
are
Lowell,
Mass.,
visiting
lor this season. All report very pleasant
lina. They, as well as the sisters and other
Stockton Springs. Mrs. Carrie Staples friends in
town-Harry E. Hinckley retimes this summer.
Ray of Providence, R. I., lias been visiting turned last week from the Maine General friends, have the sympathy of all in
the heavy loss they have sustained in
Blanche Ross went to boston by steamer friends and relatives in town. ...Mrs. Susan
Hospital at Portland much improved.
death
the
of
Mrs.
Eaton.Mrs.
City ol Bangor Saturday and will attend a Tibbetts of Roxbury and Miss Tena Cleaves
Bucksport. The joint meeting of the four Leander
Gilman
birth
to twin
gave
school of physical'culture.
of Quincy, Mass., are visiting Mrs. Melvin
seminary literary societies held in Emery daughters Sept. 21st, one of whom died.
Mrs. J. C. Stowers, who has spent the Colcord and family.... Henry Moulton, enHall Friday was a very enjoyable affair. A The mother and the other child are doing
summer here, left for her home in West gineer o' sell. R. F. Pettigrew, is at home for
large number of students were present. The well.Mrs. Emma Larrabee of Lynn is
a few weeks-Dr. James Pierce and famPaimbeach, Fla., last week.
meeting was called to order by President visiting her parents, Mr. aud Mrs. C. A.
who
have
been
in
friends
Windily,
visiting
Miss Augusta Lennan, telegraph operator
Haney, of the Chrestomathean society, and Hayes, aud other friends in town_Mr.
sor, Me., returned home Tuesday... Capt.
.o
Belmom, Mass., made a short visit to
the following program rendered: Prayer, and Mrs. Pushie of Boston were the guests
John Randell is at home for an indefinite
Mrs (4. W. Hiebborn last week.
Mr. Thibodeau ; reading records, cor. sec- of Mrs. R. A. Milliken last week.Mrs.
period-Miss Alida Shute visited friends
Capt. II. B. Whittier of Boston, who in Prospect the past week.... Loren Griffin, retary ; declamation, Miss Lermoud ; speech, Eben Shaw and Miss Carrie Shaw of OrMr. Kerr; music, Miss Case; essay, Mr
lando, Florida, are visiting in town, having
arrived by train Monday evening, to attend who has been
employed in Bangor for sevPerkins. After the program was concluded spent most of the summer in Ripley, Me_
the funeral of Capt. H. N. Curtis, returus eral
is
at
home....
Mrs.
Gertrude
months,
1. me to-day.
Pendleton returned home Saturday from a the remainder of the evening was spent Mr. and Mrs. I. H. Davis of Houlton are
with marching, playing games, etc. Music visiting his sister, Mrs. Leslie Downs_
Mrs. Fannie Fitz Maurice and son, ac- visit to friends in Bangor_Percy Lanfor the latter was furnished by Miss Case Miss Lizzie Baker has gone to Boston fur a
companied by her sister, Mrs. Josie Webber caster was in town over Sunday.
and Mr. Tainter. Among the former stu- visit of some weeks-Mrs. E. F. Littlefield
and daughter Antoinette, went to Norwich,
Islesboro. The remains of Capt. W. S.
dents present were Miss Grace Hall of Bel- and Miss Efiie Littlefield have gone as deleConn., Wednesday.
Cooks*.n, a former resident, were brought
fast, and Frank Simonton, P. O. Hopkins, gates Trorn the W. C. T. U. to the State ConWalter Wright, engineer of the fire de- here last week for interment. He died at Miss
Kate Simonton and Mias Maria Atwood vention at Bath-Mrs. Ellen M. Littlefield
the
of
home
his
in
of
daughter
Boothbay. Capt. of
partment
Roxbury, Mass., after a brief
is attending the State Convention of the W.
Wiuterport.
Coukson was 58 years old. He had been in
:sit with his wife to Mrs. Wright’s parents,
C. T. U. in Bath-The District Convention
Lixcolnyille.
Our
Mrs.
Dora
milliner,
lei
for home accompanied by Miss Grace poor health for the past year... .Thos, W.
of the Epworth League is to be held here
Gil key while milking his cow last week fell Moody, left Monday for Boston to select her |
Crockett Monday.
stock of fall and winter millinery_Those Oct. 0 7.
and was carried to the house,
I he shook of an earthquake was felt here prostrate
where he has since lain unconscious. He is who attended the dance at Band hall last
Brooks. The young people of this village
at i "’clock p. m. Saturday.
In several
i>2 years old and his recovery is doubtful. Saturday evening report a good crowd and a recently bought a foot hall ami have been
es
dishes
were
and
the
p.ashaken,
plasterHis oldest daughter, Rosamond, who lives line time. There will be another one Satur- playing on the corner. Last Thursday morning w as started in one house in the village,
day evening, Oct. 2nd-Mrs. S. M. Dunton ing the ball was thrown under a horse bein Brewer, was summoned and is now with
w h
h :s tke I.nI\ damage we have heard >f \
returned home Tuesday from a visit to Boshim-Charles
son of Otis F.
C.,
longing to Rufus Gross of Thorndike, and
Dodge,
in ’ins \ n inity.
lied Sept. 24th of malignant diphtheria, ton-Mrs. Frank Clarke anil Mrs. John Lloyd, a teu-year-old son of A. B. Stantial
Mr 1 'e.aiiis Smiivaii, iaienian of the New
of
Camden visited Mrs. E. T. of this
aged about 10 years. He was sick only a Dailey
place, rau under the animal to get it.
England Telephone and Telegraph Co., cut
Churchill recently.... Mr. and Mrs. Amos Tile horse
lew days.
Mr. Dodge lost his wife but a
began to kick violently and damin the cir. uit on the short line to the office
of
Dorchester, Mass., are visiting aged the wagon badly. In the melee young
short time ago and has much sympathy in Mahoney
la-re, which very much improves our telerelatives in town-Mrs. Patience McGee Stantial was
his afflictions.
badly kicked in the groin. He
phone communication with the outside
and daughter, Mrs. Tliir/.a Chandler.of Bosvfas carried to the office of Drs. Kilgore and
Prospect Ferry.
Horace Marden and
world—as the circuit entirely does away
ton, who have been visitiug in town, return- Cook, who attended to his
injuries, and it is
wife of Swanville called at Capt. A. A.
w ith the roaring on the line.
ed home Monday-Miss Lizzie Hobbs of
now thought that lie will come out of it all
Ginn’s last Sunday-Capt. F. E. Harding
I apt.. Israel and wife, who are holding reHope has been the guest of Mrs. Frank right-Charles Lane has returned from a
spent several days with his family last week,
vival meetings at the Advent chapel, are
Gray-Norman Jones left, Monday for trip to Presque Isle, Mapleton and other
returning Sept. 27th to Providence, R. I.,
Wiucheudon, Mass., where, he has employ- places. He went to buy potatoes, but bought
meeting with much encouragement. The where his
barge, the Forest Belle, is discaptain will preach an interesting sermon charging-Miss Martha Hardman visited ment in a hospital-Miss Ella Pottle left only oue. carload. When asked his opinion
last week for Med held, Mass.
next Sunday at d o’clock n. m.
The title is friends m Belfast last week...
in regard to the potatoe crop Mr. Lane said
Miss Freda
“A ship at sea.”
Mrs. Israel will sing sevLiberty. Saturday, Sept. 25th, was a red that where he had been he thought less than
Ham man went to Bangor shopping last
eral solos.
All are coruially invited to
letter day fur the brothers of the mystic tie. ! one-half as many as last year would be seSaturday-Mrs. George Ginn and Miss
come.

BARGAINS

sick

Winterport.
Mrs.
Jennie
Seamans,
State Supt., Dept., Purity, W. C. T. L’.,
filled the Methodist pulpit very acceptably
funeral of Mrs. C. P. Black was held at her
last Sunday morning. In the afternoon she
late residence last Thursday, Rev. Geo. Hill
■gave a talk to women and girls, and in the
officiating-The funeral of little Earle, a
evening a lecture on Christian Citizenship.
ol
son
Mr. Robie

Mrs. M. E. Cutter of Washington, D. C.,
visiting her father, A. Stinson.

is

CO.,

Morrill. Mrs. Roscoe Weymouth died
quite suddenly last Friday evening from
Bright’s disease. The funeral was held at
her late residence last Sunday at 2 p. m
Rev. A. D. Thibodeau officiating_The

There will be a masked ball at tlie Grange
Hall, North Searsport, Oct. 7th.

ly.

GREAT

Mr. Stanley Perkins and
wife of Brooks visited their relatives here
last week-Mrs. Lottie French and Marion Daggett, who have been here for two
mouths, left Monday for Stoneham, Mass.
Mr. George Smith has gone to Boston to
work for French Bros-Mr. M. S. Richards is at home fora vacation from Damariscotta-Mr. Lucullus Roberts of Somerville
has lately visited relatives here....Rev. B.
B. Merrill of Brewer preached here last
Sunday. Mrs. Merrill and son Arthur were
here two days of last week_Mrs. Harry
Morse and children left Monday for their
home in Rosindale, Mass-Miss Emma
Black has lately been in Bucksport for a
visit-Several from here attended the
....

California.
His second wife was Mrs.
Miriam Whittier, who died several years
ago. By her he hail two daughters, who
died in infancy. There were no children by

>'ORTH

Rev. C. H. Wells of Belfast
very interesting sermon here last
Sunday and will be here again in two weeks.
....Miss Jessie Cunninghan has returned
from Monroe aud is attending school at the
head of the lake.... John Royal raised 577
beans, besides 27 empty pods, on one stalk.
a

Sandypoint.

and probably iff one of the few survivors.
Capt. Curtis after working in the mines for
Rev. E. R. Smith of Farmington made us a
time was in the coasting business on the
a call oue day last week
Pacific with Capt. Richard Merithew. ReCapt. J. W. Walnutt is making extensive turning home he had the schooner G. W.
improvements on his house.
Pickering built, for him and engaged in the
Photographer Tuttle is having a line run West India trade. He married, first, Eliza
Clifford, who died while he was absent in
on the sale of paper weights.
Mrs.

Swanville.

gave

of this town-Mrs. Wm. McTaggart of
Waterville visited the family of E. C. Boody
last week-Mrs. Charles Miller of Medford, Mass., is visiting the Miller and Jones
families of Brooks-Ross A. Jones of
South Brooks has started his hay press. Ho
claims to be able to do as good work as any
the county-Mrs. Charles L. Ausmuch improved that she has walked across the street to visit a friend_Miss
May Weed of Lowell, Mass., is visiting the
family of Chas. F. Bessey. Mrs. Bessey has
been so much better as to be able to ride out
since her last bad spell... Mrs. Geo, B.
Roberts is improving and hopes are entertained of her recovery_Miss Alice L. Dow
is expected home from Boston next Saturday and her millinery stock will shortly follow her....Mrs. Martha Luce and her
daughter Bertha of Merrimac, Mass., have
been visiting friends and relatives here_
Mr. Dow has on hand a large stock of popular outing Haunels-Miss May McTagman

in

so

gart has returned from a
brother John of
Belfast.
Brooks items on Oth page.J

Belfast

Price

visit

Produce Market.

her

Current.

CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR THE

oO @ t a
Apples, ^ bu,
dried,
tb,
4@5
1 30@1 40
Beans, pea,
medium, 1 30@1 40
yel’weyesl 50^1 70
Butter, ^ fo,
15@18
Beef, $> lb,
5@6 1-2
Bariev, # bu,
40@45
9 l-2@lo
Cheese,
lb,
Chicken,
tb,
10@12
CalfSkins,
50@75
Duck,
tb,
14@16
18
Eggs, ^ doz,
Fowl,
tb,
8@10
Geese,
lb,
13@15

to

[Additional

JOURNAL.

Price Paid Producer.

Hay, & ton, 10 00etl2 00
3 1-2 a4
Hides,
lt>,
Lamb,
lb,
5ia7
Lamb Skins,
25^40
4*0.5
Mutton, $> lb,
Oats,
bu, 32 lb, 25&30
Potatoes,
90^100
Round Hop,
4^4 1-2
Straw, •P’ton, 6 00^7 00
lb.
Turkey,
16^.18
1 1-2 a.3
Tallow,
Veal, #> lb,
6(o7
Wool, unwashed, 12@l3
Wood, hard, 3 50,a.5 00
Wood, soft, 3 00(a3 50

Retail Market.
Retail Price.
j
90@1 00
Beef, corned,
lb, 7(28 Lime, ^ bbl,
4(a;5
Butter salt, 14 lb bag, 18 Oat Meal, Jp lb,
46
Onions,
lb,
$>
4(jaj5
Corn,
bu,
Cracked Corn, p bu, 46 Oil,kerosene, gal, 11®12
3 l-2Ta,4
46 Pollock,^ lb,
Corn Meal, ^ bu,
13 Pork, p lb,
7(oi8
Cheese, ^ lb,
1.12
Cotton Seed, ^ cwt, 1 26 Plaster, $>.bbl,
3
lb
5(a;9 Rye Meal, p lb
Codfish, dry,
80;g.85
Cranberries, (p qt, 6(2)9 Shorts, ^ cwt,
5
lb,
^
Clover Seed, p lb, 11(2)12 Sugar,
1-2@B
35
Flour, I* bbl, 600(®6 50 Salt, T. I.,
H.G.Seed, bu, 1 75@2 00 Sweet Potatoes, 2 l-2@3
3@313
8@9 Wheat Meal,
Lard, p lb

We are selling clothing according to the times. All we u mt
is fair prices. Every one used alike. Come and see for
yourself. We are selling

All Wool Overcoats from $7.00 up.
All Wool Ulsters from $7.00 up.
All Wool Men’s Suits from $7.00 up.
All Wool Pants from $1.50 up.

FURNISHING GOODS.
Cashmere Hose,lhc tel valnc in lhe niarket' 25c., former ooc.
Laundered Shirts, 50c., 75c. and $1
These shirts

are

the LEOMINSTER, best made shirt in the market.

Do not be fooled
that

are

by shoddy, half made goods, try good, honest
well made, perfect fitting, that you will never
regret of buying.

AT THE WHITE STORE,
SHIP

NhiWS.

Si ngaj ore f >r Boston ; Sept
(’ape Town for Barbadoes
Barbadoes, Sept. 15. bid, bark Sr.
Spain; 27, ar, bark Evie Heed. c..«;
ordered ;■. New Y< >rk.

PORT OF BELFAST.

••

ARRIVED.

mm

<>.

f'-u

t

\.
Ship ( ora, rairbairn. tr- m St
ardiif, has arrived at lYnar'h K. Mils
u ii!,
rudder head sprung.
Notice is given that Saodida k Le>!,
Buoy, spar, led and black li.ni/- i.t.d -mpes. iv
ported adrift Sept. 13, was rep.aced in m'.-in u
Sepr. 24.
BrcKsi’t>lt!
S •br-. Post B
Me.. Sepr. 27
from Saco ami Delaware fr-m ik.-Pm
j|, 0,>\
lision at this port to-day. and the D-D. \\ .uv p t.j
mainsail badly damaged.
The clipper ship Slntram. 1 5 h s.;:.-. n ,;p ar
Freeport in 1S.S7. and lately ■•wm-d m 1. < Sou vand other.-, has been sobT.it San Fun
u
will go into the coasting trad.e 1 .'tween Seattle ami
San F raucisc. ■.
Spoken. Sept. 22, 45 miles S. K t'r- m < up,.
C »d, bark .1. 11. Bowers. Magune, 11 ".
P >-t.
Buenos Ayres.
Mark Adam \Y. Spies, »i• ■.le11.
from New York for Honolulu. Sept. 5, iat. 1 1 ,m;
S., ion. 35.43 W.
Ex ethic N. H., Sept. 25. Selir. Mary E
>
v
with coal inward bound, struck a rock"at New
5
to-day and sank within ten minutes sim r,--.;slightly on one side of the channel, ami de k
ed at high tide. She has a hole stove in he port
bow. she will be raised and repaired.
New York, Sept. 23. The new sttiiv. Kai-ei WT
helm der (irosse ol the North < lerman Id.
arrived to-night at lo o'clock on her mam,mi voyage. making the passage from Southampton to
New York in 5 days, 22 hours, 45 minutes, the
fastest time on record, she is b48 feet !o; g, <;»;
feet beam, 4.3 feet deep, !4."oo ton- burdciTam!
30,000 horse power.
S. XV. Harbor, Me.. Sept. 25.
Sch. up a. H.
Ryder, Capt. Benson, of Gloucester, while run
ning in from the fishing grounds struck in
western way near Rice’s point and p.umien heavilv for a short time. She was gotten otr
i,
after and taken into the wharf where a o examination was made at low water ana it was t■ •;!n-1 tliat
her keel was badly damaged aft.
Sim will he
taken to Rockland and go outlie railwai for repairs.
Jacksonville. Sept. 21. It is reported that steamer Delaware of the Clyde line has been sold c
Boston parties and will be sent to the Pacific to
ply between San Francisco ami Alaska
Sept
22.
Fears are entertained for the safety of schs.
Robt. XV. Dasey. Capi. Hunter, for Phlladelj but;
Wm. H. Skinner, Woodland, for New York, and
John H. Cannon, Harrison, for Baltimore. All
three left this port last Monday before the storm
(

Sept. 24.

Sells. S. L. Davis. Pattershall, Ban
gor; Maria Websrer, Turner, Rockland; Nonpareil, Cousins, Deer Isle.
Sept. 2d. Sells. Celia 1'.. West, New York; ,Tas.
Holmes, Ryan, Boston; Sadie Corev, Lowe. Portland.
Sept 27 Sell. Anna Pendleton, Thomas, Sandy

•..

point.
SAILED.

Sept. 23. Solis. Miantonomah, Ryan, Portland;
P. M. Bonnie, Burgess, Yinalhaven.'
Sept. 25. Sells. Willie L Newton, Coombs, Port
Spain, via Booth bay and Portland; Chas. E. Raymond, Pendleton, New York via SargentviHe;
Fairy Forest, Smith, Portland, Henry Whitney,
Welch, New Haven.

•..

AMERICAN PORTS.

New York, Sept. 22. Ar. seh. Susan N. Pickering, Swan's Island; 23; ar, sch. Levi Hart. Pockport; sld. schs. Georgia Gilkey. Philadelphia;
25. ar, sch. Hum-

1

arock, Veazie, Brunswick; 27, ar. seh. Carrie E.
Look, Jacksonville; cld, sch. Abide C. Stubbs,
Point-a-Pitre.

Boston, Sept. 21.

Ar, schs. Lizzie B. Willey,
Perth Amboy:
Seavey, Pattersliall, South Amboy; 24. ar,
Mary E. Palmer, Haskell, Louisburg, C. B.;
Yale, Washington, 1). ('.; 25, cld, seh'. George
Gurney, Penobscot and New York; 26, ar, sells.
Flora Rogers, Pascagoula; Jacob Reed, Charlotte,
S. C.; Norombega, Elizabethport.
Philadelphia, Sept. 21. Ar, sch. Star of the Sea,
Hopkins, New Bedford cld, sch. Emma S. Briggs,
Osborne, Augusta; 23. ar, sch. Rabboni. Lord,
Bangor; 24, cld, schs. Augustus Palmer, Haskell.
Portsmouth; Sarah E. Palmer, Whittier, Savannah; 27, cld, sch. Star of the Sea, Hopkins, Port
Tampa.
Baltimore, Sept. 22. Cld, sch. J. Manchester !
Haynes, Mathews, Portland; 24. cld, bark Doris, j
Thompson, Bahia and Rio Janeiro.
Portland, Sept. 23. Cld, sch. S. G. Haskell,
Richardson, Demerara; 25, ar, Wm. H. Sumner,
Pendleton, Philadelphia.
Bangor, Sept. 22. Sld, schs. Henry Whitney.
New Raven; Sarah L. Davis, Pattersliall, New
York; 24, ar, sch. E. L. Warren, Taintor, Portland; cld, sch. Copy, Pendleton. Boston; 25. sld,
F. C Pendleton, Burgess, New York ; Wm. Slater,
Hutchins, Providence; 27. ar, schs. Henry Crosby,
Newport News, Va„ Sepr. 22 While putting
Jordan, Philadelphia; Josie Hook, rimer, Boston ; into
Hampton Roads to-day to escape the storm,
Menawa, Pendleton, Salem; Sarah I). J. Rawson,
the three-masted sch. Walker, Armington. Capt.
French, Portland; sld, sch. Webster Barnard, Cummings, Baltimore to New Bedford with a carMarshall, Stamford, Ct.; 28, ar, schs. Susie P.
go of coal, collided with an obstruction, sinking
Oliver, Winslow, New York; Hattie McG. Buck, soon afterward. The oiew were picked up,
but
Chandler, do.
on board was lost.
The Walker ArmJacksonville, Sept. 20. Sld, sch. Carrie E. Look, everything
was owned in Rockland, Me., and was built
ington
Hallowell, New York,
at Bath, Me., in 1883. having auxiliary machinery.
Cedar Keys, Sept. 26. Ar, sch. Senator SulliBoston, Sept. 27- While the three-masted sen
van, Crockett, Port an Prince, to load for New
Jacob Reed, Capt. Bunker, from Charleston. S. c
York.
Perth Amboy, Sept. 22. Sld, sch. James A. was anchored on South Boston flats yesterday,
Garfield, Portland; 23, sld, seh. Annie R. Lewis, she was run into by the sch. George Gurney, ('apt
Cobb, Bangor ; 24, sld, sch. Helen, Batehelder, Closson outward bound for Penobscot, Me. to load
for N\ Y. The Reed had her jiblmom and headgear
Boston.
Beaufort, N. C., Sept. 22. Returned to Cape carried awav, and the Gurney sustained some
damage to her fore rigging. The latter, however,
Lookout Bight for a harbor, sell Puritan from
proceeded on her way to the eastward. Her main
Georgetown, S. (., for New York; sld 24.
Bath, Sept. 23. Sld, sch. Austin I). Knight, rigging was carried away and her spanker boom
Drinkwater, New York; 27, ar, schs. James A. was broken.
1 be crew <f the
Parsons, New York; Sea Bird, Boston; Austin D.
Boothbay Harbor, .sept. 2.
Knight, Philadelphia.
schooner Abide E Willanl, of Bang"!', arriv>‘.|
Brunswick, Ga„ Sept. 23. Sld, bark R A. C. here to-day in a small boat, their \osel i'.a\mu
Smith. Boston.
foundered twelve miles southeast of Scguin. The
Ar, sell. Edward H.
Fernamlina, Sept. 25
AbbieE. Willard was bound from Perth Amboy.
Blake, Smith, New York.
N. ,1., for Bangor with a cargo
clay. She
Apalachicola, Sept. 24. Ar, bark Herbert Ful- sprung a leak during a blow, and the water came
ler, Nash, Port Natal via Barbadoes.
in so fast that the pumps were altogether inadeChatham, Sept. 26. A ileetof coal laden schoon- quate. Owing to the nature of the cargo she soon beers passed north to-day with a strong fair wm
gan to settle and the crew saw that the only thing
among them being the Mary E Eldredge, Annie left was to launch, a boat. The vessel sank >o.m
R. Lewis, A. W. Ellis, E.
Allen. Maud Sher- after she was abandoned. Swett Brothers of Banwood, EminaS. Briggs, Emma Green, David Faust, gor owned the schooner. The Willard wa> built
Fred Brown, Fair Wind, Hattie McG. Bin k,
at; Brewer in 1860.
She registered 128 tons.
Sarah A. Reed. Henry Sutton, Joseph Luther and
New Orleans, Sept. 25. The Harrison line steam20 others.
er Craftsman has arrived here with two
Salem, Sept. 26. Ar, sch. Lucia Porter, Phila- gers of the ship May Flint, which sailedpassenfrom
delphia.
Philadelphia for Hiogo, Japan, on Aug. 21. A
In
27.
schs.
Hattie H.
Bucksport, Sept.
port
hurricane on Sept. 8tli carried away all her rigBarbour from Boston; Post Boy, Saco; Delaware,
ging and masts. She was olfered assistance by the
Black, Boston.
Craftsman, but the captain said he would rig
Delaware Breakwater, Sept. 27. Ar, ship Emily
jury masts and make for the nearest port. The
F. Whitney, Iloilo.
May Flint was formerly the Persian Monarch of
Port Reading, N. J.. Sept. 27. Ar, sell. Kit Car- the
Monarch line of Atlantic steamers, and is the
son, Kendall, New York.
largest sailing ship afloat. Flint & Co. are her
Edgartown, Mass., Sept. 27. Ar, schs. Helen, present owners. [The May Flint is commanded by
Batehelder, Perth Amboy for Boston; Julia A. Capt. E. D. P. Nichols of Searsport.]
Decker, Spear, do, for North Haven.
!
Charlestown, Mass., Sept 23. The seh. Wm. B
Newport News, Sept. 27. Sld, sch. Wm. ;E.
1
Palmer was injured by tire this morning while
Downes, Marshall, New Haven,
r San Francisco, Sept. 27.
Ar, ship Louis Walsh, lying at Mystic wharf, Charlestown, discharging
coal. The Palmer reached Boston ten days ago
Newcastle, N. S. W.
from Newport News and hauled into dock WedFOREIGN PORTS.
nesday. This morning at 5.30 the mate discovered
the tower on the coal dock all ablaze. Captain
Louislrarg, C. B., Sept. 19. Ar, sch. Wesley
McDonald, who was on hoard, tried to haul the
M. Oler, Harriman, Las Palmas, to load for Port-

Pascagoula; Pocliasset, Herrick,

Paul
schs.

land.

Cape Town, Sept. 19. Ar, bark Mannie Swan,
Higgins, New York.
Hong Kong, Aug. 6. Sid, bark Serrano, Waterhouse, Rajang.
Singapore, Aug. 17. In port, bark Adolph
Obrig, Amsbury, for New York.
Buenos Ayres, Aug. 27. Sid, bark Skoda (Br.,)
Lee, Mobile.
Bahia, Sept. 23. Ar, bark Josephine, Baltimore
for Rio Janeiro.
St. Helena, Aug. 10.

Passed ship Daniel

Barnes,

York

Haskell,

ice, ji.
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Sept. 22. Sells. Peiiobseot, Dodge. Philadelphia
Henry \\ hitney, Welch, Bangor; .Jennie Howard,
Emery, Bangor.
Sept. 23. Sell. Fannie N Edith, Ryder, Ro.-k-

Gen. Adelbert Ames, Baltimore

cb^ow'

I
I
I
I

|
!

vessel astern but the schooner Alice Coburn was
in the way. Meanwhile the heat set on tire the
was burning all fore running
gear. The fire boat arrived in fifteen minutes and
immediately put out the blaze. The foremast ami
foretopmast, with their steel running rigging,
were badly burned.
The gafftops-ail and staysail
and a large hawser were burned, ami other damage resulted. Loss on schooner estimated at
$1,000. The coal tower, which cost nearly $15,000, was totally destroyed. Schooner said to be
fully insured.
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BOKK
i’>"\vm-:v. In lYnobs.
!
Mrs. A il! i;un W Bn\v...n
Hi i-k.
A
In Oi l.uni. Sei
M
hert K. Hu.',, a
lUMiib
■.
In Kivk!
5.
Mm 'h. Daniels, a son. !.! •> F,n_.
in Oriami, Sent. 14. to
Dorr.
J<di» Don a son
Kkkna; n
>e
In *4.Mrs. Fred I I
Dray.
In Se.i. w
k. sc,
A, »o
James H. < ira\. a aup.itei.
(liUMH.E. In 15Dit-li!! 1. to \lr. ai.n
(Irimlle, l’< rmer!\ ■>!. \'ina!t:.i\ei .a
In I
K N1 'W 1 ON
111.III;. Wo:
Benjamin Km.-alton, a son.
Ui'iiniNs. In Hn.-kspnrt. Sept, i*
-,..i
Mrs. Frank Ik A mS< OTI.
M
In Deei i-ie. Sept. D
Mrs. Samuel s. s.-.-tt a s..p
Sarrkni
In Fan »ine. Sepr 7.
A inert 1 > Sargent a -lauditi i.
Si.YM.KY. In Swans Islaml, ><
and Mis. Hiram I Stanley a son
TnoRM'ikK. hi Tlioiiaiston. Se.
and Mrs. Horace Thorndike, a so
u,

■

■

■
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MARRIED.
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M
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William E. Aylward and Jessie 1- v
of Koeklaml.'
('aimer Wei.* i. In Be.!.:-!. >•
v,1. E. Tilt.m. Walter C. » arte:
ami .Mi>s Vena H. Melt h •: 1'.*- L»
Di inn Vi>i■ \. In Belfast. >• !
G. Winslow, Altana i.. Dutch am M
Voting, both of Belfast.
Earl-Drake. In ( unde::. Set
of Boston and Alice urti- Drake
Ksiom ori. In Koekt'.-rt. Se,
■;
E. Knieht and Lizzie L (n t
In Belt.i-t. s«-j
Feller Snow
M
F’ti
Herbert
George S. Mills.
and Miss • urie Belle Sir tv 1 B*.
Ill East 1
I’AYSOS HoUNA.N.
Arthur \N t’ayson and Jennie
East Union.
Ill H II
l’EA l’.KON ( '< (IKEA N !Sept. lb. Herbert l’eai !n t He
Copeland of Warren.
In A; lain Is 1 A I'L ES l>t MIA M.
M
Sept I b. Charles Staples at.
both oi Atlantic.
Sellers Wen hmi: n. In ih
Wilder Sellers of \ mailt.i\ei: ami
of Koekpott
< arisen
in Mato.
YmMi
Ben ben K Youue; and Hi n *t <
Matinieu.-.

DIED.
Allen. In West Eden, Srpt !• 1
('apt Fred Allen aged ah"'i*.
Carver. In Yinaihaven. Sei't.
son of Mr. and .Mrs. Eugene ( ai\<
Davis. In Deer Isle. Sept. !3.
Mrs. Joseph R. Davis, aged 2 imm:
Fkev ii. In Brewer. Sei't. 2d. V>
wife of Joseph E. French, arm
ruonths and 22 days.
Grey. In Morrill, Sept. 25,
2,years and 3 months.
Hall. In Holyoke. Mass.. Sei
widow of Simeon Hall, former!’.
74 years. The remains wen taken
burial.
Hyde. In Chicago, Sept, 14, M.u
Samuel Hyde, formerly of Bangor, c
3 months and 27 days.
Jones. In Augusta, at the Stan n
"t
Sept. 20, James L. Jones,a nativ e
aged 59 years and 3 months. Tintaken to Rockland for burial.
Stevens. In Brooksville, Sept,
beth J. Stevens, aged 7('» years and
Wasgatt. In Mt. Desert, Sept.
Wasgatt, aged 74 years and 1 mont!2»
Wentworth. In Morrill, Sept
Wentworth, aged 49 years and 20
In Rock port, Sept.
Whipple.
Whipple, a native of Bristol, N |H »g:'
3 months and 9 days.
of
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